
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

AT LOUISVILLE 
 

Electronically Filed 
 
TERRI NAISER and JONNIE PHILLIPS,  ) 
On Behalf of Themselves and All Others  ) 
Similar Situated,     ) 
   Plaintiffs,   ) 
       ) 
 v.      ) Case No.     
       ) 
UNILEVER UNITED STATES, INC., LEK  ) Removed from Jefferson Circuit 
INC., and CONOPCO, INC. d/b/a   ) Court Case No. 13-CI-00898 
UNILEVER HOME & PERSONAL CARE  ) 
USA,       ) 
   Defendants.   )  

  

NOTICE OF REMOVAL 
 

 
Defendant Unilever United States, Inc. (“Unilever”), by its undersigned attorneys, hereby 

gives notice of the removal of this action pursuant to the Class Action Fairness Act of 2005 

(“CAFA”), Pub. L. 109-2, 199 Stat. 4, codified in pertinent part at 28 U.S.C. §§ 1332(d) and 

1453, and 28 U.S.C. § 1446.  In support of this Notice of Removal, Unilever states as follows:  

1. On February 22, 2013 plaintiffs Terri Naiser and Jonnie Phillips filed a Class 

Action Complaint (the “Initial Complaint”) in the Jefferson Circuit Court of Kentucky against 

Unilever and LEK, Inc. (“LEK”).  See Initial Complaint attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 

2. The Initial Complaint was never served on Unilever.     

3. On March 14, 2013, plaintiffs filed a First Amended Class Action Complaint (the 

“Amended Complaint”).  The claims arise out of the development, marketing, manufacture, sale 

and use of a chemical hair smoothing treatment (the “Product”), which the plaintiffs contend has 

caused scalp burns, “significant” hair loss and breakage.  See Amended Complaint, attached to 
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this Notice of Removal as Exhibit 2, ¶¶1, 2, 7, 8, 53, 92, 104. Plaintiffs assert claims against 

Unilever, LEK and Conopco, Inc. (“Conopco”) for negligence and/or gross negligence, strict 

liability and unjust enrichment,  Am. Compl., Counts IV – VI, and additional claims against 

Unilever for breach of express warranty, violation of the Kentucky Consumer Protection Act (the 

“KCPA”), and violation of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act.  Id., Counts I – III. The Product 

was sold to consumers by retail merchants from the beginning of December, 2011 to the 

beginning of May, 2012, under the name Suave® Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day 

Smoothing Kit.  See Ex. 2, Am. Compl. ¶¶ 22, 38. 

4. As set forth below, Unilever has satisfied all procedural requirements for removal.  

In addition, federal jurisdiction lies here, and the Amended Complaint is removable to this Court, 

under CAFA.  CAFA jurisdiction exists because the proposed plaintiff class (i) has at least 100 

putative class members, (ii) asserts an aggregate amount in controversy in excess of $5,000,000, 

exclusive of interest and costs, and (iii) includes class members whose citizenship is diverse 

from that of Unilever.  28 U.S.C. §§ 1332(d)(2), (d)(5). 

I. UNILEVER HAS SATISFIED THE PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS FOR 
REMOVAL. 

5. A named defendant’s time to remove an action under 28 U.S.C. § 1446(b) “is 

triggered by simultaneous service of the summons and complaint, or receipt of the complaint, 

‘through service or otherwise,’ after and apart from service of summons.”  Murphy Bros. Inc. v. 

Michetti Pipe Stringing, Inc., 526 U.S. 344, 347-48 (1999).  A defendant’s receipt of a courtesy 

copy of a complaint unattended by formal service does not trigger its time to remove under 28 

U.S.C. § 1446(b).  Id. at 347-48. 

6. Unilever was never served with the Initial Complaint.  Unilever was first served 

with process in this action on March 22, 2013, when the Amended Complaint and Summons was 
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received by Unilever’s statutory agent for service, the Corporation Trust Company, having been 

sent by certified mail.  See Service of Process Transmittal attached hereto as Exhibit 3.  Under 

Kentucky law, service by registered or certified mail is complete upon delivery.  Kentucky CR 

4.01.  Accordingly, under 28 U.S.C. § 1446(b) a Notice of Removal for this action is timely filed 

on or before April 21, 2013, within thirty days of the March 22, 2013 service of the Summons 

and Amended Complaint.   

7. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1446(d), a copy of this Notice of Removal is being served 

upon counsel for plaintiffs and a copy is being filed with the Clerk of the Jefferson Circuit Court 

in Jefferson County, Kentucky. 

8. Consent of the other defendants to removal of this action is not required under 

CAFA.  28 U.S.C. § 1453(b). 

II. THIS COURT HAS SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION OVER THIS ACTION 
UNDER CAFA. 

9. Under CAFA, this Court has diversity jurisdiction over any class action in which 

(1) at least one class member “is a citizen of a State different from any defendant,” (2) the 

asserted class has at least 100 putative class members and (3) the aggregate amount in 

controversy “exceeds the sum or value of $5,000,000.”  28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(2), (d)(5).  A “class 

action” includes any civil action filed under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23 or “similar State 

statute or rule of judicial procedure,” 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(1)(B), such as Rule 23 of the 

Kentucky Rules of Civil Procedure invoked by plaintiffs in this case.  See Ex. 2, Am. Compl. 

¶ 64. 

A. The Minimal Diversity Requirement Is Satisfied. 

10. The Amended Complaint alleges that the two named plaintiffs reside in Kentucky.  

Ex. 2, Am. Compl. ¶¶ 14-15.  Plaintiffs seek to represent a purported class consisting of 
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Kentucky residents who purchased the Product.  Id. ¶ 64.  Thus, the putative class clearly 

includes alleged members who are citizens and residents of Kentucky. 

11. Unilever is a corporation organized under the laws of Delaware and maintains its 

principal place of business in New Jersey.  See Ex. 2, Am. Compl. ¶ 16.  Unilever is therefore a 

citizen of Delaware and New Jersey for purposes of federal jurisdiction.  28 U.S.C. § 1332(c)(1). 

Defendant Conopco, Inc. (“Conopco”) is a corporation organized under the laws of New York 

and maintains its principal place of business in New Jersey. See Ex. 2, Am. Compl. ¶ 18. 

Conopco is therefore a citizen of Delaware and New Jersey for purposes of federal jurisdiction. 

28 U.S.C. § 1332(c)(1). Plaintiff alleges that defendant LEK is a foreign corporation with its 

principal place of business in Knowlton, Quebec, Canada. See Ex. 2, Am. Compl. ¶ 17. 

Accordingly, the minimal diversity requirement of 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(2)(A) is satisfied, 

because at least one member of the putative class of plaintiffs is a citizen of a state different than 

Unilever, Conopco and LEK. 

B. The Alleged Class Has At Least 100 Putative Members. 

12. The named plaintiffs seek to represent the following putative class: 

[A]ll Kentucky residents who purchased the Product for personal or household 
use at any time since the date in 2011 that the Product was first made available to 
consumers … 

Ex. 2, Am. Compl. ¶ 64-65. 

13. Plaintiffs do not allege the approximate size of the putative class, but they do 

allege that “Plaintiffs and the members of the Class they seek to represent are so numerous that 

joinder of all members individually, in one action or otherwise, is impractical.”  Id. ¶ 66.  As set 

forth below, it is clear that plaintiffs seek relief on behalf of more than 100 putative class 

members. 
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14. The number of units of the Product sold at retail serves as a reasonable proxy for 

the number of consumers that purchased the Product, and therefore for the number of putative 

class members.  A unit of the Product contained one single-use treatment, so each individual who 

used the Product consumed a separate kit.  See Ex. 1, Compl., at Exhibit A-B.  The product 

packaging instructed consumers not to use the Product more than once within a three month 

period, and the Product was on the market for less than six months.  See Ex. 2, Am. Compl., at 

Exhibit A-B; id. ¶¶ 22, 38.  Plaintiff’s allegation that consumers experienced negative results 

from their use of the Product, if taken as true for the purpose of evaluating removal jurisdiction, 

suggests that consumers would not have purchased the Product a second time.  See Ex. 2, Am. 

Compl. ¶ 35.  Accordingly, each retail sale of a unit of the Product more likely than not 

represents a separate consumer.  See Salling v. Budget Rent-A-Car Systems, Inc., 672 F.3d 442, 

443 (6th Cir. 2012) (requiring defendant to show that the jurisdictional requirements for removal 

have been met “by a preponderance of the evidence”). 

15. The Amended Complaint asserts that “the Defendants sold hundreds, if not 

thousands of Treatment kits to Kentucky residents.”  Ex. 2, Am. Compl. ¶ 66.  With each sale 

representing a purchase by a separate consumer, it follows that “hundreds, if not thousands” of 

Kentucky residents purchased the Product.  Moreover, sales records maintained by Unilever 

show that retailers sold approximately 9600 units of the Product in Kentucky during 2012.  See 

Declaration of Uzma Rauf, attached hereto as Exhibit 4.  The putative class thus exceeds the 

jurisdictional requirement of at least 100 members.   

C. The Aggregate Amount In Controversy Exceeds $5,000,000, Exclusive of 
Interest and Costs. 

16. Plaintiffs seek aggregate damages, on behalf of themselves and the alleged class, 

that exceed the $5,000,000 threshold required by CAFA.  While Unilever disputes and 
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controverts plaintiffs’ allegations regarding both liability and entitlement to the relief demanded, 

the Sixth Circuit assesses the amount in controversy “from the perspective of the plaintiff, with a 

focus on the economic value of the rights he seeks to protect.”  Woodmen of the World/Omaha 

Woodmen Life Ins. Soc. v. Scarbro, 2005 WL 873369, 129 Fed. App’x 194, 195-96 (6th Cir. 

April 18, 2005).  CAFA jurisdiction is proper if it can “reasonably be deduced from the 

allegations in [the] Complaint, referred to in Defendant’s Notice of Removal, that the amount in 

controversy more likely than not exceeds $5 million.”  England v. Adv. Stores Co., 2008 WL 

4372902, at *2 (W.D. Ky. Sept. 22, 2008).1 

17. While Plaintiffs’ Amended Complaint does not expressly plead the aggregate 

damages of their proposed class, the sales data maintained by Unilever for the Louisville, 

Kentucky market establish that the size of this allegedly state-wide class can be conservatively 

estimated at 9600 members.  See supra ¶¶ 15-16.2  The amount in controversy therefore exceeds 

the jurisdictional minimum under CAFA if the average amount of damages sought by each 

purported class member is $520.83 (dividing $5 million by 9600).  The amount of damages 

alleged by the named plaintiffs, the nature of plaintiffs’ claims, and the types of relief sought 

demonstrate that it is more likely than not that the amount in controversy is well above that 

threshold.  

18. Plaintiffs seek compensatory damages, punitive damage and attorneys’ fees on 

behalf of themselves and the purported members of the putative class for alleged hair and scalp 

                                                 
1 In a removal action where the complaint does not specify the amount in controversy, the defendant must show that 
it is “more likely than not” that the claims meet the amount in controversy requirement.  The Sixth Circuit has 
explicitly rejected the more “daunting burden of proving, to a legal certainty, that the plaintiff’s damages are not less 
than the amount-in-controversy requirement.”  Gafford v. Gen. Elec. Co., 997 F.2d 150, 158-59 (6th Cir. 1993), 
abrogated on other grounds by Hertz Corp. v. Friend, 559 U.S. 77 (2010).   

2 This approach provides a conservative estimate because it excludes nearly a full month of product sales in 2011, 
See Ex. 2, Am. Compl. ¶ 22 (stating December 9, 2011 as the Product release date), and because the 2012 statistics 
are not comprehensive.  Ex. 4, Rauf Decl. at 3. 
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injuries from a product they claim was both defective and unaccompanied by sufficient 

warnings.   

19. The amounts they demand for compensatory damages include, but are not limited 

to: 

  a) the unspecified expenses of medical assessment, testing and treatment by 

dermatologists and other medical specialists (Ex. 2, Am. Compl. ¶ ¶64, 92);  

 b) the cost of repairing the alleged damage to their hair (such as haircuts, 

conditioners, and other repair products (Id.); and  

 c) other consequential and incidental damages “like lost income and related 

expenses.” (Id.).   

The Amended Complaint alleges that, as just one component of that injury, Plaintiff Naiser has 

spent approximately $2,000.00 on haircuts and conditioning products (Id. ¶ 58) and, Plaintiff 

Phillips claims that she has spent “hundreds of dollars on conditioners and special treatments to 

try to restore her hair.”  Id. ¶ 61.  According to the Amended Complaint, the claims of the named 

plaintiffs are typical of the claims of the alleged class members.  Id. ¶ 69.    

20. Accordingly, taken as true for the purpose of this removal, it is more likely than 

not that the more than 9600 putative class members will seek to recover compensatory damages 

in the form of direct economic losses from $200 - $2000 for hair treatments, plus medical 

expenses and lost income (in addition to punitive damages and attorneys’ fees).  Accordingly, the 

collective demands for the asserted economic injuries alone are more likely than not to exceed 

the $5,000,000 CAFA threshold   

21. The nature of plaintiffs’ claims indicates that their alleged compensatory damages 

are not limited to economic loss.  In addition to contract-based warranty claims (Counts I and 
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III), the Amended Complaint asserts tort claims for negligence, gross negligence and strict 

liability (Counts IV and V).  See Ex. 2, Am. Compl.  Under Kentucky law, a plaintiff cannot 

assert negligence and strict liability theories to recover only economic losses.  See Giddings & 

Lewis, 348 S.W.3d 729, 738 (Ky. 2011) (“[C]osts for repair or replacement of the product itself, 

lost profits and similar economic losses cannot be recovered pursuant to negligence or strict 

liability theories but are recoverable only under the parties’ contract, including any express or 

implied warranties”).  Thus, plaintiffs’ tort claims must seek to recover amounts beyond the 

economic damages sought under their warranty claims.  These claims therefore raise the amount 

in controversy even further above the $5,000,000 threshold. 

22. Furthermore, plaintiffs also seek punitive damages under their gross negligence 

and KCPA counts.  See Ex. 2, Am. Compl., ¶¶ 84, 106 and Prayer for Relief; Craig & Bishop, 

Inc. v. Piles, 247 S.W.3d 897, 905-06 (Ky. 2008); Phelps v. Louisville Water Co., 103 S.W.3d 

46, 51-53 (Ky. 2003).  Accordingly, plaintiffs’ potential recovery of punitive damages must be 

considered when calculating the amount in controversy.  See Hayes v. Equitable Energy Res. 

Co., 266 F.3d 560, 572 (6th Cir. 2001) (“When determining the jurisdictional amount in 

controversy . . . punitive damages must be considered . . . unless it is apparent to a legal certainty 

that such cannot be recovered.”)  Kentucky law does not limit recovery of punitive damages 

under either theory of liability.  See, e.g., Phelps, 103 S.W.3d at 54 (allowing punitive damages 

award of $2 million, just over eleven times the amount of compensatory damages); Craig & 

Bishop, Inc., 247 S.W.3d at 906 (allowing punitive damages award approximately six times the 

amount of compensatory damages).3   

                                                 
3 Unilever does not concede that the punitive damages awards permitted by the Kentucky courts would be 
constitutional under State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. Campbell, 538 U.S. 408 (2003). 
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23. Finally, plaintiffs’ Amended Complaint4 demands attorney’s fees and costs. Ex. 2, 

Am. Compl. Prayer for Relief, p.24.  Attorney’s fees may be awarded under the KPCA, and 

therefore must also be considered when calculating the amount of controversy.  KRS § 367.220; 

see Williamson v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 481 F.3d 369, 376 (6th Cir. 2007) (affirming the “general 

principle of considering statutorily authorized attorney’s fees for purposes of establishing 

jurisdiction”); McCauley v. Family Dollar, Inc., 2010 WL 3221880, at *2 (W.D. Ky. Aug. 12, 

2010) (holding that the amount in controversy, including authorized attorney’s fees, exceeded 

CAFA’s jurisdictional threshold).  Attorney’s fees in class action lawsuits can be substantial, 

with the potential to reach as high as 50% of the class’s recovery.  See New Eng. Health Care 

Emps. Pension Fund v. Fruit of the Loom, Inc., 234 F.R.D. 627, 633 (W.D. Ky. 2006) 

(acknowledging that fee awards typically range from 20-50% in cases in which a common 

settlement fund is created).  Thus, plaintiffs may seek substantial attorney’s fees, in addition to 

compensatory and punitive damages.  Although Unilever will contest their right to any such 

recovery, the potential amounts are nonetheless considered as part of the amount in controversy, 

for removal purposes. 

24. Accordingly, the allegations of the Amended Complaint and the evidence 

submitted in support of this Notice of Removal demonstrate by a preponderance of the evidence 

that the aggregate amount in controversy in this action exceeds the $5,000,000 threshold required 

by CAFA.  Removal of this action is therefore proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1441. 

25. Unilever reserves the right to amend and/or supplement this Notice of Removal. 

WHEREFORE, for the foregoing reasons, this action is properly removed. 

 
                                                 
4 Additionally, a separate copy of the Circuit Court Case File containing all process, pleadings, and orders filed in 
the Circuit Court Action are attached to this Notice of Removal as Exhibit 5 in accordance with 28 U.S.C. § 1446(a). 
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       Respectfully submitted, 
 
       /s/ Charles M. Pritchett                              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Charles M. Pritchett  
Christopher Johnson 
FROST BROWN TODD LLC 
400 West Market Street, 32nd Floor  
Louisville, KY 40202 
(502) 589-5400 
cpritchett@fbtlaw.com 
cjohnson@fbtlaw.com 
Counsel for Defendant Unilever  
United States, Inc. and Conopco, Inc. 

 
 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a copy of the foregoing was filed with the Clerk of 

Court using the CM/ECF system and also served by depositing the same in the United States 
Mail, postage prepaid, on the 11th day of April, 2013 to: 

Richard A. Getty 
Danielle H. Brown  
THE GETTY LAW GROUP, PLLC 
1900 Lexington Financial Center 
250 West Main Street 
Lexington, KY 40507 
 
Peter Safirstein 
MORGAN & MORGAN, P.C. 
28 W. 44th Street, Suite 2001 
New York, NY 10036 
(Motion for Admission Pro Hac Vice to be filed) 
 
Christopher S. Polaszek 
MORGAN & MORGAN, P.A. 
201 N. Franklin Street, 7th Floor 
Tampa, FL 33602 
(Motion for Admission Pro Hac Vice to be filed) 
 
Jana Eisinger 
LAW OFFICE OF JANA EISINGER, PLLC 
11 West Prospect Avenue 
Mount Vernon, NY 10550 
(Motion for Admission Pro Hac Vice to be filed) 
 
Counsel for Plaintiffs 
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/s/ Charles M. Pritchett      
Charles M. Pritchett 
Counsel for Defendant Unilever  
United States, Inc. and Conopco, 
Inc. 
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13C100898 
JEFFERSON CIRCUIT COURT,-----A 

30TH  JUDICIAL CIRC 	s Otpi);\: 
DIVISIO 	N 0\_SO\'\' G\"\ 

Dp,\10 	fi55 	, coURT Isp LuutT  (7) Civil Action No. 

TERRI NAISER and JONNIE PHILLIPS, 
On Behalf Of Themselves And All Others 
Similarly Situated, 

Plaintiffs, 

V. 
	 CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 

UNILEVER UNITED STATES, INC. and 
LEK INC., 

Defendants. 

The Plaintiffs, Terri Naiser ("Naiser") and Jonnie Phillips ("Phillips") (collectively, the 

"Plaintiffs"), through counsel, for their Complaint against Defendants Unilever United States, 

Inc. ("Unilever") and LEK Corporation ("LEK") respectfully state as follows: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. 	Plaintiffs bring this class action to seek redress for themselves and all others in the 

Commonwealth of Kentucky who purchased and/or used SuaveC Professionals Keratin Infusion 

30 Day Smoothing Kit (the "Treatment" or "Product") from the date in 2011 that the Treatment 

was made available to consumers through the present. Plaintiffs purchased the Treatment 

because of Unilever's uniform false representation that it would smooth their hair and coat it 

with Keratin, a protein found naturally in hair. Undisclosed by Defendants to Plaintiffs and the 

Class and therefore unknown to Plaintiffs and the Class, the Treatment contains an ingredient or 

combination of ingredients that causes significant hair loss upon proper application. The active 

ingredient in the Treatment, Thioglycolic Acid, including its salts and esters, is the same active 

ingredient that is used in hair depilatories and some hair penning solutions. Based on testing 

conducted by Plaintiffs, and as evidenced by damage caused to Plaintiffs and the putative class, 

the pH level and concentration of Thioglycolic Acid in the Treatment rendered it dangerous and 

unsafe for sale as an over-the-counter hair "smoothing" product. 
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2. In addition, Defendants failed to properly warn consumers of the risks and 

dangers attendant to the use of such a strong depilatory agent on their hair and scalp — even well 

after Defendants knew or should have known of its hazards. Defendants' uniform acts and 

omissions in connection with the development, marketing, sale and delivery of the Treatment, 

and its belated and incomplete "recall" of this hazardous Product, violate the Consumer 

Protection Laws of Kentucky, breach express warranties to Plaintiffs and the Class, violate 

Kentucky's product liability laws and constitute negligence and unjust enrichment. 

3. Unilever labeled, advertised, promoted and sold the Treatment targeting women 

who wanted smooth, shiny, manageable hair with no frizz. Through an extensive marketing 

campaign and via its website and packaging, Unilever made a number of express warranties: 

that the Treatment was a Keratin-based smoothing treatment and not a toxic chemical relaxer; 

that its effects would last no longer than 30 days; that it contained no Formaldehyde; and that it 

was safe. 

4. The Treatment was marketed as a Keratin product although Keratin, which is a 

natural protein, is the last-listed ingredient in the Smoothing Cream and Cuticle Seal Cream. 

The Treatment was sold among hair conditioning products, although it is not a conditioner but is 

instead a chemical hair straightener. 

5. In addition, Unilever falsely claimed that the Treatment contained "No 

Formaldehyde," in all capital letters on the box cover, when in fact the Treatment contains a 

chemical ingredient that is known to release Formaldehyde upon its use or application. 

6. In order to create an impression of the Product as a gentle, natural Keratin-based 

hair "smoothing" treatment, Unilever falsely promoted the Product's effects as lasting no longer 

than 30 days. Unlike chemical hair straighteners, whose effects are expected to last for many 

months, the positive attributes to be provided by the Treatment were touted as short-term. 

7. Nowhere on the package labeling or on Unilever's websites or other marketing 

materials did Unilever warn Plaintiffs and members of the Class that they were at risk of 

significant hair loss and/or scalp burns upon proper application of the Treatment. 

2 
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8. Unilever failed to warn Plaintiffs and members of the Class of the risks, even 

though it knew, before or almost immediately upon introduction of the Product in late 2011, that 

consumers were complaining that the Treatment caused significant hair loss and scalp bums 

(among other adverse effects, such as hair discoloration). 

9. Not only did Unilever fail to properly warn consumers before they purchased the 

Product, but when it finally chose to "recall" the Product in May 2012, it told consumers the 

Product was being "discontinued" and was still safe to use, while at the same time directing 

retailers to immediately remove the Product from the shelves and send it back to Unilever. 

10. Up to the date of filing of this Complaint, Unilever has never fully and 

appropriately recalled the Product. Unilever continued to falsely claim to consumers that the 

Product is safe, and continued to fail to warn consumers of the dangers of proper application 

and/or misapplication of the Treatment. Unilever's efforts to conceal and downplay the hundreds 

if not thousands of complaints of Class Members who have lost their hair as a result of using this 

Product has resulted in a pointed attack on consumers. Specifically, Unilever attempts to shift 

attention and blame from the defects in the Product and its own failure to warn consumers by 

falsely claiming that it is the consumers' "misunderstanding" of the appropriate use and 

application of the Treatment that has resulted in the Product's failure. 

11. Kentucky consumers reasonably expect that their hair care products will not cause 

significant hair loss because of defective design and manufacturing or because of inadequate 

research or due diligence. Kentucky consumers had no expectation that the Treatment would 

cause scalp burns and cause their hair to fall out. 

12. Further, consumers reasonably expect that if Unilever, the company primarily 

responsible for developing, manufacturing, marketing and distributing the Product, knew that the 

Treatment would or could cause hair loss (whether by proper application or by misapplication), 

Unilever would make a disclosure to consumers as soon as it determined there was a widespread 

problem, rather than quietly discontinuing the Product and attempting to conceal the problem. 

By downplaying, concealing and misrepresenting the Product and the safety and risks of its use, 

3 
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Unilever failed in its duty to provide consumers with adequate information, and continued even 

after the so-called "recall" to create and perpetuate a false public perception that there was little 

or no risk of harm from the use of its Product. 

13. In its continuing efforts to conceal the dangers and serious harm attendant to use 

of the Product, Unilever has also engaged in a campaign designed to obtain unconscionable and 

unenforceable releases from consumers injured by use of the Product. Upon information and 

belief, Unilever has solicited and obtained releases from Kentucky consumers who were injured 

by use of the Product, without advising them of their right to obtain legal counsel to review the 

form releases that Unilever propounded and without fully explaining the terms or legal effect of 

the fora' releases, including that (a) the form releases purport to release third party retailers for 

no extra consideration; (b) the form releases purport to release personal injury claims for no extra 

consideration beyond the economic losses incurred by the consumer; (c) the form releases 

require consumers to indemnify Unilever for all losses "from any and every claim or demand of 

every kind and character, including claims for contribution;" (d) the form releases require the 

consumer to indemnify Unilever from any claims for payment of medical expenses by 

Medicare/Medicaid; and (e) the form releases require the consumer to hold Unilever harmless 

"from any and all adverse consequences in the event this settlement results in the loss of right to 

Social Security and/or Medicare/Medicaid." The release forms that Unilever required its 

unrepresented consumers to sign contain terms that are so outrageous that they should be set 

aside as unconscionable and unenforceable under Kentucky law. 

THE PARTIES 

14. At all times relevant to this Complaint, Plaintiff Naiser resided in and currently 

resides in Louisville, Jefferson County, Kentucky. Naiser purchased and used the Product in 

Louisville, Jefferson County, Kentucky. 

15. At all times relevant to this Complaint, Plaintiff Phillips resided in and currently 

resides in Utica, Daviess County, Kentucky. Phillips purchased the Product in Calhoun, Meade 

County, Kentucky and used the Product in Utica, Kentucky. 

4 
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16. Defendant Unilever is a subsidiary of the dual-listed company consisting of 

Unilever N.V. in Rotterdam, Netherlands and Unilever PLC in London, United Kingdom. 

Unilever, which includes the Suave brand, is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of 

business located at 700 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632. Unilever 

manufactured, marketed, designed, promoted and/or distributed the Treatment. 

17. Knowlton Development Corporation ("Knowlton") is a foreign corporation with 

its principal place of business in Knowlton, Quebec, Canada. Defendant LEK, also a foreign 

corporation with its principal place of business in Knowlton, Quebec, Canada, is a subsidiary of 

Knowlton. LEK, formerly known as Les Emballages Knowlton, Inc., manufactured the Product 

for sale by Unilever in the United States, knowing that the Product would be sold in the United 

States, including the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and thereby causing injury to Kentucky 

residents and citizens as a direct result of the purchase and sale of said Product. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

18. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action because the 

Plaintiffs' claims against the Defendants arise out of acts or omissions of one or more of the 

Defendants in Jefferson County, Kentucky. 

19. This Court has personal jurisdiction over the Defendants in this action pursuant to 

KRS 454.210 (the "Kentucky Long Arm Statute") because during the relevant period of time 

these Defendants, among other things, derived substantial revenue from Kentucky and caused 

tortious injury to the Plaintiffs in this Commonwealth. 

20. Venue is proper in Jefferson County because one or more of the Defendants have 

derived substantial revenue, caused tortious injury and/or transacted business in Jefferson 

County, Kentucky, because a substantial part of the events or conduct giving rise to the 

Plaintiffs' claims occurred in Jefferson County, Kentucky, because the Plaintiff Naiser resides in, 

purchased and used the Product and was damaged thereby in Jefferson County, and because each 

of the Defendants is subject to personal jurisdiction within the Commonwealth of Kentucky and 

Jefferson County, Kentucky in particular. 
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FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

The Product And Product Warranties  

21. Unilever released Suave® Keratin Infusion 30-day Treatment on or about 

December 9, 2011. The Treatment was sold by Unilever directly and through retail shops to 

consumers nationwide. 

22. In promoting its new Treatment, for example on Walmart.com, Unilever stated: 

"Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit is a simple, at-home alternative to 

expensive salon keratin treatments. This revolutionary system, formulated with keralock 

technology, infuses hair with keratin protein and leaves it smooth, shiny, and manageable for up 

to 30 days." The description continues by pointing out that the Product contains "No 

formaldehyde." 

23. The Walmart ad describes how the Product works: "Step 1: Smoothing Cream 

with keratin loosens, smoothens, And detangles curls And waves. Step 2: Cuticle Seal Cream 

with Keralock Technology refonns keratin bonds inside the hair fiber And eliminates frizz for 

long lasting smoothness And manageability. Step 3: Heat Defense Leave-In Conditioner 

provides ultimate moisturization to protect hair while heat styling. Formulated for use with blow 

dryers or flat irons for optimal shine and smoothness. Also, sold outside for continued use." A 

copy of the Walmart ad is attached as Exhibit A and can be found at 

http ://www, w almart. corn/ip/TO-BE-DELETED-Suave-Professional s-Keratin-Infusion-30-D ay-

Smoothing-Kit/20461380. 

24. The Product states, on the front of the box, that the Treatment "Smooths Your 

Style as Well as a Keratin Treatment." Below that statement is printed in all caps: "NO 

FORMALDEHYDE." The package instructions state: "Your hair will continue to be smoother 

and easier to style for up to 30 days !" The package instructions further advise: "To complete the 

process, apply the Heat Defense Leave-In Conditioner and blow dry your hair into a smooth, 

straight style. Flat iron if desired." A copy of the box labeling and instructions are attached as 

Exhibit B. 
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25. Keratin is a protein found naturally in hair. By promoting the Treatment as a 

treatment that "infuses hair with keratin protein" and that did not contain Formaldehyde, 

Unilever warranted the Product as a safe, non-toxic hair smoothing solution that could be 

purchased at a fraction of the price of a salon treatment. 

26. However, despite the express representation that the Treatment contains no 

Formaldehyde, the Treatment does contain DMDM Hydantoin, a chemical that is known as a 

"Foiniald ehyde-releaser." See http ://www. safe co sm cs.org/article.php?id=599. Formaldehyde 

releasers are sometimes used in cosmetics in place of Formaldehyde and release amounts of 

Formaldehyde over time. Foillialdehyde is a known human carcinogen. 

27. An investigation by the non-profit Environmental Working Group reported that 

some cosmetic companies disguise the Formaldehyde in their products by using, among other 

things, Formaldehyde releasers instead of Formaldehyde. See http://www.ewg.org/hair-

straighteners/our-report/hair-straighteners-that-hide-formaldehyde.  

28. An average consumer reviewing the Unilever representation that the Treatment 

contains "No Formaldehyde" would not expect that it would contain a chemical known to release 

Formaldehyde upon use or application. 

29. Plaintiffs and the Class would also not expect that application of the Treatment 

would cause hair loss and scalp burns upon proper application. 

30. Plaintiffs and the Class would reasonably expect a warning regarding any 

potential hazard to consumers, especially because the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act regulations 

provide that cosmetics that may be hazardous to consumers must bear appropriate warnings. See 

http ://www.fda.gov/Cosmetics/CosmeticLabelingLab  el Cl aims/defaul thtm. 

31. Contrary to the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act regulations, the Product also failed 

to provide adequate directions for safe use, although Defendants knew or should have known the 

Product would be unsafe if used incorrectly. In fact, Unilever's website affirmatively represents 

that it complies with all applicable labeling laws. See Unilever's Code of Business Principles, 
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attached as Exhibit C and available on its website at http://www.unilever.com/images/Code-of-

Business-Principlestcml  3 -274232 .pdf. 

32. Unilever's representations that the Product is safe, contains "No Formaldehyde," 

and would smooth hair for no longer than 30 days, was plainly false. 

33. In response to the damage customers have suffered after using this Product, 

consumers created a Facebook page entitle "Suave-Keratin-Infusion-Kit-Destroyed-my-Hair." 

The page describes: 

NIGHTMARES & HORROR Stories shared by VICTIMS of this product. 
Even if you haven't been affected, but can sympathize, please "LIKE" this 
page as it would be very helpful to those who have & continue to suffer as a 
result of Suave's negligence! THANK YOU! 

Mission 

The intent of this group is to, first and foremost WARN others about the 
potential damage and danger (yes, danger), but also in hopes to get the 
attention of Unilever (Suave)! 

PLEASE feel free to tell your stories in as much detail as you can. Pictures 
and videos will also be very helpful in garnering attention! 

Many, including myself, strongly believe that this product is falsely 
advertised, misleading, devoid of proper warnings, not safe for over-the-
counter sales, should be reviewed by the FDA, and pulled from the market 
immediately. 

**ENDGAME:*** 

GETTING THIS DANGEROUS PRODUCT DISCONTINUED OR 
RECALLED, AND *RECOMPENSE* FOR ALL THOSE WHO HAVE 
SUFFERED INJURIES, TRAUMA, AND THE LOSS OF THOUSANDS 
OF DOLLARS SPENT ON REPAIRS - A DIRECT RESULT OF BEING 
INTENTIONALLY MISLEAD BY UNILEVER, AND THEIR 
NEGLIGENCE. 

Description 

This group was created for people who have had horrible experiences with 
the "Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit," and who 
need a place to tell their stories, vent, cry, scream, or receive support and 
empathy from others who have been likewise traumatized. 
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34. There are hundreds of posts highlighting the "horror stories" of women who used 

the Treatment. These stories are strikingly similar to Plaintiffs' experiences. These consumers 

describe how they were misled by Unilever's representations about the Product, expecting a 

Keratin-based smoothing Treatment whose effects would last no longer than 30 days, but instead 

received a toxic hair straightener that caused hair loss and other adverse effects. 

35. Upon information and belief, as early as December 2011 Unilever became aware 

of the serious adverse effects resulting from use of the Treatment, such as hair loss and chemical 

bums. However, despite that knowledge, Unilever remained silent, knowingly failed to warn 

distributors or the public of the problems caused by the Treatment and continued selling the 

Treatment with the same express warranties and without appropriate warnings. 

36. On the day the Product was "recalled," Unilever explained on a website listing 

numerous recalled products that the Treatment was taken off the market "because of potential 

consumer misunderstanding of the product's suitability for certain hair conditions." Unilever 

admitted that consumers "misunderstood" the Treatment, which misunderstanding was caused by 

Unilever's false marketing of the Treatment as, among other things, a temporary hair smoothing 

product, not a long-lasting toxic chemical relaxer that could cause hair loss and other damage. 

37. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA), on its website at 

http://www.fda.gov/Safety/Recalls/EnforcementReports/ucm307229.htm,  indicates that the 

Treatment was recalled by Unilever by letter dated May 8, 2012. The FDA website notes that 

there were 381,288 kits in commerce nationwide that were recalled. The FDA website further 

notes that the Treatment was manufactured by Les Emballages Knowlton, Inc., now known as 

LEK, a subsidiary of Knowlton. 

38. Retailers were advised by Unilever to immediately cease distribution of the 

Product and were advised to send the Product back to Unilever. Upon information and belief, 

some retailers continued to sell the Product after the recall. 

39. In recalling the Product, Unilever did not make any public announcement and did 

not publicly respond to the numerous complaints of adverse incidents associated with its use. 
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Instead, Unilever posted a simple notice on its website indicating that the Treatment had been 

"discontinued" and requesting that customers call for additional information. 

40. Defendant LEK did nothing in connection with the recall despite the reference to 

LEK as the "manufacturer" in connection with the FDA's notice of recall. 

41. Unilever continues to this day to advise consumers that the Product is safe to use 

as directed, without providing any disclosure concerning the complaints of hair loss and with no 

warnings regarding the hair loss that may result from its continued use. 	See 

http ://keratininfusion. suave. com/us/base/howto#productFags.  

42. Unilever actively and intentionally misled consumers by telling consumers the 

Product was safe to use while at the same time telling retailers to immediately recall the Product 

and to bar sales of the Product sitting on their shelves. 

43. Unilever's Code of Business Principles, Exhibit C, states that Unilever "complies 

with laws and regulations of the countries in which they operate." It further provides that 

Unilever is "committed to providing products which are safe for their intended use. Products and 

services will be accurately and properly labeled, advertised and communicated." 

44. Unilever also makes the following representations on its website, portions of 

which are attached as Exhibit D: 

• "Consumers trust us to provide them and their families with products 
that are safe." 

• "[P]rotecting consumers' safety is our number one priority." 

• "We realise innovation is key to our progress, and through cutting-edge 
science we're constantly enhancing our brands, improving their 
nutritional properties, taste, fragrance, or functionality. We invest nearly 
€1 billion every year in research and development, and have established 
laboratories around the world where our scientists explore new thinking 
and techniques, applying their expertise to our products. Consumer 
research plays a vital role in this process. Our unrivalled global reach 
allows us to get closer to consumers in local markets, ensuring we 
understand their diverse needs and priorities." 

• "On any given day, two billion people use Unilever products to look 
good, feel good and get more out of life." 
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Defendants' Conduct With Respect To The Hazard Posed By The Product 

45. The active ingredient in the Product, Thioglycolic Acid, including its salts and 

esters, was originally developed as a depilatory agent for uses such as removing animal hair from 

hides so that a processor could transform a hairy hide into leather capable of being processed. 

Thioglycolic Acid is so corrosive that, if left on too long, it will dissolve the bonds holding hair 

together until the hair strand is transfoillied into a jelly-like substance that can be wiped away. 

46. Designing, manufacturing and providing a direct-to-consumer hair conditioning 

with Thioglycolic Acid, at the pH levels and concentration in the Product, was unreasonably 

dangerous and unsafe to consumers, especially when marketed as a gentle, "smoothing" hair 

conditioning treatment. 

47. Upon information and belief, Les Emballages Knowlton, now known as 

Defendant LEK, manufactured the Product for Unilever. 

48. On its website, LEK boasts that it is "strategically positioned twenty minutes from 

the US-Canada border — immediately north of the US eastern states" in an obvious attempt to 

solicit and obtain US business. The website continues by explaining that "LEK is a highly 

flexible manufacturing environment designed to meet the needs of mass brands; from new 

product introductions, to brand growth, as well as the continuous improvement needs of mature 

brands. Highly capable in the production of liquid and solid products, LEK is recognized by the 

market as a leader in large-scale hot pour capabilities, boasting some of the best expertise in the 

manufacture of anti-perspirants and deodorants in the world." 	See http://www.kdc- 

compani es .com/kdc/lek.php 

49. Under the heading "Team" the website continues to claim that the organization is 

"best in class in planning and introducing new products to the mass market, as well as 

introducing cost improvement programmes that secure a product's profitability over its life-

cycle. Since 1991, LEK has been a stable partner to some of the most important brand-owners in 

the world, as its management and operational teams continue to refine their approach to 

managing the complexity of the consumer packaged goods industry." Id. 
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50. Based upon LEK's own representations, it claimed to have the expertise and 

ability to manufacture a safe and effective Product for Unilever. Despite its purported expertise, 

it failed to perform adequate testing to determine that the Product, at the p1-1 and concentrations 

in which it was offered for sale, was dangerous and unfit for sale directly to consumers. Despite 

its purported expertise in managing "new product introductions," LEK permitted the Product to 

be sold with incomplete and inaccurate instructions and warnings, and although as a 

manufacturer it owes a duty of care to Plaintiffs and all putative Class Members, LEK failed to 

properly warn or advise potential consumers of the risk attendant with use of the Product. 

51. Instead, upon information and belief, LEK (with Unilever) knowingly permitted 

the manufacture and sale to Kentucky consumers of a Product that was dangerous and unfit for 

sale as a temporary hair "smoothing" Product. 

52. Prior to Plaintiffs' purchase of the Product, Defendants were aware or should 

have been aware that the Treatment contained an inherent defect that caused significant hair loss 

and scalp burns upon proper application and that any instructions and warnings provided with the 

Product directly to consumers were materially insufficient. 

53. Defendants Unilever and LEK knew, or but for their reckless indifference would 

have known, prior to Plaintiffs' purchases of the Product that they would continue to receive 

complaints of hair loss attributed to the Product. Based on their experience, Defendants knew or 

should have known that even if they diligently investigated the problem, it would be difficult if 

not impossible to remediate the problem. 

54. Unilever knew, or but for its reckless indifference would have known, that: (a) the 

risk of scalp burns and hair loss was substantial, (b) Unilever's customers were unaware of that 

substantial risk, and (c) those customers had a reasonable expectation that Unilever would 

disclose that risk and fully and appropriately issue a recall of the Product. 

55. Despite such knowledge, Unilever did not disclose to prospective purchasers, 

before or after the so-called recall, that there was a substantial risk of scalp bums and hair loss 

associated with use of the Product. Unilever instead continued to claim the .Product was safe 
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even after the so-called recall, while concealing all the adverse reports filed by consumers. 

Unilever told consumers that the Product was discontinued because of consumer "confusion," 

not because users of the Product were losing their hair and burning their scalps. 

FACTS RELATING TO NAMED PLAINTIFFS  

56. Plaintiff Naiser purchased the Treatment in or about April 2012. Based on 

Unilever's representations, Naiser expected to be purchasing a short-term "smoothing" 

conditioner and not a harsh chemical relaxer which contained the same active ingredient that is 

used in hair removal products. Naiser was exposed to and familiar with Unilever's claims about 

the Treatment not containing Formaldehyde and being a "smoothing" Product whose effects 

would last no longer than 30 days. She paid approximately $10.00 for the Treatment, which she 

purchased at a Target in Louisville, Kentucky. 

57. Upon proper application of the Treatment, Naiser's hair loosened from its natural 

tight curls to being completely straight. Within a short period of time, she noticed she was 

experiencing significant hair loss and breakage as a result of her use of the Product. The 

straightening effects and damage to Naiser's hair continued for months, well beyond the "30 

days" promised on the Treatment package. To date, she has spent approximately $2,000.00 on 

haircuts and conditioning products in an effort to restore the damage caused by use of the 

Product. 

58. Plaintiff Phillips purchased the Treatment in or about June 2012. Phillips was 

familiar with Keratin-based hair treatments and saw ads for the Product which offered it as a 

good value compared to expensive salon Keratin-based treatments. Phillips was exposed to and 

familiar with Unilever's claims about the Treatment being a "smoothing" Product whose effects 

would last no longer than 30 days. She paid approximately $15.00 for the Treatment, which she 

purchased at a Rite Aid drug store in Calhoun, Kentucky. 

59. Phillips reviewed the Product instructions and so-called warnings and applied all 

three steps as instructed by Unilever's package inserts. Immediately upon application, the 

Product was burning her scalp. She finished the application and then rinsed it off and noticed red 
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patches on her scalp, visible immediately after she removed the Product. The redness went away 

after a short while, but Phillips' scalp remained tender for weeks following application of the 

Treatment. Phillips' hair also began to fall out and break, and she had it cut in a layered fashion 

in an attempt to hide the damage. 

60. A few days after using the Treatment, Phillips contacted her hair dresser and 

began to take steps to remediate the damage caused by the Product. To date, she has spent 

hundreds of dollars on conditioners and special treatments to try to restore her hair, including 

incurring additional charges for haircuts at the salon, above and beyond those she would have 

normally had. 

61. Plaintiffs purchased the Treatment because of Unilever's false representations 

about what the Product offered them, and because they were unaware that the Treatment was 

unsafe and would cause hair loss and scalp bums, among other effects. 

62. Plaintiffs provided pre-suit notice to Defendants of their warranty claims and 

Defendants had actual notice of the alleged defect and harm caused by the Product. 

CLASS ALLEGATIONS  

63. Plaintiffs bring this action pursuant to Rule 23 of the Kentucky Rules of Civil 

Procedure on behalf of all Kentucky residents who purchased the Product for personal or 

household use at any time since the date in 20.11 that the Product was first made available to 

consumers (the "Class"). Plaintiffs seek to recover on their behalf, and on behalf of all similarly 

situated Kentucky residents, the economic losses and damages they have and will sustain as a 

result of their purchases of the now-recalled Product, including but not limited to: (a) the cost of 

haircuts, conditioners and other products purchased to repair the damage to their hair; (b) the cost 

of any medical assessments or testing incurred as a result of their purchases of the Product; (c) 

other consequential and incidental damages; and (d) any other appropriate damages. 

64. Plaintiffs are members of the Class they seek to represent. Excluded from the 

Class are: Defendants; any entities in which Defendants have a controlling interest; any of the 

Defendants' parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, officers, directors, employees and members of such 
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persons' immediate families; defense counsel in this case and his, her or their immediate family; 

and those who purchased the Treatment for resale. 

65. 	Upon information and belief, the Defendants sold hundreds, if not thousands of 

Treatment kits to Kentucky residents. Plaintiffs and the members of the Class they seek to 

represent are so numerous that joinder of all members individually, in one action or otherwise, is 

impractical. The precise number of Class Members and their identities are unknown to Plaintiffs 

at this time but will be determined through discovery and other means. Class Members may be 

notified of the pendency of this action by mail and/or publication. 

66. 	This action involves questions of law and fact common to Plaintiffs and all 

members of the Class, which include the following: 

(a) Whether the Treatment contains the defect alleged herein; 

(b) Whether Defendants failed to appropriately warn Class Members of the 

damage that could result from use of the Product; 

(c) Whether Defendants had actual or imputed knowledge of the defect but 

did not disclose it to Plaintiffs or the Class; 

(d) Whether Unilever promoted the Product with false and misleading 

statements of fact and material omissions; 

(e) Whether the alleged conduct constitutes violation of the laws or 

regulations asserted herein; 

(f) Whether Plaintiffs and Class Members sustained damages resulting from 

Defendants' conduct and, if so, the proper measure of damages or other 

relief. 

67. 	These and other questions of law and/or fact are common to the Class and 

predominate over any questions affecting only individual Class Members. 

68. 	The claims of the named Plaintiffs are typical of the claims of the proposed Class, 

and Plaintiffs will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the Class and have no interests 

adverse to, or which directly conflict with, the interests of the other members of the Class. 
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69. Plaintiffs have engaged the services of counsel who are experienced in complex 

class litigation, who will adequately prosecute this action, and who will assert and protect the 

rights of and otherwise represent Plaintiffs and the absent Class Members. 

70. Plaintiffs' claims are typical of those of the absent Class Members in that 

Plaintiffs and the Class Members each purchased and used the Treatment and each sustained 

damages arising from Defendants' wrongful conduct, as alleged more fully herein. 

71. A class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient 

adjudication of this controversy. The expense and burden of individual litigation would make it 

impracticable for proposed Class Members to prosecute their claims individually. 

72. Plaintiffs submit that there will be fewer difficulties in the fair, efficient and cost- 

effective management of this action or the common issues therein as a class action, and there will 

be benefits to and protections of the legitimate interests of the parties, the court and the public 

with the maintenance of this action as a class action than there would be under any other 

procedural alternative. Means exist to address any individual issues of injury and damages 

involved in fair and adequate compensation for the Class, after common issues relating to 

Defendants' Product, conduct, knowledge, duties and breach thereof have been adjudicated. 

Claims processes may also be employed to fashion and implement an expeditious remedy for the 

Class. 

73. Plaintiffs know of no difficulty that will be encountered in the management of this 

litigation that would preclude its maintenance as a class action. 

COUNT I 

(Breach Of Express Warranty — Against Unilever Only) 

74. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-73 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

75. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

76. Plaintiffs and each member of the Class formed a contract with Unilever at the 

time Plaintiffs and the other Class Members purchased the Treatment. The terms of that contract 
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include the promises and affillnations of fact made by Unilever on the Treatment's packaging 

and through marketing and advertising, as described above. This marketing and advertising 

constitute express warranties and became part of the basis of the bargain, and are part of the 

standardized contract between Plaintiffs and the members of the Class and Unilever. 

77. Unilever purports through its advertising and packaging to create express 

warranties that the Treatment was a hair "Smoothing" Product and not a chemical relaxer, that 

the effects of the Treatment would last no more than 30 days, and that it contained No 

Formaldehyde and was safe. 

78. All conditions precedent to Unilever's liability under this contract were performed 

by Plaintiffs and the Class when they purchased the Product and used it as directed. 

79. Unilever breached express warranties about the Treatment and its qualities 

because Unilever's statements about the Product were false and because the Product does not 

conform to Unilever's affirmations and promises described above. Plaintiffs and the Class 

would not have purchased the Product had they known the true nature of the Treatment and the 

mis-statements regarding what the Product was and what it contained. 

80. As a result of Unilever's breach of warranty, Plaintiffs and the Class have been 

damaged in the amount of the purchase price of the Product and any consequential damages 

resulting from the purchases, including the cost to repair their hair loss. 

COUNT II 

(Violation Of The Kentucky Consumer Protection Act — Against Unilever Only) 

81. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-80 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

82. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

83. Plaintiffs and the Class Members are consumers entitled to the protections of the 

Consumer Protection Act, KRS 367.110, et. seq. (the "Act") and may recover damages pursuant 

to the provisions of the Act, both compensatory and punitive. 
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84. Unilever deceived Plaintiffs and members of the proposed Class in violation of 

the Act by promoting and/or allowing sales of the Treatment with the use of unfair, false, 

misleading or deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of the trade and/or commerce of selling 

the Treatment. Such pattern of conduct was uniform in nature with respect to the marketing and 

sale of the Product. 

85. As detailed above, Unilever, through its advertisements and packaging, used 

unconscionable commercial practices, deception, fraud, false promises and misrepresentations in 

violation of the Act in connection with the marketing of the Treatment. 

86. Unilever also knowingly concealed, suppressed and consciously omitted material 

facts from Plaintiffs and other members of the Class knowing that consumers would rely on the 

advertisements and packaging and Unilever's unifoini representations to purchase the Product. 

87. Plaintiffs did not become aware of any facts which would have called into 

question the false public perception of safety which Unilever had created, until and after the so-

called "recall." 

88. Until the present, Unilever knowingly accepted the benefits of its deception and 

improper conduct in the form of profits from the increased sale of the Product. 

89, 	In addition, and upon information and belief, Unilever has continued to defraud 

consumers in Kentucky by soliciting and obtaining signatures from unrepresented consumers on 

form releases that are oppressive and unconscionable for, among other reasons, the following: (i) 

the releases fail to advise consumers anywhere on the release foini, of the important legal 

consequences of releasing all claims related to their purchase and/or use of the Treatment; (ii) 

the releases require consumers to indemnify Unilever under conditions that are unfair and 

oppressive; (iii) the releases purport to waive claims for third party retailers, for no additional 

consideration and without explanation; and (iv) the releases purport to release personal injury 

claims without providing any additional consideration beyond providing reimbursement of 

economic losses actually sustained by consumers. 
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90. Upon information and belief, Unilever's representatives provided false and/or 

incomplete information to unrepresented consumers in order to obtain signed releases, including 

but not limited to representations that diminish the legal significance and consequences of the 

releases. 

91. As a proximate result of the above-described Consumer Protection Act violations, 

Plaintiffs and other members of the Class: (a) purchased and used the Treatment when they 

would not otherwise have done so; (b) suffered economic losses consisting of the cost of 

purchasing the Treatment; (c) suffered and/or will suffer additional economic losses in repairing 

and restoring the damage caused by the Treatment; and (d) suffered and will suffer additional 

economic losses incidental to any visits to dermatologists or other medical specialists, including 

lost income and related expenses. As a direct and proximate result of Unilever's fraud in 

obtaining signatures on legal form releases without proper consideration and based upon the 

provision of false and incomplete infonnation, Plaintiffs request that this Court set aside any and 

all releases signed by putative Kentucky Class Members, along with any other appropriate relief 

COUNT III 

(Violation Of Magnuson-Moss Act (15 U.S.C. § 2301 et seq. — Against Unilever Only)  

92. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-91 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

93. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

94. Plaintiffs and the Class are consumers as defined in 15 U.S.C. § 2301(3). 

95. Unilever is a supplier and warrantor as defined in 15 U.S.C. § 2301(4)(5). 

96. The Treatment is a consumer product as defined in 15 U.S.C. §2301(6). 

97. By reason of Unilever's breach of warranties as set forth above, Unilever has 

violated the statutory rights due to the Plaintiffs and the Class pursuant to the Magnuson-Moss 

Warranty Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2301 et seq., thereby damaging Plaintiffs and the Class. 
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COUNT IV 

(Negligence And/Or Gross Negligence — Against Both Defendants)  

98. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-97 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

99. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class, 

100. Defendants owed Plaintiffs a duty to use due care in their development, testing, 

planning, design, marketing, sale and recall of the subject hair care Product offered for use by 

consumers. 

101. Through their failure to exercise due care, Defendants breached this duty by 

producing, processing, manufacturing, distributing and/or offering for sale a Product in a 

defective condition that was unsafe for unsupervised use at home by consumers. 

102. Additionally, Defendants breached their duty of care to Plaintiffs by failing to use 

sufficient quality control, perfoim adequate research or testing, proper manufacturing, 

production or processing, and failing to take sufficient measures to prevent the Product from 

being offered for sale in an unsafe and hazardous form. 

103. Defendants further breached their duty of due care by failing to properly and 

adequately inform consumers once safety concerns, including hair loss and chemical burns, were 

brought to the Defendants' attention, and further breached their duty of care by failing to fully 

and appropriately recall the Product. 

104. Defendants knew, or in the exercise of reasonable care should have known, that 

the Product presented an unacceptable risk to consumers, and would result in damages that were 

foreseeable and reasonably avoidable. 

105. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' above-referenced negligence 

and/or gross negligence, Plaintiffs and the Class have suffered and are entitled to recover 

damages, both compensatory and punitive. 
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COUNT V 

(Strict Liability — Against Both Defendants) 

106. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-105 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

107. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

108. Defendants are producers, manufacturers, marketers and/or distributors of the 

Product. 

109. Defendants produced, manufactured, designed, marketed and/or distributed the 

Product that was defective in design or formulation in that, when the Product left the hands of 

Defendants, the foreseeable risks of harm exceeded the benefits associated with the design or 

formulation. 

110. Defendants' Product was expected to, and did, reach Plaintiffs without substantial 

change in condition. 

111. Alternatively, the Product manufactured, designed, marketed and/or supplied by 

Defendants was defective in design or fo 	ululation in that, when it left the hands of Defendants, 

it was unreasonably dangerous, more dangerous than an ordinary consumer would expect 

without concomitant accurate information and warnings accompanying the Product. 

112. Defendants researched, produced, manufactured, designed, marketed and/or 

distributed the Product that was defective due to inadequate warning, testing, study and/or 

reporting regarding the results of such efforts. 

113. Defendants produced, manufactured, designed, marketed and/or distributed the 

Product that was defective due to inadequate post-market warning or instruction because, after 

Defendants knew or should have known of the risk of injury from the recalled Product, 

Defendants failed to immediately provide adequate warnings to Plaintiffs and the Kentucky 

public. 

114. As the direct and legal result of the defective condition of the Product as 

produced, manufactured, designed, marketed and/or distributed by Defendants, and of the 
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negligence, carelessness, other wrongdoing and actions of Defendants described herein, 

Plaintiffs and the Class suffered damages. 

COUNT VI  

(Unjust Enrichment — Against Both Defendants) 

115. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-114 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

116. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

117. Plaintiffs and Class Members conferred a benefit on Defendants by purchasing 

the Treatment. 

118. Defendants have been unjustly enriched in retaining the revenues derived from 

Class Members' purchases of the Treatment, which retention of such revenues under these 

circumstances is unjust and inequitable because Defendants manufactured a defective Product, 

and Unilever misrepresented the nature of the Product, misrepresented its ingredients, and 

knowingly marketed and promoted a dangerous and defective Product, which caused injuries to 

Plaintiffs and the Class because they would not have purchased the Treatment based on the same 

representations if the true facts concerning the Product had been known. 

119. Because Defendants' retention of the non-gratuitous benefit conferred on it by 

Plaintiffs and the Class Members is unjust and inequitable, Defendants must pay restitution to 

Plaintiffs and the Class Members for their unjust enrichment, as ordered by the Court. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, individually and on behalf of the Class of persons described 

herein, themselves and all others similarly situated, respectfully request the following relief: 

A. An Order certifying the Class as defined above; 

B. An Order designating Plaintiffs as representatives of the Class and their counsel 

as Class counsel; 

C. Judgment against the Defendant Unilever on Count I of the Complaint for 

Breach of Express Warranty, for compensatory damages in an amount in excess of the 

minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 
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D. Judgment against the Defendant Unilever on Count II of the Complaint for 

Violation of the Kentucky Consumer Protection Act, for compensatory and punitive damages 

in separate amounts in excess of the minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 

E. Judgment against the Defendant Unilever on Count III of the Complaint for 

Violation of the Magnuson-Moss Act, for compensatory damages in an amount in excess of the 

minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 

F. Judgment against the Defendants, Unilever and LEK, on Count IV of the 

Complaint for Negligence And/Or Gross Negligence, for compensatory and punitive damages 

in separate amounts in excess of the minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 

G. Judgment against the Defendants, Unilever and LEK, on Count V of the 

Complaint for Strict Liability, for compensatory damages in an amount in excess of the 

minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 

H. Judgment against the Defendants, Unilever and LEK, on Count VI of the 

Complaint for Unjust Enrichment, for compensatory damages in an amount in excess of the 

minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 

I. An award of restitution and other appropriate equitable relief; 

J. A jury trial on all Counts of the Complaint so triable; 

K. Reasonable attorney's fees and costs; and 

L. Such other and further relief as the Court deems appropriate. 
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***TO BE DELETED*** Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit: ... Page 1 of 2 

liart n. be,rt 

***TO BE DELETED*** Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day 
suave 	 Smoothing Kit 

c-221 	x 	 Buy from Walmart 	Shipping 8; Pickup 

$ 1 0.97 	
Not Available at this time 

Also in stores 	 Not carried in your local Richmond store. 

Find in another store 

Show this number 0007940019562 to e %Wintor associate to roc this item in your 
store. 

PIOPLICL iivailaNlity stylus, proirotron, and prices may vary between store, aria online 

Item Description 

Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit is a simple, at-home alternative to 
expensive salon keratin treatments. This revolutionary system, formulated with keralock 
technology, infuses hair with keratin protein and leaves it smooth, shiny, and manageable for up 
to 30 days. 

Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit: 
• Smoothes your style as well as a keratin treatment 
• One application 
• No formaldehyde 
• Smoothing kit contains: smoothing cream, cuticle seal cream, heat defense leave-In 

conditioner, comb, gloves, instructions for use 

Specifications Top of Page 

Model No. 19562 

Shipping Weight (in pounds): 1.5 

Product In Inches (L x W x H): 5.69 x 2.44 x 7.52 

Walmart No. 550161452 

Ingredients 

Smoothing Crearre Water (Aqua), Ammonium Thioglycolate, Diammonium Dithiodiglycolate, Cetyl Alcohol, 
Sodium Polyacrylate, C12-15 Alkyl Benzoate, Stearyi Alcohol, Hydrogenated Polydecene, Laureth-23, 
Ammonium Hydroxide, Fragrance (Parfum), Ceteareth-20, Steareth-2, Trideceth-6, Tetrasodium Edta, 
Hydrolyzed Keratin. Cuticle Seal Cream: Water (Aqua), Ceteayl Alcohol, Dimethicone, Hydrogen Peroxide, 
Stearamidopropyl Dimethylamine Hydogenated Coconut Oil, Behetrirronlum Chloride, Fragrance 
(Parfum), Mineral Oil, Lactic Acid, Dipropylene Glycol; Amodimethimne, Disodium Edta, Potassium 
Chloride, Phosphoric Acid, Peg-7 Propylheptyl Ether, CetrImonlum Chloride, Hydrolyzed Keratin. Heat 
Defense Leave-In Conditioner: Water (Aqua), Celbaryl Alcohol, Cyclopentasiioxane, Dlmethlronol, 
Stearamidopropyl Dimethylamine, Glyerin, Fragrance (Parfum), Behetrirronium Chloride, Dipropylene 
Glycol, Mineral 011, Lactic Acid, Potassium Chloride, Petrolatum, Dmdm Hydantoln, Hydrolyzed Keratin, 
Disodlum Edta, Tea-Dodecylbenzenesulforete, Prunus Amygdalus Dulcis (Sweet Almcnd) Oil, 
Hydrogenated Coconut Oil, Butylene Glycd, lodopropynyl Butycarbamate, Mica (CI77019), Titanium 
Dioxide (CI 77891), Iron Oxide (C177491). 

Directions 

• How does it work? Step 1. Smoothing Cream with keratin loosens, smoothens, And detangles curls And 
waves. Step 2; Cuticle Seai Cream with Kerabck Technology reforms keratin bonds inside the hair fiber 
And eliminates frizz for long lasting smoothness And manageatility. Step 3: Heat DefenseLeave-In 
Conditioner provides ultimate rnoisturizatbn to protect hair whib heat stylhg. Formulated for use with 
blow dryers or flat irons for optimal shine And smoothness, Also. sold outside for continued use. 

Warnings 
	

Top of Page 

This product contains thiodycolates, do not use if you have previously reacted to products containing 
thioglycolates, which are often found in hair periling products. Do not use this smoothing treatment if 
Your scalp is irritated, sore or damaged. You hair b currently permed or chemically straightened with a 
perm type product, only a root touch up can be done. Your hair is highlighted or bleached. This treatment 
also must not be used with double processed or high lift color. This means any hair cdor substantially 
lighter than your natural color). If in doubt, ask your stylist or contact the hair color manufacturer. Use of 
this product on lightened hair (Including highlights or high lift color processes) will result in hair breakage--
regardless of how long ago the hair was treated. Your hair b treated with henna's or color restores 
(metallic dyes). You have chemically relaxed or straightened your hair with rebxers containing lye (sodium 
hydroxide) or hydroxides of lithium, potassium, or guanidine. You hair 6 highly damaged, extremely d-y, 

1-1-ftn• //txrerrur wollirl art rrytin 	/Tr) P _ ryrr p-rvr, 	 es In n Inn n 
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***TO BE DELETED*** Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit: ... Page 2 of 2 

brittle, or breaking. Keep out of reach of children. May be harmful if swallowed. If Ingested accidentally, 
drink several glass of water to dilute the material. Contact a phwician or Poison Contra' Center 
immediately. Do not Induce vomiting. Avoid getting In eyes a on skin. If contact with the eyes or skin 
occurs, immediately flush area with large amounts of cool water for at bast 15 minutes. If irritation 
persists, consult a physician. 

1,4477• • //T. •-..77••• 7rvs•••17-.7. 	 PPfl 	TNT7T TTTT n__ _ 	 I 1r 
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DAY SMOOTHING 
KIT PARA SUAVIZAR POR 30 DIAS 

SMOOTHES YOUR STYLE AS WELL AS A KERATIN TREATMENT" 
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NEW Suave Professionals" 
KERATIII\ I \FUSION 
30 Day Smoothing Kit 

IAA 	E C-Vir 

KERATIN INFUSION 30 Day Smoothing Kit is a simple, at-home 
alternative to expensive salon Keratin Treatments. The new revolutionary system 
by Suave Professionals®, formulated with K ERA LO C K Tm TEC H NO LOGY, 
infuses hair with keratin protein and leaves It smooth, shiny, and manageable for 
up to 30 days. 

El kit K ERATIN INFUSION pare suavizar el cabello por 30 dies es 
Una °poi& simple y casera en lugar de Ins costosos tratamientos de queratina 
he los colones, S nuevo cisterns revolucionario he Suave Professionals®, 
formulado con la T ECENO LOG IA K ERALOCKTM, impregna el cabello he 
queratina y lo dela suave, brillante y manejabie haste por 30 dies. 

Step 1: Smoothing Cream with keratin loosens, smoothens, and detangles 
curls and waves. 
Step 2 o Cuticle Seal Cream with ICE RA LOCK"' TECHNOLOGY reforms 
keratin bonds inside the hair fiber and eliminates frizz for long lasting 
smoothness and manageability. 

Step 3; Heat Defense Leave-In Conditioner provides ultimate 
maisturization to protect hair while heat styling. Formulated for use with 
blow dryers or flat irons for optimal shine and smoothness. Also, sold 
outside for continued use,. 

Appropriate for curly, wavy, frizzy horn Results may 
very depending on trek' type, Hair will begin to return 
to Its normal texture and shape over time but will 
continue to be 8i-wafter up to 30 days. 
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KERATIN INFUSION' 
: ra" 

Smoothing Cream 

Cuticle Seel Cronin 

•• Heat Claienee 

Leeve-in Conditionor 

Comb 

Slaves 

Instructions for use 

Maintain your any smooth hoir with lower" emirate ' 
...,  

Keratin Infusion Shampoos and Conditionere. 
To unhance umuothnnac nine try Keratin inloolon 
Smooth Et Shine Sarum. 

SMOOTHING CREAM 
InsracIlentalineradIentam 
Water lAntail, Ammonium Thloglicolota, Diammon'uffi-
Dithlodinlycoloto, Cotyl Alcohol, Sodium Polyomloto, 
C12-16 Aikyl Benzoate, Steuryl Alcohol; Hydroganoted,  
Polytioceim, LaureUa23, Ammonium Hydroxide, 
Fragrant) IPal fund, Cotoaroda20, Stoorath.2, 
Tildocoth B, TatroaoWum EOM, Hydrolyzed gorodrt 

CUTICLE SEAL CREAM 
Ingradleintediniaredlontatet 
Water (Aqua), Cotooryl Alcohol, Dimothleono, 
Hydrogen Parotid% GteeramIdopropyl Chnothylemlno 
Hydrunanated Coconut Oil, HohentrImonkon Chloride, 
Frearom nylon', Morel Oil, tootle Acld, 
Olpropylcao Glycol, AmottmethIcone, Cloodium EOTA, 
Potassium Chloridu, Phosphorie Acid, FEW Propyhaptyl: 
Ether, Coirinionlern World°, Hydrolyzed Keratin. 

HEAT DEFENSE LEAVE-IN 
CONDITIONER 
Iniredlanta/InoredIentael 
Water (Aqua), CotearylAlcoliol, CyclopenteMoxono, 
DinotIcanol, Stooreadopropyi Oltnethylamino, Gly-
cerin, Frogranco (Perfuml, BehontrImonlem Chloride, 
Dipropylana Glycol, Mend Oil, Ludo kit Pateselum 
Chloride, Petrolatum, OMOM Hydantoln, Hydrolyzed 
Normal, Elisodium EOM, TEA.Oodaryilionzoncougenoto, 
Prunus Amygdalus Outdo (Bram Aintondl Oil, Hydra. ' 
gonoted Coconut Oil, Mayb] Glycol, Italugnmynyl 
eutyleorharnoto, Mien ICI 770101, Mordent Cl`oxlile 
WI 77001), Iron Woo IC177411), 
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KOT 	 REQUIRED ITEMS (PROVIDED KIT) 

StpT  

i I 
STEP It 	STEE 2: 	 STEP 3: 

Smoothing Cream 	Cutlets Sc_P Cream 	Hein Wen. Leave•In Conditioner 

rttEfallUIrM'CII 
(NOT PROVIDED ) 

A Clock or Timer 

0  A Towel or Old T-shirt t 
Your Shoulders 

o Blow Dryer 

0  Petroleum Jelly A Poi, 	I, Comb 
of Elena 

\.c 

Case: 1:12-cv-060b,. Document #: 1 Filed: 08/01/12 Page — of 44 PagelD #:35 

uave 	E RAT IN 1 1 	S N NIIEUHllmr, 
PROFESSIONALS INSTRUC-riONS FOR USE 

What to eapect after using thlaile 

Professionals°1(eratin infusion 
30 Day Smoothing COO 

1. Results may vary depending on your hair type. 

2. Your hair will begin to return to its original 
shape and texture over time - but it will 
continue to be smoother and easier to style 
for up to 30 days! 

Immediately before treatment, shampoo hair as usual. Lightly condition. Towel dry well (hair should be just 	/ I  
damp). Comb and detengle hail: Apply a light film of petroleum jelly around hairline. ears, and nape of neck.  
Drape a towel on your silt .ilders. Wear gloves provided in the kit. 

\I 

/iPPLII:liTION; Du not spend more than 10 minutes applying the pro luct. Lisa in a well 
ventilated area - an for is expected. 
'I. Beginning where the i.,eure is the coarsest (usually at the nape of the neck). !venly apply a generous 

amount of the Smoothing Cream (Step 1). Most people will require all of the :ontents of the tube. 
People with short heir may /toed less. 

2, Apply from root to tip. smoothing and gently combing the hair straight as you work (Do NOT massage 
into scalp). 

TIP; Even and thorough applicator) is the key to good results/ To aid application, you can 
divide hair into sections. Saturate each section with product. Missing 4 actions of hair will 
leave those sections un-smoothened. 
Prel ICESSIiite 
1, NOW - Sat timer for tile time shown below for your hair type. Never exceed the time specified for 

your hair type. 

Fine/sparse/light waves Light waves to tight. curio Tight, coarse curls 

Colored Not cr iced Colored Not colored Colored Not colored 

15 minutes 20 minutes 20 minutes 20 minutes 20 minutes 25 minutes 

2. Comb and smooth eve y few minutes during processing, keeping hair straig n. 
TIP: To maintain body at the crown, comb up and back (away from face). Smooth any 
product picked up on r omb back onto hair. More product can be added as needed to keep 
hair fully coated during processing. 
3. At the end of your specified time, RINSE hair thoroughly with warm water, still keeping hair 

straight Rinse for a minimum of 5 minutes, or until all product is removed (CHI NOT SHAMPOO). 
Rinse comb. Discard tube. 

I I 

1. Lightly towel dry hair to remove moisture from hair (DO NOT RUB OR COMB) 
1. Apply Cuticle Seal Crum (Step 2) throughout the hair using all or most of 

the contents of the bottle. 
3. '_cave in hair for 7 minutes irrespective of hair types. Gently comb 2-3 times 

,bile you wait, keeping hair straight 
4. R. Ise h„ ,r thoroughly with warm water for 4 to 5 minutes nr until all product s 

rewoved rJO NOT SPAMPOO). Rinse comb. Discard bottle. 

To cumple*e thei rocesf. apply o dime sized amount of the Heat Defense Leave in Conditioner 
(provided i, lot), LA .d 1110v< dry your hair into a smooth straight style. Flat iron if desired. 
TIP; You cx.) not ants to use all the product in the tube. Save for use late: Suave Professionale 
Kei'ann Infusion I-I satDefense Leave-In is also sold separately for continued use. 
NOTE: 
• DO NOT USE SHAT APOD FOR 4B HOURS after treatment 
• Throw away he Sti,p 1  and 2 product They are only meant for one application. 
• Do not color .r highlight hair for 1 week after this treatment 
• Do not use we bin 3 -nunths. You can touch up your style every 3 months. 

WV touch up instreltions on wwwsueve.com\keratininfusion  
• Eximnd the life of your smoothing treatment by washing less often.  

Use Keratin Infusion Dry Shampoo to refresh between washes. 
• Maintain the benefits with Keratin Infusion Lower*  Sulfate Shampoos 

and Condlitioners. 
/ vs. current Suave. Profess,onaIs shampoos 	 Onikevo.4r 

RENO 

COMPLETELY OEFOI;I: 

DO NOT USE THIS SMOOTHING 
TREATMENT 

• You suspect or know yet i-1113 al111111- ■ 	1101114 nA . • 
(commonly used in hair perming 

• You have previously had a rear:doll t.i, 
sensitivity to a perm or other einem la .1a le 

• Your hair has bens colored in the p.a.& 	i.1 	vaili t. 

letlolteer Week 'Ater  cult/110a to tele 
• Your hint• iv hltjliiiolited or bleochnd.'ilo 	.1 ,1 

oho nu :;l, nolim tined with (feeble Iwo 	le loll 
lilt:color I hm noon:: nny hair color soh t ail,  illy Ili ihh.1 
Ilion your notorn1 slindn, or certain rue Ira 
(tarter Ilion pommel twal color). ii in dell... in* your  
:ilyh,:1; or Mil-1141cl; I he !Mir color manufnuoirtn! Utei of 
this product: on lightened hair (including oigliliftIlLo or 
hipll Ilf 1: cultic prose:nein LAO result in heir bre/deign 
•• rnet wales of lists loop ago the heir was trouled. 
Yunr lawn; i retinal with tionno'S or wrier rot t in In 
ill:011111! Ilya:',).  
Weill/Iva du:ink:n(4;r, 	, 	raightenecl your hair 
tutu 	 air 	I Inn hydroxide) lir 

it 	n1 lit 	• .0 . 	quankline. 
t 	I, 	 ' 	 straight...and 

p., tr! weeks - after 
whicli tree , s sl 	1 i.‘11:Y1)n 	formed as e rout 
tuft:It in). 
Yoi ir I war in htpf ,ly it an, 041, n> 11111 r1 my t)/ ?Pt; ur 

Ern-/2.I; IA/IPORY1:11 11 
THINGS nJ ICIV01/1, 

• Usu in a Wfill sin:011.0Ni unto. 
• Avail 1:11111.1illthin II 	this hnurerr. 1lnad; 

there intily wall water I 'lb num Itt 	au 
attention ti tlittoottilorl, purfunia, 

• Use 	Clill3/e11111113. Ilemuvil rings OW I 
jewelry - uvrud product contest, will r t iota 

• Pkiaco wee,  IWOLI/CtiVU IJICIVES1111C111110(1) when letup 
this pmritint. Di5.r.ard any tinieed pro. luct. ;Intl wash 
hands after use 

• To avoid irritation, do nut apply direct ly to unolp or skin. 
Use petroleum jelly to prntret rho Inrehood, nitro and 
neck, Product which accitle it filly cut itor.is Ole skin 
must be rinsed off or rerelvcd tuning n dump Lmt,m1, 

• This product: moy diocolOr clothing ,11.1 Miler fabrics. 
. If  "cdruidageocgct since the 13roloni: may killers) 

heir colon wo suggentl.lux Von prod, int bu used 1 to 2 
weeks before coloring. 

CAUTION; 
Keep Out Of Roach Of Children 
May be harmful it swallowed, li 111ff:said 
accidentally, drink several glasses of water to 
diliils 	 COtt11111; a phylild.111 of poison 
control cantor immediately, DO NOT in lets 
vomiting, Avoid getting in eyes or rin skin If teniser, 
with Elm oyes or skin occurs, immelintely flut.li 
area with large amounts of cool watts Inc 1111 lead 
15 minelse. If irritation persists, conoult e 
physician, 

/ 

OLINILEVER1AllhIBUIVIC6S11 
ellfSlioNs &Commas? 
CALL 1400-782.8301 
83175239 
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4 PfelMaith ,SUAVP 
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Case; 

  

PROFESSIONALS 

  

       

       

rc 

Un pedio Un per 

de, guentes 

une toalla para eliminarto humedad. [NO FRDTE NI PEIN.i). 
Cuticula [Paso 2) en todo at mime) usando todo 

inutos, independienternente del tipo de cabello. 

nientras espera, menteniendolo lisp. 

4 o 5 minutos o haste retirar todo el producto. 
Deseche el betelle. 

'"'Paspit%‘'s  

yearn•  

IrEj 

PASO It 

Smoothing Cream 

131EL JiLgrict-A7ii 
ARTICULOS N. CESARIOS (PROPOROONO EN EL JUEGO) 

El 

PAGO 3: 
Acondicionador pert Dew en el 

Cabello inn nalanae de Calor 

ELLIVIEENTOS KILECESA 
(NO INCLUIDOS EN EL 1<i 

O Un reloj o temporizador 

o Una testis a camiseta vieja 
para cuhrir los hombros 

* Secador de pale 

• Vaseline 
1,1400 2: 

Cuticle Seal Crean 

4Glue puede suceder despuOs de osum ul 
kit Suave Professionals® Keratin It &sine 

pare suavizar el cabello tior al Was? 
1. Los resultados pueden varier dependiendo 

de su tipo de cabello. 

2. Con at tiempo, su cabello comenzara a 

regresar a su forma y texture original; sin 

embargo, seguira estando mss suave y s:ira  
-Moil de peinar haste por 	din. 

Inmediatamente antes del tratamient lavese el cobalt° con shampoo come de costumbra Use an par de sconthcionadon 
Sequel° hen can toalk3. [El cabelb debe ,tar un pace hOmedo). Peins y desearede el cabello. Aphque una I spa fine de vaselina  
olrededor del nachiento del cabello. I s areas y M3 mica Calque una to:0e sabre sus hombros. Use h a guantes del 	ht 	/ 

\ 

'Elt:ACION: No pane mss 	minutos aplicando al product°. ()sato en un area bien 
ventilada; as normal que desa da alai. 
1. Empezando donde la texture e man ampere (par lo general en In num), aphqua uniformemente tine 

cantidad gieerosa de Creme Luavizante (Paso 1). La mayoria de las personas necesitaran ado at tube. 
Es posible q e las personas ccm cabello corto necesiten menos. 

2. Apligue de la sfz a la punta, E31i: undo y peinando con cuidado de manera recta. [NO masajae el cuero 
cabelludo) 

CONSEJO PRAL 	Una egicacien uniforms y complete as Cleve pars obtener buenos 
resultados. Para to:Vitar Is apiicacien, puede divic& el cabello en secciones. Sat:tre cads 
seccion con el product°. Las Pecciones de cabello no tratades quedaran sin sum/ can. 
IDATii1V11ERITO: 
1. AHORA - ('juste el temporizacor can el tiempo que se muestra a continuacien para as tine de cabello. 

Nunca exceda el tiempo est:Inc:Plead° pare su tipo de cabello. 

R Fino/raloigeramente ondulado ,igeramen e ondulado  
a muy cicada 

Ivluy rizsdo y Osparo 

Mild.) Sin ter*.  Aida Sin tenir Te fiido Sin ter°.  

15 minutos 20 Shows 21; 	ninutos 20 minutes 20 minutos 25 minutes 

2. Durante el tratamiento, peine aline at cabello a menudo pare mantel erlo liso. 
COAISEJO PRACTICO: Para r entener el volumen en la parte superior de la cabeza, peine 
hacia erriba y hacia atras flefis de /a cars). Unte el producto recogido por el peine de nuevo en 
he cabeza. Sega' n sea necesal o, se puede agregar mss product° para mantener el cabello 
totalmente cubierto durante a tratamiento, 
3. Al final del periodo de tiempo cl. cerminado, ENJUAGUE bien el cabello con agua tibia, manteniendo at 

cabello limo, Enjuague par un m lime de 5 minutos o haste redrar todo el producto. NO USE SHAMPOO. 

Ill Enjuague at peine* Deseche el t lb°. 

1. Segue lig examente at cabello Cr 

2. Apligue la Creme pare Seller It 
o to mayorpi del botelln. 

3. Dejela on el cabello durante 7 r 
Suavemente peine 2 a 3 veces 

4. Enjuague bien con aqua tibia pc 

(NO USE SHAMPOO). Enjuague 

I 

Para rerrnina- el proceso, aplique 	cantided del tamefie de una moneda der diez centavos de Acondicionador para 
Dejar on el Cabello can Oaf ensa de Gabor (incluido en at kit) y segue au cabello con secadar para qua quede lacio y 
snags Use plarcha its pelo silo decay 

CONSEJO PRACTICO: Listed nu dens que utilizer todo el producto del tube, Guarde el sobrante para despuas. 
El product° Suave Professionals@ Keratin Infusion Heat Defense Leave-In tembiOn se vende par separado pare 
use continuo. 

• Desache los producto del Paso 11 2. Sao siren pare una aplicahan, 
• No use at shampoo demote 48 ha- 33 despues del tratamiento. 
• No sun Una el cabello ni se hags 	os per una semana despues de Me tratamiento. 
• Melo a user despues de 3 mane a Puede retocar all cabello coda 3 meses. 

Vea las instrucciones pare retocar an wmvsuave.com  keratininfusion 
• Alargue fa vide de su tratamiento lavandose el cabello con menos (recuencia. 

con las shampoos Suave. Professionals actuales 	 Unifizver• • compared(' 	

' Para refrescar su cabello entre !evades, ebbe Keratin Infusion Dry Shampoo. 	11 

LEEn LAS 111ISTIO'tdl 1101113F 

CCIMPLETAS Al1ITES 

NO UTILICE ESTE 7-RAI'liztA4le\riti 
PARA SUAVIZAR EL. tj/1130.1_1:1 

• Ustall en a C1'88 ser alarglco nl /1..urlo nglimoln Sp 	/,. 
comOninente an las productas pap 1c pup ova 	. • 

cabana). 
• Ha tanido anterior:110W) una roacmippoo It 	.P • 

eensibilidod a un product° para pal llama pp p,  pr nu 

K01111011 CU:111161,1110. 

• MUNI 1..ti lel mauls al °Panne on la (.11,i lip tamper 	p • 
°ma, ovum par la 11111110a 1111L1 mama. I did IPP*.• 	- 
mtplorneinn pard pr., r nI prodp tram. 

• Sp 	man ruya rpm pi tulle decolorodu l i•• 

trntainaltarp lei dole: rn,l. •urna mon la tiotn;,I r r. h.q.,. • 
an °ably pm nparmu a Pun 	oloraclon, am pi. pdp 
ti Pr m 1k! i hullo ronsalp.i.a.1. manta milli Aro rpm: p..1 
min) 	. !wear, i• pp., a tie cataract° (nu 1.1,11:41;10 
M.", 1.. 1,111111, 11111.  !.■ 	.iii,1111 ill),  S1011110 011111111, 

	

,1.1,  • 	WI 	 $.(11111111h111011(1 rail IA tole a oppi 
eLe 1,1 donna lawn al cabulla, tap utIlizanjon dal. it 
product° on nabob amlnialdn (Incluldhe ruffians y 
pratainan do doculoranlen) C(11111111', dull° cil cs1.14,1, 
np,Injamrlit ill minnow du monist'. It 

• ii,, !. 	, 	 I IL .101.1 

illie 	/WO.. 1 

• Stir ill efi 	 t.1::,[1,1 	...IC/ 111 OM C011110111t11 
1,,,.....1.11,1i111.1,111114111,111$ 

Ifil 	,•', I 

• 1 0111101U 111111 1111 	 11,11111kt ‘,1 c.,11, .1,,  

(1111111ir Illit:111.113111111i 111111111CWuilmJmin kr:, DOI, 
Ira ;) 	U11101411 011 	tillanns 1P mo,ninip it.. 1h•:,11.1,  
1111 1111, Mahn in Will:11111411110 11111.1111111111Tortalnnhu to 
111111.1 1111.11G111.  IOU micas (vur Ile,11111.1111111(111). 

• S111:111/12111$1.1..1,11 	11/11111E111, 111,, I Met teirt) 	11110:11.-c1,1t 

Ms IIVFORIV1/117Al IMITATANTE 
• 1.11.15,11W an 1111 111 tht I diet 
• &livid nor tart° run Inn spa in pa Kr dorm 1n o.;1 rn 

cantrr:tu con Ins ape., 	 mch Pamir Hsi rod ;19111 
dUr1.1111.1 15 mintaan Igammtpr ai 	lynahrzi b 
mulormh. parrotn. 

• Utilizer miming° clipm y cupillom1Mmtiz00, liluitarno Ica 
anillon y &ita illhojrim. 	goo 1.1 pt pasta° mitre on 
contact° cum al mutat 

• Utilizer guantee protectoral lau.lairi 0)/4 ante' ante 
producto. DnopinIn dm mu 	ilia.o.ipar at predict-to 

reniontu y lavarau Ulu 'norm. 
• Pura evitar IrritriciOn, no mph :'r' dirontrimuuto sawn 

al oiler° cubelluds ni lu pica IN mete.' In frau-It los urajtur 
y el cuellu con vomulinm Si ul prod 1..to °tura on conlaimto 
con la pint, enjungur n cptirrar non 1,1.1.11zailla hal inelemithi. 

• Este prorlacin puorin acoloroolo tuts y domiln tales. 
• Si su anbullo not° 	Ya gun i*Ple °radar:up j pimple 

adman,  el cobalt°. mugoriroun 	caul product° 1-2 
samarium mum da la Unum 

PRECAUCION: 
Mantengale foam del alcants. (le 	 Ietle 
car nocivo el Be ingiure, Si sr, l,',klo,se pal' hurt hal 
baba varies vasos de °guts petit 	at malarial, 
Dentacte Inmediatemonte a tin Iraklion o of contra 
de Lexica:001a, No induzcn at vPini ii Evils,  el 
contacto con los Ojos o lo plc!, 	nose de. Puntatto 
con los Dios o la pie!, limpid 	ta,iiitaitm 	el area 
con abundante ague fria durante a menus 15 
minutes. Si la irritacian persiste, cunsulta a un medico. 

Mit7 	lf,t1INILEVEILTRUMBULLCI 06611 
eflEGUIIDIS0(01,1111.11R105? 
CAL 1-800.7824301 
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INVESTOR CENTRE MEDIA CENTRE CAREERS UNILEVER GLOBAL I CHANGE LOCATION 

ABOUT US 	BRANDS IN ACTION 	SUSTAINABLE LIVING 	INNOVATION Search 

PRODUCT SAFETY 
Consumers trust us to provide them and their families with products that are 

safe. Product safety is always considered at the design stage of a new product 
or process. 

SAFETY COMES FIRST 

Our Code of Business Principles sets out our commitment to provide branded 

products and services which are safe for their intended use and to innovate on 
the basis of sound science, applying rigorous standards of product safety. The 

safe and sustainable design of our products and manufacturing processes is 
core to our approach to responsible innovation. 

We have a long-established Safety & Environmental Assurance Centre (SEAC) 

which assures the safety and environmental sustainability of our products, and 

the processes used to manufacture them, See Consumer safety for more. 

Sometimes a product that does not meet our high safety and quality standards is 
accidentally released into the market. Such a product might, for example, have a 
quality defect, or a contamination of the raw materials or a mislabelling of 

Ingredients. If this happens, protecting consumers' safety is our number one 
priority. If necessary, we will recall such products. 

During 2011 we had four public recalls (compared with five in 2010). The 
continued reduction of incidents was partly due to our renewed focus on quality 

as an integral part of our business agenda. We have been putting programmes 

in place to improve the rigour of our processes - from sourcing and 
manufacturing to customer and consumer satisfaction with our brands. 

Some consumers are concerned about the presence of particular chemicals in 

our products. We continue to work In partnership with research organisations, 
industry partners, NGOs and regulators to strengthen consumer confidence In 

our products, and with them we try to find alternative ingredients, where 
appropriate. 

SUSTAINABLE 
LIVING 

RESPONDING TO 
STAKEHOLDER 
CONCERNS 

PRODUCT SAFETY 

ADVERTISING & 
MARKETING 

HUMAN RIGHTS & 
LABOUR RIGHTS 

DEVELOPING 
ALTERNATIVE 
APPROACHES TO 
ANIMAL TESTING 

FARM ANIMAL 
WELFARE 

GENETICALLY 
MODIFIED CROW 

KODAIKANAL, INDIA 

MICROPLASTICS 

READ MORE 

Code of Business Principles 

Safety & environment 

What's in our products 
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USEFUL LINKS 

Contact us 

AGM & voting 

Press releases 

Share price 

What's In our products? 

0t Unilever 2013 

DOWNLOADS 

Unilever Sustainable Living Plan 

Progress Report 2011 - 4.2MB 

Annual Report & Accounts 2011 - 

&OMB 

Form 20-F 2011 - 907KB 

Unilever Quarterly Dividends 

Background Information - 26KB 

Download Library 

UNILEVER ON 
FACEBOOK 

Unilever on Facebook is 

about inspiring people to 

take small, everyday 

actions that add up to a 

big difference. 

FOLLOW US ON FACES OOK 

_ 
Follow us on '1; 
facebook. t; 
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Y. 
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Search 

ABOUT US 

INIRODUCTIOI, TC 
JNILEVES 

UNILEVER FACTS 

OUR VISION 

OUR LOGO 

OUR SUPPLIERS 

INTRODUCTION TO UNILEVER 
On any given day, two billion people use Unilever products to look good, feel 
good and get more out of life. 

LIFE PARTNERS 

With more than 400 brands focused on health and 
wellbeing, no company touches so many people's lives in 

so many different ways. 

Our portfolio ranges from nutritionally balanced foods to 

indulgent ice creams, affordable soaps, luxurious 

shampoos and everyday household care products. We produce world-leading 
brands Including Lipton, Knorr, Dove, Axe, Hellmann's and Omo, alongside 

trusted local names such as Blue Band, Pureit and Suave. 

RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS 

Since Unilever was established in the 1890s, brands with a social mission have 
been at the core of our business, and now corporate responsibility underpins our 
strategy. 

In 2010 we launched the Unilever Sustainable Living Plan — a set of targets 

designed to help us deliver our objective of growing our business while 
minimising our impact on the environment. 

OUR LOGO 

RELATED LINKS 

Read the Unilever Sustainable 

Living Plan 

DOWNLOADS 

Introduction to Unilever 
presentation (6.8MB) 

View our Introduction to 

Unilever presentation 

VIEW OUR BRANDS 

View our global brands 

To embed sustainability into every stage of the life cycle of our products, we're 

working with our suppliers to support responsible approaches to agriculture. 

We're also learning from NGOs and other organisations, recognising that 
building a truly sustainable business Is not something we can do without expert 
advice. 

We believe that as a business we have a responsibility to our consumers and to 
the communities in which we have a presence. Around the world we invest in 

local economies and develop people's skills inside and outside of Unilever. And 
through our business and brands, we run a range of programmes to promote 

hygiene, nutrition, empowerment and environmental awareness, 

IMPACT & INNOVATION 

We realise innovation is key to our progress, and through cutting-edge science 

we're constantly enhancing our brands, improving their nutritional properties, 
taste, fragrance, or functionality. 

We invest nearly €1 billion every year in research and development, and have 
established laboratories around the world where our scientists explore new 

thinking and techniques, applying their expertise to our products. 

Consumer research plays a vital role in this process. Our unrivalled global reach 

allows us to get closer to consumers in local markets, ensuring we understand 
their diverse needs and priorities. 

ABOUT OUR BRANDS 

From long-established names like Lifebuoy, Sunlight and Pond's to new 

innovations such as the Pureit affordable water purifier, our range of brands is as 

diverse as our worldwide consumer base. 

Unilever has more than 400 brands, 12 of which generate sales in excess of €1 
billion a year. 

Many of these brands have long-standing, strong social missions, including 

Lifebuoy's drive to promote hygiene through handwashing with soap, and Dove's 
campaign for real beauty. 

We've also won a wealth of advertising industry honours at the prestigious 

Cannes Advertising Awards, including being named 2010's Advertiser of the 
Year. 

Find out more about Unilever. 

The story of our logo 
Each icon within our logo 

represents an aspect of our 
business and our commitment 

to helping people get more out 
of life. 
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JEFFERSON CIRCUIT COURT 
30TH  JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

DIVISION SEVEN 

Civil Action No. 13-CI-00898 

‘..•',..Qt ■ I 

4 	, 	P 2: LI 3 

Ct. S r; 

TERRI NAISER and JONNIE PHILLIPS, 
On Behalf Of Themselves And All Others 
Similarly Situated, 

Plaintiffs, 
FIRST AMENDED 

V. 	 CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 

UNILEVER UNITED STATES, INC., LEK 
INC., and CONOPCO, INC. d/b/a/ 
UNILEVER HOME & PERSONAL CARE 
USA, 

Defendants. 

The Plaintiffs, Terri Naiser ("Naiser") and Jonnie Phillips ("Phillips") (collectively, the 

"Plaintiffs"), through counsel, for their First Amended Complaint' against Defendants Unilever 

United States, Inc. ("Unilever"), LEI( Corporation ("LEK"), and Conopco, Inc. d/b/a Unilever 

Home & Personal Care USA ("Conopco") respectfully state as follows: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION  

1. 	Plaintiffs bring this class action to seek redress for themselves and, all others in the 

Commonwealth of Kentucky who purchased and/or used Suave® Professionals Keratin Infusion 

30 Day Smoothing Kit (the "Treatment" or "Product") from the date in 2011 that the Treatment 

was made available to. consumers through the present. Plaintiffs purchased the Treatment 

because of Unilever's uniform false representation that it would smooth their hair and coat it 

with Keratin, a protein found naturally in hair: Undisclosed by Defendants to Plaintiffs and the 

Class and therefore unknown to Plaintiffs and the Class, the Treatment contains an ingredient or 

combination of ingredients that causes significant hair loss upon proper application. The active 

ingredient in the Treatment, Thioglycolic Acid, including its salts and esters, is the same active 

This First Amended Complaint is tendered prior to the Defendants' responsive pleading to the original 
Complaint. Accordingly, leave of Court is not necessary for filing same. See Ky. R, Civ. P. 15.01, 
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ingredient that is used in hair depilatories and some hair perming solutions. Based on testing 

conducted by Plaintiffs, and as evidenced by damage caused to Plaintiffs and the putative class, 

the pH level and concentration of Thioglycolic Acid in the Treatment rendered it dangerous and 

unsafe for sale as an over-the-counter hair "smoothing" product. 

2. In addition, Defendants failed to properly warn consumers of the risks and 

dangers attendant to the use of such a strong depilatory agent on their hair and scalp — even well 

after Defendants knew or should have known of its hazards. Defendants' uniform acts and 

omissions in connection with the development, marketing, sale and delivery of the Treatment, 

and its belated and incomplete "recall" of this hazardous Product, violate the Consumer 

Protection Laws of Kentucky, breach express warranties to Plaintiffs and the Class, violate 

Kentucky's product liability laws. and constitute negligence and unjust enrichment. 

3. Unilever labeled, advertised, promoted and sold the Treatment targeting women 

who wanted smooth, shiny, manageable hair with no frizz. Through an extensive marketing 

campaign and via its website and packaging, Unilever made a number of express warranties: 

that the Treatment was a Keratin-based smoothing treatment and not a toxic chemical relaxer; 

that its effects would last no longer than 30 days; that it contained no Formaldehyde; and that it 

was safe. 

4. The Treatment was marketed as a Keratin product although Keratin, which is a 

natural protein, is the last-listed ingredient in the Smoothing Cream and Cuticle Seal Cream. 

The Treatment was sold among hair conditioning products, although it is not a conditioner but is 

instead a chemical hair straightener. 

5. In addition, Unilever falsely claimed that the Treatment contained "No 

Formaldehyde," in all capital letters on the box cover, when in fact the Treatment contains a 

chemical ingredient that is known to release Formaldehyde upon its use or application. 

6. In order to create an impression of the Product as a gentle, natural Keratin-based 

hair "smoothing" treatment, Unilever falsely promoted the Product's effects as lasting no longer 

2 
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than 30 days, Unlike chemical hair straighteners, whose effects are expected to last for many 

months, the positive attributes to be provided by the Treatment were touted as short-term. 

7. Nowhere on the package labeling or on Unilever's websites or other marketing 

materials did Unilever warn Plaintiffs and members of the Class that they were at risk of 

significant hair loss and/or scalp burns upon proper application of the Treatment. 

8. Unilever failed to warn Plaintiffs and members of the Class of the risks, even 

though it knew, before or almost immediately upon introduction of the Product in late 201.1, that 

consumers were complaining that the Treatment caused significant hair loss and scalp burns 

(among other adverse effects, such as hair discoloration). 

9. Not only did Unilever fail to properly warn consumers before they purchased the 

Product, but when it finally chose to "recall" the Product in May 2012, it told consumers the 

Product was being "discontinued" and was still safe to use, while at the same time directing 

retailers to immediately remove the Product from the shelves and send it back to Unilever. 

10. Up to the date of filing of this Complaint, Unilever has never fully and 

appropriately recalled the Product, Unilever continued to falsely claim to consumers that the 

Product is safe, and continued to fail to warn consumers of the dangers of proper application 

and/or misapplication of the Treatment. Unilever's efforts to conceal and downplay the hundreds 

if not thousands of complaints of Class Members who have lost their hair as a result of using this 

Product has resulted in a pointed attack on consumers, Specifically, Unilever attempts to shift 

attention and blame from the defects in the Product and its own failure to warn consumers by 

falsely claiming that it is the consumers' "misunderstanding" of the appropriate use and 

application of the Treatment that has resulted in the Product's failure. 

11. Kentucky consumers reasonably expect that their hair care products will not cause 

significant hair loss because of defective design and manufacturing or because of inadequate 

research or due diligence, Kentucky consumers had no expectation that the Treatment would 

cause scalp burns and cause their hair to fall out. 

3 
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12. Further, consumers reasonably expect that if Unilever, the company primarily 

responsible for developing, manufactUring, marketing and distributing the Product, knew that the 

Treatment would or could cause hair loss (whether by proper application or by misapplication), 

Unilever would make a disclosure to consumers as soon as it determined there was a widespread 

problem, rather than quietly discontinuing the Product and attempting to conceal the problem. 

By downplaying, concealing and misrepresenting the Product and the safety and risks of its use, 

Unilever failed in its duty to provide consumers with adequate information, and continued even 

after the so-called "recall" to create and perpetuate a false public perception that there was little 

or no risk of harm from the use of its Product. 

13. In its continuing efforts to conceal the dangers and serious harm attendant to use 

of the Product, Unilever has also engaged in a campaign designed to obtain unconscionable and 

unenforceable releases from consumers injured by use of the Product. Upon information and 

belief, Unilever has solicited and obtained releases from Kentucky consumers who were injured 

by use of the Product, without advising them of their right to obtain legal counsel to review the 

form releases that Unilever propounded and without fully explaining the terms or legal effect of 

the form releases, including that (a) the form releases purport to release third party retailers for 

no extra consideration; (b) the form releases purport to release personal injury claims for no extra 

consideration beyond the economic losses incurred by the consumer; (c) the form releases 

require consumers to indemnify Unilever for all losses "from any and every claim or demand of 

every kind and character, including, claims for contribution;" (d) the form releases require the 

consumer to indemnify Unilever from any claims for payment of medical expenses by 

Medicare/Medicaid; and (e) the form releases require the consumer to hold Unilever harmless 

"from any and all adverse consequences in the event this settlement results in the loss of right to 

Social Security and/or Medicare/Medicaid." The release forms that Unilever required its 

unrepresented consumers to sign contain terms that are so outrageous that they should be set 

aside as unconscionable and unenforceable under Kentucky law. 
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THE PARTIES 

I4. 	At all times relevant to this Complaint, Plaintiff Naiser resided in and currently 

resides in Louisville, Jefferson County, Kentucky. Naiser purchased and used the Product in 

Louisville, Jefferson County, Kentucky. 

15, 	At all times relevant to this Complaint, Plaintiff Phillips resided in and currently 

resides in Utica, Daviess County, Kentucky. Phillips purchased the Product in Calhoun, Meade 

County, Kentucky and used the Product in Utica, Kentucky. 

16. Defendant Unilever is a subsidiary of the dual-listed company consisting of 

Unilever N.V. in Rotterdam, Netherlands and Unilever PLC in London, United Kingdom. 

Unilever, which includes the Suave brand, is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of 

business located at 700 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632. Unilever 

manufactured, marketed, designed, promoted and/or distributed the Treatment. 

17. Knowlton Development Corporation ("Knowlton") is a foreign corporation with 

its principal place of business in Knowlton, Quebec, Canada. Defendant LEK, also a foreign 

corporation with its principal place of business in Knowlton, Quebec, Canada, is a subsidiary of 

Knowlton. LEK, formerly known as Les Emballages Knowlton, Inc., manufactured the Product 

for sale by Unilever in the United States, knowing that the Product would be sold in the United 

States, including the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and thereby causing injury to Kentucky 

residents and citizens as a direct result of the purchase and sale of said Product, 

18. Defendant Conopco is a New  York corporation with its principal place of 

business located at 700 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632. Upon 

information and belief, LEK obtained a contract from Conopco for the manufacture of the 

Product as set forth in Paragraph 17 above, with LEK and/or Conopco being responsible for the 

distribution of the manufactured Product to retailers. At all times relevant hereto, Conopco knew 

or should have known that the Product would be sold in the United States, including the 

Connnonwealth of Kentucky, thereby causing injury to Kentucky residents and citizens as a 

direct result of the purchase and sale of said Product. 
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

19. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action because the 

Plaintiffs' claims against the Defendants arise out of acts or omissions of one or more of the 

Defendants in Jefferson County, Kentucky. 

20. This Court has personal jurisdiction over the Defendants in this action pursuant to 

KRS 454.210 (the "Kentucky Long Ann Statute") because during the relevant period of time 

these Defendants, among other things, derived substantial revenue from Kentucky and caused 

tortious injury to the Plaintiffs in this Commonwealth, 

21. Venue is proper in Jefferson County because one or more of the Defendants have 

derived substantial revenue, caused tortious injury and/or transacted business in Jefferson 

County, Kentucky, because a substantial part of the events or conduct giving rise to the 

Plaintiffs' claims occurred in Jefferson County, Kentucky, because the Plaintiff Naiser resides in, 

purchased and used the Product and was dainaged thereby in Jefferson County, and because each 

of the Defendants is subject to personal jurisdiction within the Commonwealth of Kentucky and 

Jefferson County, Kentucky in particular. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS  

The Product And Product Warranties  

22. Unilever released Suave® Keratin Infusion 30-day Treatment on or about 

December 9, 2011. The Treatment was sold by Unilever directly and through retail shops to 

consumers nationwide. 

23. In promoting its new Treatment, for example on Walmart.com, Unilever stated: 

"Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit is a simple, at-home alternative to 

expensive salon keratin treatments. This revolutionary system, formulated with keralock 

technology, infuses hair with keratin protein and leaves it smooth, shiny, and manageable for up 

to 30 days." The description continues by pointing out that the Product contains "No 

formaldehyde." 
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24. The Walmart ad describes how the Product works: "Step 1: Smoothing Cream 

with keratin loosens, smoothens, And detangles curls And waves. Step 2: Cuticle Seal Cream 

with Keralock Technology reforms keratin bonds inside the hair fiber And eliminates fizz for 

long lasting smoothness And manageability. Step 3: Heat Defense Leave-In Conditioner 

provides ultimate moisturization to protect hair while heat styling. Formulated for use with blow 

dryers or flat irons for optimal shine and smoothness. Also, sold outside for continued use." A 

copy of the Walmart ad is attached as Exhibit A and can be found at 

http ://www w aim art, com/ip/TO-BE-DELETED-Suave-Professi onals-Keratin-Infusi on-30-D ay-

Smo o thing-Kit/20461380. 

25. The Product states, on the front of the box, that the Treatment "Smooths Your 

Style as Well as a Keratin Treatment." Below that statement is printed in all caps: "NO 

FORMALDEHYDE." The package instructions state: "Your hair will continue to be smoother 

and easier to style for up to 30 days !" The package instructions further advise: "To complete the 

process, apply the Heat Defense Leave-In Conditioner and blow dry your hair into a smooth, 

straight style. Flat iron if desired." A copy of the box labeling and instructions are attached as 

Exhibit B. 

26, 	Keratin is a protein found naturally in hair. By promoting the Treatment as a 

treatment that "infuses hair with keratin protein" and that did not contain Formaldehyde, 

Unilever warranted the Product as a safe, non-toxic hair smoothing solution that could be 

purchased at a fraction of the price of a salon treatment. 

27. However, despite the express representation that the Treatment contains no 

Formaldehyde, the Treatment does contain DMDM Hydantoin, a chemical that is known as a 

"Formal dehyd e-rei easer." See http ://www s afeco smetics. org/articl  e.php?i d=599. Formaldehyde 

releasers are sometimes used in cosmetics in place of Formaldehyde and release amounts of 

Formaldehyde over time. Formaldehyde is a known human carcinogen. 

28. An investigation by the non-profit Environmental Working Group reported that 

some cosmetic companies disguise the Formaldehyde in their products by using, among other 
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things, Formaldehyde releasers instead of Formaldehyde. See http://www.ewg.org/hair-

straighteners/our-report/hair-straighteners-that-hide-formaldehyde,  

29. An average consumer reviewing the Unilever representation that the Treatment 

contains "No Formaldehyde" would not expect that it would contain a chemical known to release 

Formaldehyde upon use or application. 

30. Plaintiffs and the Class would also not expect that application of the Treatment 

would cause hair loss and scalp burns upon proper application. 

31. Plaintiffs and the Class would reasonably expect a warning regarding any 

potential hazard to consumers, especially because the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act regulations 

provide that cosmetics that may be hazardous to consumers must bear appropriate warnings. See 

http ://www, fd a. go v/Co smetics/CosmeticLab elingLab elClaims/default.htm. 

32. Contrary to the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act regulations, the Product also failed 

to provide adequate directions for safe use, although Defendants knew or should have known the 

Product would be unsafe if used incorrectly. In fact, Unilever's website affirmatively represents 

that it complies with all applicable labeling laws. See Unilever's Code of Business Principles, 

attached as Exhibit C and available on its website at http://www.unilever.com/images/Code-of-

Business-Principles_tcm13-274232.pdf.  

33. Unilever's representations that the Product is safe, contains "No Formaldehyde," 

and would smooth hair for no longer than 30 days, was plainly false. 

34. In response to the damage customers have suffered after using this Product, 

consumers created a Facebook page entitle "Suave-Keratin-Infusion-Kit-Destroyed-my-Hair." 

The page describes: 

NIGHTMARES & HORROR Stories shared by VICTIMS of this product. 
Even if you haven't been affected, but can sympathize, please "LIKE" this 
page as it would be very helpful to those who have & continue to suffer as a 
result of Suave's negligence! THANK YOU! 
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Mission 

The intent of this group is to, first and foremost WARN others about the 
potential damage and danger (yes, danger), but also in hopes to get the 
attention of Unilever (Suave)! 

PLEASE feel free to tell your stories in as much detail as you can. Pictures 
and videos will also be very helpful in . garnering attention! 

Many, including myself, strongly believe that this product is falsely 
advertised, misleading, devoid of proper warnings, not safe for over-the-
counter sales, should be reviewed by the FDA, and pulled from the market 
immediately. 

**ENDGAME:*** 

GETTING THIS DANGEROUS PRODUCT DISCONTINUED OR 
RECALLED, AND *RECOMPENSE* FOR ALL THOSE WHO HAVE 
SUFFERED INJURIES, TRAUMA, AND THE LOSS OF THOUSANDS 
OF DOLLARS SPENT ON REPAIRS - A DIRECT RESULT OF BEING 
INTENTIONALLY MISLEAD BY UNILEVER, AND THEIR 
NEGLIGENCE. 

Description 

This group was created for people who have had horrible experiences with 
the "Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit," and who 
need a place to tell their stories, vent, cry, scream, or receive support and 
empathy from others who have been likewise traumatized. 

35. There are hundreds of posts highlighting the "horror stories" of women who used 

the Treatment. These stories are strikingly similar to Plaintiffs' experiences. These consumers 

describe how they were misled by Unilever's representations about the Product, expecting a 

Keratin-based smoothing Treatment whose effects would last no longer than 30 days, but instead 

received a toxic hair straightener that caused hair loss and other adverse effects. 

36. Upon information and belief, as early as December 2011 Unilever became aware 

of the serious adverse effects resulting from use of the Treatment, such as hair loss and chemical 

burns. However, despite that knowledge, Unilever remained silent, knowingly failed to warn 

distributors or the public of the problems caused by the Treatment and continued selling the 

Treatment with the same express warranties and without appropriate warnings. 
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37. On the day the Product was "recalled," Unilever explained on a website listing 

numerous recalled products that the Treatment was taken off the market "because of potential 

consumer misunderstanding of the product's suitability for certain hair conditions." Unilever 

admitted that consumers "misunderstood" the Treatment, which misunderstanding was caused by 

Unilever's false marketing of the Treatment as, among other things, a temporary hair smoothing 

product, not a long-lasting toxic chemical relaxer that could cause hair loss and other damage. 

38. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA), on its website at 

http://www.fda.gov/Safety/Recalls/EnforcementReports/ucm307229,htm,  indicates that the 

Treatment was recalled by Unilever by letter dated May 8, 2012. The FDA website notes that 

there were 381,288 kits in commerce nationwide that were recalled. The FDA website further 

notes that the Treatment was manufactured by Les Emballages Knowlton, Inc., now known as 

LEK, a subsidiary of Knowlton. 

39. Retailers were advised by Unilever to immediately cease distribution of the 

Product and were advised to send the Product back to Unilever. Upon information and belief, 

some retailers continued to sell the Product after the recall. 

40. In recalling the Product, Unilever did not make any public announcement and did 

not publicly respond to the numerous complaints of adverse incidents associated with its use. 

Instead, Unilever posted a simple notice on its website indicating that the Treatment had been 

"discontinued" and requesting that customers call for additional information. 

41. Defendants LEK and Conopco did nothing in connection with the recall despite 

the reference to LEK as the "manufacturer" in connection with the FDA's notice of recall. 

42. Unilever continues to this day to advise consumers that the Product is safe to use 

as directed, without providing any disclosure concerning the complaints of hair loss and with no 

warnings regarding the hair loss that may result from its continued use. 	See 

http ://keratininfu s ion. suave. com/us/base/howto#productFags.  
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43. Unilever actively and intentionally misled consumers by telling consumers the 

Product was safe to use while at the same time telling retailers to immediately recall the Product 

and to bar sales of the Product sitting on their shelves. 

44. Unilever's Code of Business PrinCiples, Exhibit C, states that Unilever "complies 

with laws and regulations of the countries in which they operate." • It further provides that 

Unilever is "committed to providing products which are safe for their intended use. Products and 

services will be accurately and properly labeled, advertised and communicated." 

45. Unilever also makes the following representations on its website, portions of 

which are attached as Exhibit D: 

• "Consumers trust us to provide them and their families with products 
that are safe." 

• "[P]rotecting consumers' safety is our number one priority." 

• "We realise innovation is key to our progress, and through cutting-edge 
science we're constantly enhancing our brands, improving their 
nutritional properties, taste, fragrance, or functionality. We invest nearly 
El billion every year in research and development, and have established 
laboratories around the world where our scientists explore new thinking 
and techniques, applying their expertise to our products. Consumer 
research plays a vital role in this process. Our unrivalled global reach 
allows us to get closer to consumers in local markets, ensuring we 
understand their diverse needs and priorities." 

• "On any given day, two billion people use Unilever products to look 
good, feel good and get more out of life." 

Defendants' Conduct With Respect To The Hazard Posed By The Product 

46. The active ingredient in the Product, Thioglycolic Acid, including its salts and 

esters, was originally developed as a depilatory agent for uses such as removing animal hair from 

hides so that a processor could transform a hairy hide into leather capable of being processed. 

Thioglycolic Acid is so corrosive that, if left on .too long; it will dissolve the bonds holding hair 

together until the hair strand is transformed into a jelly-like substance that can be wiped away. 

47. Designing, manufacturing and providing a direct-to-consumer hair conditioning 

with Thioglycolic Acid, at the pH levels and concentration in the Product, was unreasonably 
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dangerous and unsafe to consumers, especially when marketed as a gentle, "smoothing" hair 

conditioning treatment. 

48. Upon information and belief, Les Emballages Knowlton, now known as 

Defendant LEK, manufactured the Product for Unilever pursuant to a contract issued by 

Conopco. While the exact nature of the relationship between the Conopco and Unilever entities 

remains unknown, Plaintiffs are informed and believe that Conopco granted the manufacturing 

contract to LEK as agent for Unilever. 

49. On its website, LEK boasts that it is "strategically positioned twenty minutes from 

the US-Canada border — immediately north of the US eastern states" in an obvious attempt to 

solicit and obtain US business. The website continues by explaining that "LEK is a highly 

flexible manufacturing environment' designed to meet the needs of mass brands; from new 

product introductions, to brand growth, as well as the continuous improvement needs of mature 

brands. Highly capable in the production of liquid and solid products, LEK is recognized by the 

market as a leader in large-scale hot pour capabilities, boasting some of the best expertise in the 

manufacture of anti-perspirants and deodorants in the world." 	See http://www.kdc- 

comp ani es. com/kdc/lek.php 

50. Under the heading "Team" the website continues to claim that the organization is 

"best in class in planning and introducing new products to the mass market, as well as 

introducing cost improvement programmes that secure a product's profitability over its life-

cycle. Since 1991, LEK has been a stable partner to some of the most important brand-owners in 

the world, as its management and operational teams continue to refine their approach to 

managing the complexity of the consumer packaged goods industry." Id. 

51. Based upon LEK's own representations, it claimed to have the expertise and 

ability to manufacture a safe and effective Product for Unilever. Despite its purported expertise, 

it failed to perform adequate testing to determine that the Product, at the pH and concentrations 

in which it was offered for sale, was dangerous. and unfit for sale directly to consumers. Despite 

its purported expertise in managing "new product introductions," LEK permitted the Product to 
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be sold with incomplete and inaccurate instructions and warnings, and although as a 

manufacturer it owes a duty of care to Plaintiffs and all putative Class Members, LEK failed to 

properly warn or advise potential consumers of the risk attendant with use of the Product. 

52. Instead, upon information and belief, LEK (with Unilever and Conopco) 

knowingly permitted the manufacture and sale to Kentucky consumers of a Product that was 

dangerous and unfit for sale as a temporary hair "smoothing" Product. 

53. Prior to Plaintiffs' purchase of the Product, Defendants were aware or should 

have been aware that the Treatment contained an inherent defect that caused significant hair loss 

and scalp burns upon proper application and that any instructions and warnings provided with the 

Product directly to consumers were materially insufficient. 

54. Defendants Unilever, LEK, and Conopco knew, or but for their reckless 

indifference would have known, prior to Plaintiffs' purchases of the Product that they would 

continue to receive complaints of hair loss. attributed to the Product. Based on their experience, 

Defendants knew or should have known that even if they diligently investigated the problem, it 

would be difficult if not impossible to remediate the problem. 

55. Unilever knew, or but for its reckless indifference would have known, that: (a) the 

risk of scalp burns and hair loss was substantial, (b) Unilever's customers were unaware of that 

substantial risk, and (c) those customers had . a reasonable expectation that Unilever would 

disclose that risk and fully and appropriately issue a recall of the Product. 

56. Despite such knowledge, Unilever did not disclose to prospective purchasers, 

before or after the so-called recall, that there was a substantial risk of scalp burns and hair loss 

associated with use of the Product. Unilever instead continued to claim the Product was safe 

even after the so-called recall, while concealing all the adverse reports filed by consumers. 

Unilever told consumers that the Product was discontinued because of consumer "confusion," 

not because users of the Product were losing their hair and burning their scalps. 
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FACTS RELATING TO NAMED PLAINTIFFS  

57. Plaintiff Naiser purchased the Treatment in or about April 2012. Based on 

Unilever's representations, Naiser expected to be purchasing a short-term "smoothing" 

conditioner and not a harsh chemical relaxer which contained the same active ingredient that is 

used in hair removal products. Naiser was exposed to and familiar with Unilever's claims about 

the Treatment not containing Formaldehyde and being a "smoothing" Product whose effects 

would last no longer than 30 days. She paid approximately $10.00 for the Treatment, which she 

purchased at a Target in Louisville, Kentucky, 

58. Upon proper application of the Treatment, Naiser's hair loosened from its natural 

tight curls to being completely straight. Within a short period of time, she noticed she was 

experiencing significant hair loss and breakage as a result of her use of the Product. The 

straightening effects and damage to Naiser's hair continued for months, well beyond the "30 

days" promised on the Treatment package. To date, she has spent approximately $2,000.00 on 

haircuts and conditioning products in an effort to restore the damage caused by use of the 

Product. 

59. Plaintiff Phillips purchased the Treatment in or about June 2012. Phillips was 

familiar with Keratin-based hair treatments and saw ads for the Product which offered it as a 

good value compared to expensive salon Keratin-based treatments. Phillips was exposed to and 

familiar with Unilever's claims about the Treatment being a "smoothing" Product whose effects 

would last no longer than 30 days. She paid approximately $15.00 for the Treatment, which she 

purchased at a Rite Aid drug store in Calhoun, Kentucky, 

60. Phillips reviewed the Product instructions and so-called warnings and applied all 

three steps as instructed by Unilever's package inserts. Immediately upon application, the 

Product was burning her scalp. She finished the application and then rinsed it off and noticed red 

patches on her scalp, visible immediately after she removed the Product. The redness went away 

after a short while, but Phillips' scalp remained tender for weeks following application of the 
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Treatment. Phillips' hair also began to fall out and break, and she had it cut in a layered fashion 

in an attempt to hide the damage. 

61. A few days after using the Treatment, Phillips contacted her hair dresser and 

began to take steps to remediate the damage caused by the Product. To date, she has spent 

hundreds of dollars on conditioners and special treatments to try to restore her hair, including 

incurring additional charges for haircuts at the salon, above and beyond those she would have 

normally had. 

62. Plaintiffs purchased the Treatment because of Unilever's false representations 

about what the Product offered them, and because they were unaware that the Treatment was 

unsafe and would cause hair loss and scalp burns, among other effects. 

63. Plaintiffs provided pre-suit notice to Unilever and LEK of their:warranty claims 

and all Defendants had actual notice of the alleged defect and harm caused by the Product. 

CLASS ALLEGATIONS  

64. Plaintiffs bring this action pursuant to Rule 23 of the Kentucky Rules of Civil 

Procedure on behalf of all Kentucky residents who purchased the :Product for personal or 

household use at any time since the date in 2011 that the Product was first made available to 

consumers (the "Class"). Plaintiffs seek to recover on their behalf, and on behalf of all similarly 

situated Kentucky residents, the economic losses and damages they have and will sustain as a 

result of their purchases of the now-recalled Product, including but not limited to: (a) the cost of 

haircuts, conditioners and other products purchased to repair the damage to their hair; (b) the cost 

of any medical assessments or testing incurred as a result of their purchases of the Product; (c) 

other consequential and incidental damages; and (d) any other appropriate damages. 

65. Plaintiffs are members of the Class they seek to represent. Excluded from the 

Class are: Defendants; any entities in which Defendants have a controlling interest; any of the 

Defendants' parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, officers, directors, employees and members of such 

persons' immediate families; defense counsel in this case and his, her or their immediate family; 

and those who purchased the Treatment for resale. 
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66. 	Upon information and belief, the Defendants sold hundreds, if not thousands of 

Treatment kits to Kentucky residents. Plaintiffs and the members of the Class they seek to 

represent are so numerous that joinder of all members individually, in one action or otherwise, is 

impractical. The precise number of Class Members and their identities are unknown to Plaintiffs 

at this time but will be determined through discovery and other means. Class Members may be 

notified of the pendency of this action by mail and/or publication. 

	

67. 	This action involves questions of law and fact common to Plaintiffs and all 

'members of the Class, which include the following: 

(a) Whether the Treatment contains the defect alleged herein; 

(b) Whether Defendants failed to appropriately warn Class Members of the 

damage that could result from use of the Product; 

(c) Whether Defendants had actual or imputed knowledge of the defect but 

did not disclose it to Plaintiffs or the Class; 

(d) Whether Unilever promoted the Product with false and misleading 

statements of fact and material omissions; 

(e) Whether the alleged conduct constitutes violation of the laws or 

regulations asserted herein; 

(f) Whether Plaintiffs and Class Members sustained damages resulting from 

Defendants' conduct and, if so, the proper measure of damages or other 

relief. 

	

68. 	These and other questions of law and/or fact are common to the Class and 

predominate over any questions affecting only individual Class Members. 

	

69. 	The claims of the named Plaintiffs are typical of the claims of the proposed Class, 

and Plaintiffs will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the Class and have no interests 

adverse to, or which directly conflict with, the interests of the other members of the Class. 
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70. Plaintiffs have engaged the services of counsel who are experienced in complex 

class litigation, who will adequately prosecute this action, and who will assert and protect the 

rights of and otherwise represent Plaintiffs and the absent Class Members. 

71. Plaintiffs' claims are typical of those of the absent Class' Members in that 

Plaintiffs and the Class Members each purchased and used the Treatment and each sustained 

damages arising from Defendants' wrongful conduct, as alleged more fully herein. 

72. A class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient 

adjudication of this controversy. The expense.and burden of individual litigation would make it 

impracticable for proposed Class Members to prosecute their claims individually. 

73. Plaintiffs submit that there will be fewer difficulties in the fair, efficient and cost- 

effective management of this action or the common issues therein as a class action, and there will 

be benefits to and protections of the legitimate interests of the parties, the court and the public 

with the maintenance of this action as a class action than there would be under any other 

procedural alternative. Means exist to address any individual issues of injury and damages 

involved in fair and adequate compensation for the Class, after common issues relating to 

Defendants' Product, conduct, knowledge, duties and breach thereof have been adjudicated. 

Claims processes may also be employed to fashion and implement an expeditious remedy for the 

Class. 

74. Plaintiffs know of no difficulty that will be encountered in the management of this 

litigation that would preclude its maintenance as a class action. 

COUNT I 

(Breach Of Express Warranty — Against Unilever Only) 

75. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-74 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

76. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and behalf of the Class, 

77. Plaintiffs and each member of the Class formed a contract with Unilever at the 

time Plaintiffs and the other Class Members purchased the Treatment. The terms of that contract • 
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include the promises and affirmations of fact made by Unilever on the Treatment's packaging 

and through marketing and advertising, as described above. This marketing and advertising 

constitute express warranties and became part of the basis of the bargain, and are part of the 

standardized contract between Plaintiffs and the members of the Class and Unilever. 

78. Unilever purports through its advertising and packaging to create express 

warranties that the Treatment was a hair "Smoothing" Product and not a chemical relaxer, that 

the effects of the Treatment would last no more than 30 days, and that it contained No 

Formaldehyde and was safe. 

79. All conditions precedent to Unilever's liability under this contract were performed 

by Plaintiffs and the Class when they purchased the Product and used it as directed. 

80. Unilever breached express.  warranties about the Treatment and its qualities 

because Unilever's statements about the Product were false and because the Product does not 

conform to Unilever's affirmations and promises described above. Plaintiffs and the Class 

would not have purchased the Product had they known the true nature of the Treatment and the 

mis-statements regarding what the Product was and what it contained. 

81. As a result of Unilever's breach of warranty, Plaintiffs, and the Class have been 

damaged in the amount of the purchase price of the Product and any consequential damages 

resulting from the purchases, including the cost to repair their hair loss. 

COUNT II 

(Violation Of The Kentucky Consumer Protection Act — Against Unilever Only) 

82. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-81 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

83. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

84. Plaintiffs and the Class Members are consumers entitled to the protections of the 

Consumer Protection Act, KRS 367.110, et. se 4. (the "Act") and may recover damages pursuant 

to the provisions of the Act, both compensatory and punitive. 
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85. 	Unilever deceived Plaintiffs and members of the propoSed Class in violation of 

the Act by promoting and/or allowing sales of the Treatment with the use of unfair, false, 

misleading or deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of the trade and/or commerce of selling 

the Treatment. Such pattern of conduct was unifonn in nature with respect to the marketing and 

sale of the Product. 

86, 	As detailed above, Unilever, through its advertisements and packaging, used 

unconscionable commercial practices, deception,. fraud, false promises and misrepresentations in 

violation of the Act in connection with the marketing of the Treatment. 

87. Unilever also knowingly concealed, suppressed and consciously omitted material 

facts from Plaintiffs and other members of the Class knowing that consumers would rely on the 

advertisements and packaging and Unilever's uniform representations to-purchase the Product. 

88. Plaintiffs did not become aware of any facts which would have called into 

question the false public perception of safety which Unilever had created, until and after the so-

called "recall." 

89. Until the present, Unilever knowingly accepted the benefits of its deception and 

improper conduct in the form of profits from the increased sale of the Product. 

90. In addition, and upon information and belief, Unilever has continued to defraud 

consumers in Kentucky by soliciting and obtaining signatures from unrepresented consumers on 

form releases that are oppressive and unconscionable for, among other reasons, the following: (i) 

the releases fail to advise consumers anywhere on the release form, of the important legal 

consequences of releasing all claims related to their purchase and/or use of the Treatment; (ii) 

the releases require consumers to indemnify Unilever under conditions that are unfair and 

oppressive; (iii) the releases purport to waive claims for third party retailers, for no additional 

consideration and without explanation; and (iv) the releases purport to release personal injury 

claims without providing any additional consideration beyond providing reimbursement of 

economic losses actually sustained by consumers. 
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91. Upon information and belief, Unilever's representatives provided false and/or 

incomplete information to unrepresented consumers in order to obtain signed releases, including 

but not limited to representations that diminish the legal significance and consequences of the 

releases. 

92. As a proximate result of the above-described Consumer Protection Act violations, 

Plaintiffs and other members of the Class: (a) purchased and used the Treatment when they 

would not otherwise have done so; (b) suffered economic losses consisting of the cost of 

purchasing the Treatment; (c) suffered and/or will suffer additional economic losses in repairing 

and restoring the damage caused by the Treatment; and (d) suffered and will suffer additional 

economic losses incidental to any visits to dermatologists or other medical specialists, including 

lost income and related expenses. As a direct and proximate result of Unilever's fraud in 

obtaining signatures on legal form releases without proper consideration and based upon the 

provision of false and incomplete information, Plaintiffs request that this Court set aside any and 

all releases signed by putative Kentucky Class Members, along ,with any other appropriate relief. 

COUNT III 

(Violation Of Magnuson-MossL st Unilever Only)  

93. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-92 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

94. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

95. Plaintiffs and the Class.are 'consumers as defined in 15 U.S.C. § 2301(3). 

96. Unilever is a supplier and warrantor as defined in 15 	§ 2301(4)(5). 

97. The Treatment is a consumer product as defined in 15 U.S.C. §2301(6). 

98. By reason of Unilever's breach of warranties as set forth above, Unilever has 

violated the statutory rights due to the Plaintiffs, and the Class pursuant to the Magnuson-Moss 

Warranty Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2301 et seq.; thereby damaging Plaintiffs and the Class. 
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COUNT IV 

(Negligence And/Or Gross Negligence — Against-All Defendants) 

99. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in 'Paragraphs 1-98 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

100. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

101. Defendants owed Plaintiffs a duty to use due care in their development, testing, 

planning, design, marketing, sale and recall of the subject hair care Product offered for use by 

consumers. 

102. Through their failure to exercise due care, Defendants breached this duty by 

producing, processing, manufacturing, distributing and/or offering for sale a Product in a 

defective condition that was unsafe for unsupervised use at home by consumers. 

103. Additionally, Defendants breached their duty of care to Plaintiffs by failing to use 

Sufficient quality control, perform adequate research or testing, proper manufacturing, 

production or processing, and failing to take sufficient measures to prevent the Product from 

being offered for sale in an unsafe and hazardous form. 

104. Defendants further breached their duty of due care by failing to properly and 

adequately inform consumers once safety concerns, including hair loss and chemical burns, were 

brought to the Defendants' attention, and further breached their duty of care by failing to fully 

and appropriately recall the Product. 

105. Defendants knew, or in the exercise of reasonable card should have known, that 

the Product presented an unacceptable risk to consumers, and would result in damages that were 

foreseeable and reasonably avoidable, 

106. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' above-referenced negligence 

and/or gross negligence, Plaintiffs and the Class have suffered and are entitled to recover 

damages, both compensatory and punitive. 
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COUNT V 

(Strict Liability — Against All DefendanLtsj 

107. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-106 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

108. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

109. Defendants are producers, manufacturers, marketers and/or distributors of the 

Product. 

110. Defendants produced, manufactured, designed, marketed and/or distributed the 

Product that was defective in design or founulation in that, when the Product left the hands of 

Defendants, the foreseeable risks of harm exceeded the benefits associated with the 'design or 

formulation. 
1 

111. Defendants' Product was expected to, and did, reach Plaintiffs without substantial 

change in condition. 

112. Alternatively, the Product manufactured, designed, marketed and/or supplied by 

Defendants was defective in design or formulation in that, when it left the hands of Defendants, 

it was unreasonably dangerous, more dangerous than an ordinary consumer would expect 

without concomitant accurate information and warnings accompanying the Product. 

113. Defendants researched, produced, manufactured, designed, marketed and/or 

distributed the Product that was defective due to inadequate warning, testing, study and/or 

reporting regarding the results of such efforts. 

114. Defendants produced, manufactured, designed, marketed and/or distributed the 

Product that was defective due to inadequate post-market warning or instruction because, after 

Defendants knew or should have known of the risk of injury from the recalled Product, 

Defendants failed to immediately provide adequate warnings to Plaintiffs and the Kentucky 

public. 

115. As the direct and legal result of the defective condition of the Product as 

produced, manufactured, designed, marketed and/or distributed by Defendants, and of the 
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negligence, carelessness, other wrongdoing and actions of Defendants described herein, 

Plaintiffs and the Class suffered damages. 

COUNT VI 

Unjust Enrichment — Against All Defendants) 

116. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-115 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

117. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

118. Plaintiffs and Class Members conferred a benefit on Defendants by purchasing 

the Treatment. 

119. Defendants have been unjustly enriched in retaining the revenues derived from 

Class Members' purchases of the Treatment, which retention of such revenues under these 

circumstances is unjust and inequitable because Defendants manufactured a defective Product, 

and Unilever misrepresented the nature of the Product, misrepresented its ingredients, and 

knowingly marketed and promoted a dangerous and defective Product, which caused injuries to 

Plaintiffs and the Class because they would not have purchased the Treatment based on the same 
F 

representations if the true facts concerning the Product had been known. 

120. Because Defendants' retention of the non-gratuitous benefit conferred on it by 

Plaintiffs and the Class Members is unjust and inequitable, Defendatits must pay restitution to 

Plaintiffs and the Class Members for their unjust enrichment, as ordered by the Court. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, individually and on behalf of the Class of persons described 

herein, themselves and all others similarly situated, respectfully request the following relief: 

A. An Order certifying the Class as defined above; 

B. An Order designating Plaintiffs as representatives of the Class and their counsel 

as Class counsel; 

C. Judgment against the Defendant Unilever on Count l of the Complaint for 

Breach of Express Warranty, for compensatory damages in an amount in excess of the 

minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 
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D, 	Judgment against the Defendant Unilever on Count II of the Complaint for 

Violation of the Kentucky Consumer ProtectiOn Act, for compensatory and punitive damages 

in separate amounts in excess of the minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 

E. 	Judgment against the Defendant Unilever on Count III of the Complaint for 

Violation of the Magnuson-Moss Act, for compensatory damages in amount in excess of the 

minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 

F, 	Judgment against the Defendants Unilever, LEK, and Conopco on Count IV of 

the Complaint for Negligence And/Or Gross Negligence, for compensatory and punitive 

damages in separate amounts in excess of the minimum jurisdictionall  limits of this Court; 

G. Judgment against the Defendants Unilever, LEK, and Conopco on Count V of 

the Complaint for Strict Liability, for compensatory damages in an amount in excess of the 

minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; . 

H. Judgment against the Defendants Unilever, LEK, and Conopco on Count VI of 

the Complaint for Unjust Enrichment, for compensatory damages in an amount in excess of the 

minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 

I. An award of restitution and other appropriate equitable relief; 

J. A jury trial on all Counts of the.Complaint so triable; 

K. Reasonable attorney's fees and costs; and 

L. Such other and further relief as the Court deems appropriate. 
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Res ectfully submitted, 

RIC ARD A. 
and 

DANIELLE H. BROWN 

THE GETTY LAW GROUP, PLLC 
1900 Lexington Financial Center 
250 West Main Street 
Lexington, Kentucky 40 07 
Telephone: (859) 259-1900 
Facsimile: (859) 259-1909 

PETER SAFIRSTEIN 
MORGAN & MORGAN, P.C. 
28 W. 44th  Street, Suite 2001 
New York, New York 10036 
Telephone: (212) 564-1637 
(Motion for Admission p  hac vice to be filed) 

CHRISTOPHER S. POLASZEK 
MORGAN & MORGAN P .A. 
201 N. Franklin Street, 7` ; Floor 
Tampa, Florida 33602 
Telephone: (813) 223-55115 
(Motion for Admission mo. hac vice to be filed) 

and 

JANA EISINGER 
LAW OFFICE OF JANA EISINGER, PLLC 
11 West Prospect Avenue 
Mount Vernon, NewYork 10550 
Telephone: (914) 418-41 1 
(Motion for Admission pth hac vice to be filed) 

COUNSEL FOR PLAINTIFFS 

ragpld3577 
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***TO BE DELETED*** Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day 
Smoothing Kit 

Buy from WE=limit 	Shipping S Pickup 

$10,97 
Not Available at this time 

 

Also in stores Mot carried in your local Richmond store. 

 

Find in another store 

sotw, thin nurrbe- 000704001.556avo a v,alman essovate to nu this Item it your 
stc'iO 

***TO BE DELETED**' Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 3 -)ay Smoothing Kit: ... Page 1 of 2 

714tvgWa-7.—  

Propl.ctarail*illh.. Style, proin3w,,,,, a, ii pncei 	t.e.weer. 	aid. 

Korn Description 

Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit Is a simple, at-home alternative to 
expensive salon keratin treatments. This revolutionary system, formulated with keralock 
technology, infuses hair with keratin protein and leaves It smooth, shiny, and manageable for up 
to 30 days. 

Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 bay Smoothing Kit: 
9 Smoothes your style as well as a keratin treatment 
• One application 
• No formaldehyde 
• Smoothing kit contains: smoothing cream, cuticle seal cream, heat defense leave-in 

conditioner, comb, gloves, Instructions for use 

Specifications Top of Page 

Model No, 19562 

Shipping Weight (In pounds): 1.5 

Product in Inches (L x W x H): 5.69 x 2.44 x 7.52 

Waimart 550161452 

Ingredients 

Smoothing Cream Water (Aqua), Ammonium Thicstycolate, Diammonium Dithiudiglycolate. Cetyi Alcohol. 
Sodium Polyacrylate, C12-15 Alkyl Benzoate, Stearyi Alcohol, Hydrogenated Polydecene, Laureth-23, 
Ammonium Hydroxide, Fragrance (Parfum), Ceteareth-20, Steareth-2, Trideceth-.6, Tetrasodium Edta, 
Hydrolyzed Keratin. Cuticle SealCream: Water (Aqua), Ceteanyi Alcohol, Dimethione, Hydrogen Peroxide,. 
Stearamidopropyi Dimethyiarnine Hycirogenated Cononut Oil, Eiehetrin,./nium Chloride, Fragrance 
(Perim), Mineral Oil, Lactic Acld, Dipropylene Glycol, Amodimethicone, Disodlum Edta, Potassium 
Chloride, Phosphoric Acid, Peg-7 Propylheptyl Ether, CetrImonium Chloride, Hydrolyzed Keratin. Heat 
Defense Leave-In Conditioner: Water (Aqua), Cetearyl Alcohol, Cyclopentasllokane, Dimethiconol, 
Stearamidopropyl Dimethylamine, Glyerin, Fragrance (Parfum), Behetrimonium Chloride, Dipropylene 
Glycol, Mineral Oil. Lactic Acid, Potassium Chloride, Petrolatum, Dmdm Hydantoin, Hydrolyzed Keratin, 
Disodiurn Edta, Tea-Dodecylbenzanesulforote, Prunus Amygdaius Dulas (Sweet Almond) Oil, 
Hydrogenated Co:onut Oil, Butylene Glycd. lodopropynyl Butycarbamate. Mica (077019), Titanium 
Dioxide (Cl 77891), Iron Oxide (CI 77491). 

Directions 

< How does It work::.: Step 1. Smoothing Cream with keratin loosens, smoothens, And detangles curls And 
waves. Step 2: Cuticle Seal Cream with Kerabck Technology reforms keratin bonds Inside the hair fiber 
And elimina tes frizz for long lasting smoothness And manageabli1W, Step 3: Heat Defense Leave-In 
Conditioner provides ultimate moisturl2aton to protect hair whlh heat swing, Formulated for use with 
blow dryers. or flat irons for optional shine And smoothness. Also. sold outside for continued use 

littarnings Top of Page 

This product contains thiocjycolates, do not use It you have previously reacted to products containing 
thioglycolat.es. ivhidi arc often found in hair periling products. Do not use this smoothing treatment if 
Your scalp is irritated, sore or oarnaged. You hair S currently- permed or chemically straightened with a 
perm type product, only a root touch up can be done. Your hair is highlighted or bleached. This treatment 
also must not be used with double processed or high lift color. This means any hair cdor substantially 
lighter than your natural color; If in doubt, ask your stylist or contact the hair color manufacturer. Use of 
this product on lightened hair (Including highlights or high lift color processes) will result in hair breakage--
regardless of how long ago the hair was treated. Your hair is treated with henna's or color restores 
(metallic dyes). You have cherrically relaxed w straightened your hair with relaxers containing lye (sodium 
hydroxide) or hydroxides of lithium, potassium, or guanidine, You hair s highly damaged, extremely cry, 

http://www.walmart.corn/ip/TO-BE-DELETED-Suave-Professionals-Keratin-Infusion-10-... 7/9nnn11 
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***TO BE DELETED**' "nave Professionals Keratin Infusion 3 -)ay Smoothing Kit: 	Page 2 of 2 

brittle, or breaking. Keep out of reach of children. ',lay be harmful if swallowed. If ingested accidentally, 
drink several glass of water to dilute the material. Contact a pMslcian or Poison Control Center 
immediately Do not Induce vomiting Avoid getting in eyes cr on skin, If contact with the eyes or skin 
occurs;  immediately flash area with large amounts of cool water for at bast a minutes. If irritatior 
pers,st5., consult a physician. 

httn://www.walmart.com/in/T0-11E-DFT 	-SI] a vp-Pmfp c ci nil a 1 ...T( Pl. 01'111 - fl ; _ n_ 1 
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IV.A.40] 

KIT PARA SUAVIZAR POR 30 DiAS 
SMOOTHES YOUR STYLE AS WELL AS A KERATIN TREATMENT' 
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NEW Suave Professionals®* 
KERATHN I \FUSION 
30 Day Smoothing Kit 

L'—'011.161/40TA,L,GM-134V01177'.i 

KERATIN INFUSION 3D Day Smoothing Kit is a simple, at-home 
alternative to expensive salon Keratin Treatments. The new revolutionary system 
by Suave Professionals®, formulated with K ERA LOCK tre  TECH NO LOGY, 
infuses hair with keratin protein and leaves it smooth, shiny, and menageeble for 
up to 30 days. 

Mid< E R AT IN INFUSION Para suevizar el cabello par 30 dies es 
one option simple y casere en lunar he los costosos tratamientos de queratina 
he los colones. El nuevo cisterns revoludonario he Suave Professionals®, 
formulate con Is TECENOLOGIA KERALOCIOm, irnpregna el cobalt he 
queratina y lo deja suave, brillente y manejeble haste por 20 digs. 

Step 1: Smoothing Cream with keratin loosens, smoothens, and detangles 
curls and waves. 

Step 2: Cuticle Seal Cream with KE RALOC Kim TECHNOLOGY reforms 
keratin bonds inside the heir fiber and eliminates frizz for long lasting 
smoothness and manageability. 

Step 3: Heat Defense Leave-In Conditioner provides ultimate 
moisl;urization to protect hair while heat styling. Formulated for use with 
blow dryers or flat irons for optimal shine and smoothness. Also, sold 
outside for continued une, 

ri,taittlf7  

Appropriate for curly, wavy, frizzy hilt Results may 
vary depending on hair type, Hair will begin to return 
l:o Its normal texture end shape over time but will 
continua to be smoother tip to 30 days, 
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t. Empezando donde le texture ei mas espera (par lo general on la num). oplique uniformamente tine 

centidad g. narnsa de Creme uavizante (Paso 1). La mayorie de lee personas necesitaran Lode el tuba. 
Es posible q R. 10s personas ccr- °thole) corto necasiten menos. 

2, Aplioue de In sit a la punts, 	undo p peinando con cuidado de manors recta. (ND maseitia el suers 
cabelludo) 

CONSEJO PRAL,i'ICO,' Una eplicacion uniform y complete es slave pare obtener buenos 
rhsultados. Pare tutilitar la anticaciOn, puede dividir el cabello en secciones. Sat ire cada 
sex& con el prodboto. Las : ■ecciones de cabello no tratadas queda^an sin St.WZ8P 
71 MIT, ill/11E111M: 

1. MDR A - ajlists el temporiztior con el tempo que se muestra a continuacien pare so tipo de cabello. 
Nunes omega el dempo imprint:ado pare su tips de cabello. 

Fine/ralonigeramente ondulado `lf-lnrar"1  amdulad° 
a may,  rizado Muy made p &Taro 

Teilido Sin tehir :hide Sin tapir Tanido Sin tetir 

15 minutes 20 minutes 2L nInutos 20 minutes 20 minutes 25 minutos 

2. Duranto el trate miento, peine 01150 el cabello a menudo pare mantenerlo liso. 

CONUEJO PRACTICO: Pare r ontener el volumen en la parte superior de Is =haze, peine 
heals arriba y dada area (14,s de la care). Unto el producto recogido por el peine de nuevu an 
la cabeza. Begin sea necests a, se puede agregar riles producto pars rnantener el cabello 
totalmente cubierto durante ti tratamiento, 

0, Al final del perindo de tierripo d Germinado, ENJUAGUE hien el cabana con ague tibia, menteniendo el 
cabala hoe, Enjuague por un rn coin de 5 minutos o haste redrer tads el product°. NO USE SHAMPOO. 
Enjuague el peine. Coombe at t rho. 

1. Segue ligaramento el calla° 	una tuella pare eliminer Is humedecl. (NO FROTE NI PEIIV.:). 
2. Aplique In Craina pare Seller In Cuticula (Paso 2) en todo el cabello usando Lode s's 

o la mayor,., del botellii. 

Ddjola an el shells durante 7' mutes, independienternante del dpo de cabello. 
Suavemente ; ioine 2 o 3 vecen nientras espara, manteniendolo 

4. Enjuague Olen i.,on ague tibia pc 4 o 5 minutos o hesta redrar todo el producto. 
(ND USE SHAMPOO). Enjuaguepeine. Deseche el botella. 

 

1. 

Ii 
Para :ermine- al proses°, aplique 	=Mad dal tornado do una monde de diez centavos de Acondleionador pars 
Dolor on el Cebello con Oaf ones de Calor (incluido en of kit) y seque su cabella con secador pare quo quedelacio y 
SUM. Use plat :ChB de pelo silo detei 
CONSi.;10 PPACTICO: Usted nu nem qua utilizer todo el producto del tube Guarde of sobrente pare despues. 
El voducto Suave ProfussionalsD lieradn Infusion Heat Defense Leave-In tomb& se vende por seperado pare 
ueo continuo 
1110Tk 
• Deseche los products del Paso 1 j ?. Selo sirven pare una eplicacien 
• Na use el ehampoo durante 48 no is despues del tratemitinto. 

Nast tiro el cabello alsoe hap rt4 os por una semena despoils de este tratemlento 
Vuelvelo a User despues de 3 moss. Puede retailer su sahib coda 3 MIME. 
Vea las instrucciones pare retocar en womsuave.com\ keraninfusion 
Alargue Is vide do su tratemlento lavandose el cabello con menos frecuencia. 
Para refreecar su cabello entre lavadas, Woe Keratin Infusion Dry Shampoo. 

• compared° can Ion shampoos Suave. Professionals actuates 
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Product safety 1 Sustainal* living ! Unilever Global 	 Page 1 of 2 

INVESTOR CENTRE MEDIA CENTRE CAREERS UNILEVER GLOBAL CHANGE LOCATION 

ABOUT US 	BRANDS IN ACTION 	SUSTAINABLE LIVING 	INNOVATION Search 

PRODUCT SAFETY 
Consumers trust us to provide them and their families with products that are 

safe. Product safety Is always considered at the design stage of a new product 
or process. 

SAFETY COMES FIRST 

Our Code of Business Principles sets out our commitment to provide branded 

products and services which are safe for their intended use and to innovate on 
the basis of sound science, applying rigorous standards of product safety. The 
safe and sustainable design of our products and manufacturing processes is 
core to our approach to responsible innovation. 

We have a long-established Safety & Environmental Assurance Centre (SEAC) 

which assures the safety and environmental sustainability of our products, and 

the processes used to manufacture them. See Consumer safety for more. 

Sometimes a product that does not meet our high safety and quality standards is 
accidentally released into the market. Such a product might, for example, have a 

quality defect, or a contamination of the raw materials or a mislabelling of 
ingredients. If this happens. protecting consumers' safety is our number one 
priority. If necessary, we will recall such products. 

During 2011 we had four public recalls (compared with five in 2010). The 
continued reduction of incidents was partly due to our renewed focus on quality 

as an integral part of our business agenda. We have been putting programmes 

In place to improve the rigour of our processes - from sourcing and 
manufacturing to customer and consumer satisfaction with our brands. 

Some consumers are concerned about the presence of particular chemicals in 

our products. We continue to work in partnership with research organisations, 

industry partners, NGOs and regulators to strengthen consumer confidence in 
our products, and with them we try to find alternative Ingredients, where 

appropriate .  

SUSTAINABLE 
LIVING 

RESPONDING TO 
STAKEHOLDER 
CONCERNS 

ADVERTISING 
MARKETING 

HUMAN RIGHTS 
LABOUR RIGHTS 

DEVELOPING 
ALTERNATIVE 
APPROACHES TO 
ANIMAL TESTING 

FARM ANIMAL 
WELFARE 

GENETICALLY 
MODIFIED CROFS 

KODAIKANAL, INDIA 

MICRO PLASTICS 

READ MORE 

Code of Business Principles 

Safety & environment 

What's in our products 

Unilever olobal company wohalte H:11,(CCICC(J 

http://www.unilever.com/sustainable-livina/Resnondin2tostakeholderconcerns/safetv/ 	2/20/2011 
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Product safety I Sustainal-' living I Unilever Global 

USEFUL LINKS 

Contact us 

AGM & voting 

Press releases 

Share once 

What's in our products? 

DOWNLOADS 

Unilever Sustainable Living Plan 

progress Report 2011 - 4.2MB 

Annual Report & Accounts 2011 - 

5 OMB 

Form 20-F 2011 - 907KB 

Unilever Quarterly Dividends 

Background Information - 26KB 

Download Library 

EN 

EN 

EN 

UNILEVER ON 

FACEBOOK 

Unilever on Facebook Is 

about inspiring people to 

take small. everyday 

actions that add up to a 

big difference. 

FOLLOW US ON FACER OQK 

Ec „ 
t it Ce bOOk 

Un!lever 20 '?SS I Corner. us 1 .A.Os Saemap. j Lega, nolice Cooks Pobc 	F:wacy nyticG 

Page 2 of 2 

httn://www.unileve.r.coni/sustainallle-livino/Resnnndinatnctakeholdprrfyncernqicafptvl 	?rmi?nil 
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Introduction to Unilever I.  bout us Unilever Global Page 1 of 2 

INVESTOR CENTRE MEDIA CENTRE CAREERS UNILEVER GLOBAL I CHANGE LOCATION 

ABOUT US 	BRANDS IN ACTION 	SUSTAINABLE LIVING 	INNOVATION 
	

Search 

ABOUT US 

vE.F. 

UNILEVER FACTS 

OUR VISION 

OUR LOGO 

OUR SUPPLIERS 

TRODUCTfON: TO UNELEVER 
On any given day, two billion people use Unilever products to look good, feel 

good and get more out of life. 

LIFE PARTNERS 

With more than 400 brands focused on health and 

wellbeing, no company touches so many people's lives in 
so many different ways. 

Our portfolio ranges from nutritionally balanced foods to 
indulgent ice creams, affordable soaps, luxurious 

shampoos and everyday household care products. We produce world-leading 
brands Including Lipton, Knorr, Dove, Axe, Hellmann's and Omo, alongside 

trusted local names such as Blue Band, Purelt and Suave. 

RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS 

Since Unilever was established in the 1890s, brands with a social mission have 
been at the core of our business, and now corporate responsibility underpins our 
strategy. 

In 2010 we latinched the Unilever Sustainable Living Plan — a set of targets 

designed to help us deliver our objective of growing our business while 
minimising our impact on the environment. 

To embed sustainability into every stage of the life cycle of our products, we're 
working with our suppliers to support responsible approaches to agriculture. 

We're also learning from NGOs and other organisations, recognising that 
building a truly sustainable business is not something we can do without expert 
advice. 

We believe that as a business we have a responsibility to our consumers and to 

the communities In which we have a presence, Around the world we Invest in 

local economies and develop people's skills Inside and outside of Unilever. And 

through our business and brands, we run a range of programmes to promote 
hygiene, nutrition, empowerment and environmental awareness, 

IMPACT & INNOVATION 

We realise innovation Is key to our progress, and through cutting-edge science 
we're constantly enhancing our brands, improving their nutritional properties, 

taste, fragrance, or functionality. 

We invest nearly €1 billion every year in research and development, and have 
established laboratories around the world where our scientists explore new 
thinking and techniques, applying their expertise to our products. 

Consumer research plays a vital role in this process. Our unrivalled global reach 

allows us to get closer to consumers In local markets, ensuring we understand 
their diverse needs and priorities. 

ABOUT OUR BRANDS 

From long-established names like Lifebuoy, Sunlight and Pond's to new 

innovations such as the Pureit affordable water purifier, our range of brands Is as 

diverse as our worldwide consumer base. 

Unilever has more than 400 brands, 12 of which generate sales in excess of €1 

billion a year. 

Many of these brands have long-standing, strong social missions, including 

Lifebuoy's drive to promote hygiene through handwashing with soap, and Dove's 

campaign for real beauty. 

We've also won a wealth of advertising Industry honours at the prestigious 

Cannes Advertising Awards, Including being named 2010's Advertiser of the 

Year. 

Find out more about Unilever. 

RELATED LINKS 

Read the Unilever Sustainable 
Living Plan 

DOWNLOADS 

Introduction to Unilever 
presentation (6.8MB) 

View our Introduction to 
Unilever presentation 

VIEW OUR BRANDS 

View our global brands 

OUR LOGO 

The story of our logo 
Each icon within our logo 
represents an aspect of our 

business and our commitment 

to helping people get more out 
of life. 

littp://www.unilever.conilaboutus/introductiontounilever/ 	 on/m1 
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DOWNLOADS 

Unilever Sustainable Living Plan 

Progress Report 2011 - 4.2MB 

EN 

EN 

EN 

Fi 
"wo 

Annual Report & Accounts 201-1 - 

5.0MB 

. Form 20-F 2011 - 907KB 

FOLLOW US ON FACES 001: 
Unilever Quarterly Dividends 

Background information - 26KB 

Download Library 

r•'S8 Contact us j FAOs Sitemac I  Lace: notice Cookie Pol,c} Privacy noticeAccessiolbty 

USEFUL LINKS 

Contact us 

AGM & voting  

Press releases 

Share pace 

What's in our products/ 

0 Unilever 2012 

UNILEVER 014 
FACEBOOK 

Unilever on Facebook is 

about inspiring people to 

take small. everyday 

actions that add up to a 

big difference. 

Introduction to Unilever I bout us 1 Unilever Global 	 Page 2 of 2 

Unilever global company webaite 

httn://www.unilever.com/aboutus/introductiontounilever/  
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CT Corporation Service of Process 
Transmittal 
03/22/2013 
CT Log Number 522374810 

 

TO: 	Joan H. Connelly 
Unilever United States, Inc. 
800 Sylvan Avenue, International Plaza 
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632-9976 

RE: 	Process Served in New York 

FOR: 	Conopco, Inc. (Domestic State: NY) 

ENCLOSED ARE COPIES OF LEGAL PROCESS RECEIVED BY THE STATUTORY AGENT OF THE ABOVE COMPANY AS FOLLOWS: 

Terri Naiser And Jonnie Phillips, on Behalf of Themselves and all Other Similarly 
Situated, Pltfs. vs. Unilever United States, Inc., et at . including Conopco, Inc., 
etc., Dfts. 

Letter, Summons, First Amended Class Action Complaint, Exhibit(s) 

30th Judicial Circut: Jefferson Circut Court: Kentucky, KY 
Case # 13C100898 

Product Liability Litigation - Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing 
Kit - Alledges Hair Loss 

C T Corporation System, New York, NY 

By Certified Mail on 03/22/2013 postmarked on 03/18/2013 

New York 

Within 20 days 

Richard A. Getty 
The Getty Law Group, PLLC 
1900 Lexington Financial Center 
250 West Main Street 
Lexington, KY 40507 
859-259-1900 

CT has retained the current log, Retain Date: 03/23/2013, Expected Purge Date: 
03/28/2013 
Image SOP 
Email Notification, Joan H. Connelly Joan.Connelly@unilever.com  
Email Notification, Stuart Cobert STUART.COBERT@UNILEVER.COM  
Email Notification, Courtney Ozer courtney.ozer@unilever.corn 

C T Corporation System 
Christopher Tilton 
111 Eighth Avenue 
13th Floor 
New York, NY 10011 
212-590-9070 

Page 1 of 1 / CT 

Information displayed on this transmittal is for CT Corporation's 
record keeping purposes only and is provided to the recipient for 
quick reference. This information does not constitute a legal 
opinion as to the nature of action, the amount of damages, the 
answer date, or any information contained in the documents 
themselves. Recipient is responsible for interpreting said 
documents and for taking appropriate action. Signatures on 
certified mail receipts confirm receipt of package only, not 
contents. 

TITLE OF ACTION: 

DOCUMENTS) SERVED: 

COURT/AGENCY: 

NATURE OF ACTION: 

ON WHOM PROCESS WAS SERVED: 

DATE AND HOUR OF SERVICE: 

JURISDICTION SERVED 

APPEARANCE OR ANSWER DUE: 

ATTORNEY(S) (SENDER(S): 

ACTION ITEMS: 

SIGNED: 
PER: 
ADDRESS: 

TELEPHONE: 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY 

TERRI NAISER and JONNIE PHILLIPS, 	) 
On Behalf of Themselves and All Others 	) 
Similar Situated, 	 ) 

Plaintiffs, 	 ) 

) 
V. 	 ) 

) 
UNILEVER UNITED STATES, INC., LEK 	) 
INC., and CONOPCO, INC. d/b/a 	 ) 
UNILEVER HOME & PERSONAL CARE 	) 
USA, 	 ) 

Defendants. 	 ) 

Case No, 	  

DECLARATION OF UZMA RAUF 

I, Uzma Rauf, declare as follows: 

1. I submit this declaration in support of Unilever United States, Inc.'s Notice of 

Removal of the lawsuit entitled iVaiser v. Unilever United States, Inc. Jefferson Circuit Court 

Case No, 13-CI-00898, to the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Kentucky. I have 

personal knowledge of the facts set forth in this declaration below, and if called as a witness am 

prepared to testify competently about them. 

2. I have been employed by Unilever United States, Inc, ("Unilever") since 2011, 

and hold the position of Senior Manager of Pricing and Information Management. My job 

responsibilities include analyzing and tracking information regarding the sales of Unilever's 

products, including its Suave® Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit (the 

"Product"). Among that data is information from retailers as well as information that Unilever 

obtains from global information and measurement sources. 

3. The Product was sold nationally, and included sales to retailers who do business 

throughout the state of Kentucky. I have personally reviewed the data maintained and used by 
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Unilever in the ordinary course of our business regarding sales of the Product in Louisville and 

other areas of Kentucky. While not comprehensive, that data confirms the 2012 sale of 

approximately 9600 units of the Product in the state of Kentucky. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on April 10, 2013. 
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Alison Lundergan Grimes 
Secretary of State 	 Office of the Secretary of State 

Summons Division 
PO BOX 718 

FRANKFORT, KY 40602-0718 
Phone: (502) 564-3490 

Fax: (502) 564-5687 

Commonwealth of Kentucky 

Circuit Court Clerk 
Jefferson County, Division: 7 
700 West Jefferson St. 
Louisville, KY 40202 

FROM: 	SUMMONS DIVISION 
SECRETARY OF STATE 

RE: 	 CASE NO: 13-CI-00898 

DEFENDANT: LEK, INC. 

DATE: 	April 1, 2013 

The Office of the Secretary of State was served with a summons and accompanying 
documents for the captioned defendant on 

February 26, 2013 

This office served the defendant by sending a copy of the summons and accompanying 
documents via certified mail, return receipt requested, on 

February 26, 2013 

To date, this office has received neither the postal return receipt card, nor the 
undelivered letter. Should we receive either, a supplemental return to the court will 
be made. 

Kentucky Secretary of State's Office 	 Summons Division 	 4/1/2013 
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JEFFERSON CIRCUIT COURT 
30TH  JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

DIVISION SEVEN 

1 	■ 1. 	e 

l 

I ' 

 

Civil Action No, 13-CI-00898 

TERRI NAISER and JONNIE PHILLIPS, 
On Behalf Of Themselves And All Others 
Similarly Situated, 

Plaintiffs, 
FIRST AMENDED 

V. 	 CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 

UNILEVER UNITED STATES, INC., LEK 
INC., and CONOPCO, INC. d/b/a/ 
UNILEVER HOME & PERSONAL CARE 
USA, 

Defendants. 

The Plaintiffs, Tern Naiser ("Naiser") and Jonnie Phillips ("Phillips") (collectively, the 

"Plaintiffs"), through counsel, for their First Amended Complaint s  against Defendants Unilever 

United States, Inc. ("Unilever"), LEK Corporation ("LEK"), and Conopco, Inc. d/b/a Unilever 

Home & Personal Care USA ("Conopco") respectfully state as follows: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. 	Plaintiffs bring this class action to seek redress for themselves and all others in the 

Commonwealth of Kentucky who purchased and/or used Suave® Professionals Keratin Infusion 

30 Day Smoothing Kit (the "Treatment" or "Product") from the date in 2011 that the Treatment 

was made available to consumers through the present. Plaintiffs purchased the Treatment 

because of Unilever's uniform false representation that it would smooth their hair and coat it 

with Keratin, a protein found naturally in hair. Undisclosed by Defendants to Plaintiffs and the 

Class and therefore unknown to Plaintiffs and the Class, the Treatment contains an ingredient or 

combination of ingredients that causes significant hair loss upon proper application. The active 

ingredient in the Treatment, Thioglycolic Acid, including its salts and esters, is the same active 

This First Amended Complaint is tendered prior to the Defendants' responsive pleading to the original 
Complaint. Accordingly, leave of Court is not necessary for filing same. See Ky. R. Civ. P. 15.01.  
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ingredient that is used in hair depilatories and some hair perming solutions. Based on testing 

conducted by Plaintiffs, and as evidenced by damage caused to Plaintiffs and the putative class, 

the pH level and concentration of Thioglycolic Acid in the Treatment rendered it dangerous and 

unsafe for sale as an over-the-counter hair "smoothing" product. 

2. In addition, Defendants failed to properly warn consumers of the risks and 

dangers attendant to the use of such a strong depilatory agent on their hair and scalp — even well 

after Defendants knew or should have known of its hazards. Defendants' uniform acts and 

omissions in connection with the development, marketing, sale and delivery of the Treatment, 

and its belated and incomplete "recall" of this hazardous Product, violate the Consumer 

Protection Laws of Kentucky, breach express warranties to Plaintiffs and the Class, violate 

Kentucky's product liability laws and constitute negligence and unjust enrichment. 

3. Unilever labeled, advertised, promoted and sold the Treatment targeting women 

who wanted smooth, shiny, manageable hair with no frizz. Through an extensive marketing 

campaign and via its website and packaging, Unilever made a number of express warranties: 

that the Treatment was a Keratin-based smoothing treatment and not a toxic chemical relaxer; 

that its effects would last no longer than 30 days; that it contained no Formaldehyde; and that it 

was safe. 

4. The Treatment was marketed as a Keratin product although Keratin, which is a 

natural protein, is the last-listed ingredient in the Smoothing Cream and Cuticle Seal Cream, 

The Treatment was sold among hair conditioning products, although it is not a conditioner but is 

instead a chemical hair straightener. 

5. In addition, Unilever falsely claimed that the Treatment contained "No 

Formaldehyde," in all capital letters on the box cover, when in fact the Treatment contains a 

chemical ingredient that is known to release Formaldehyde upon its use or application. 

6. In order to create an impression of the Product as a gentle, natural Keratin-based 

hair "smoothing" freatment, Unilever falsely promoted the Product's effects as lasting no longer 

2 
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than 30 days. Unlike chemical hair straighteners, whose effects are expected to last for many 

months, the positive attributes to be provided by the Treatment were touted as short-term. 

7. Nowhere on the package labeling or on Unilever's websites or other marketing 

materials did Unilever warn Plaintiffs and members of the Class that they were at risk of 

significant hair loss and/or scalp burns upon proper application of the Treatment. 

8. Unilever failed to warn Plaintiffs and members of the Class of the risks, even 

though it knew, before or almost immediately upon introduction of the Product in late 2011, that 

consumers were complaining that the Treatment caused significant hair loss and scalp burns 

(among other adverse effects, such as hair discoloration). 

9. Not only did Unilever fail to properly warn consumers before they purchased the 

Product, but when it finally chose to "recall" the Product in May 2012, it told consumers the 

Product was being "discontinued" and was still safe to use, while at the same time directing 

retailers to immediately remove the Product from the shelves and send it back to Unilever. 

10. Up to the date of filing of this Complaint, Unilever has never fully and 

appropriately recalled the Product. Unilever continued to falsely claim to consumers that the 

Product is safe, and continued to fail to warn consumers of the dangers of proper application 

and/or misapplication of the Treatment. Unilever's efforts to conceal and downplay the hundreds 

if not thousands of complaints of Class Members who have lost their hair as a result of using this 

Product has resulted in a pointed attack on consumers. Specifically, Unilever attempts to shift 

attention and blame from the defects in the Product and its own failure to warn consumers by 

falsely claiming that it is the consumers' "misunderstanding" of the appropriate use and 

application of the Treatment that has resulted in the Product's failure. 

11. Kentucky consumers reasonably expect that their hair care products will not cause 

significant hair loss because of defective design and manufacturing or because of inadequate 

research or due diligence. Kentucky consumers had no expectation that the Treatment would 

cause scalp burns and cause their hair to fall out. 

3 
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12. Further, consumers reasonably expect that if Unilever, the company primarily 

responsible for developing, manufacturing, marketing and distributing the Product, knew that the 

Treatment would or could cause hair loss (whether by proper application or by misapplication), 

Unilever would make a disclosure to consumers as soon as it determined there was a widespread 

problem, rather than quietly discontinuing the Product and attempting to conceal the problem. 

By downplaying, concealing and misrepresenting the Product and the safety and risks of its use, 

Unilever failed in its duty to provide consumers with adequate information, and continued even 

after the so-called "recall" to create and perpetuate a false public perception that there was little 

or no risk of harm from the use of its Product. 

13. In its continuing efforts to conceal the dangers and serious harm attendant to use 

of the Product, Unilever has also engaged in a Campaign designed to obtain unconscionable and 

unenforceable releases from consumers injured by use of the Product. Upon information and 

belief, Unilever has solicited and obtained releases from Kentucky consumers who were injured 

by use of the Product, without advising them of their right to obtain legal counsel to review the 

form releases that Unilever propounded and without fully explaining the terms or legal effect of 

the form releases, including that (a) the form releases purport to release third party retailers for 

no extra consideration; (b) the form releases purport to release personal injury claims for no extra 

consideration beyond the economic losses incurred by the consumer; (c) the form releases 

require consumers to indemnify Unilever for all losses "from any and every claim or demand of 

every kind and character, including claims for contribution;" (d) the form releases require the 

consumer to indemnify Unilever from any claims for payment of medical expenses by 

Medicare/Medicaid; and (e) the form releases require the consumer to hold Unilever harmless 

"from any and all adverse consequences in the event this settlement results in the loss of right to 

Social Security and/or Medicare/Medicaid." The release forms that Unilever required its 

unrepresented consumers to sign contain terms that are so outrageous that they should be set 

aside as unconscionable and unenforceable under Kentucky law. 

4 
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THE PARTIES 

14. At all times relevant to this Complaint, Plaintiff Naiser resided in and currently 

resides in Louisville, Jefferson County, Kentucky. Naiser purchased and used the Product in 

Louisville, Jefferson County, Kentucky. 

15. At all times relevant to this Complaint, Plaintiff Phillips resided in and currently 

resides in Utica, Daviess County, Kentucky. Phillips purchased the Product in Calhoun, Meade 

County, Kentucky and used the Product in Utica, Kentucky. 

16. Defendant Unilever is a subsidiary of the dual-listed company consisting of 

Unilever N.V. in Rotterdam, Netherlands and Unilever PLC in London, United Kingdom. 

Unilever, which includes the Suave brand, is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of 

business located at 700 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632. Unilever 

manufactured, marketed, designed, promoted and/or distributed the Treatment. 

17. Knowlton Development Corporation ("Knowlton") is a foreign corporation with 

its principal place of business in Knowlton, Quebec, Canada. Defendant LEK, also a foreign 

corporation with its principal place of business in Knowlton, Quebec, Canada, is a subsidiary of 

Knowlton. LEK, formerly known as Les Emballages Knowlton, Inc., manufactured the Product 

for sale by Unilever in the United States, knowing that the Product would be sold in the United 

States, including the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and thereby causing injury to Kentucky 

residents and citizens as a direct result of the purchase and sale of said Product. 

18. Defendant Conopco is a New York corporation with its principal place of 

business located at 700 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632. Upon 

information and belief, LEK obtained a contract from Conopco for the manufacture of the 

Product as set forth in Paragraph 17 above, with LEK and/or Conopco being responsible for the 

distribution of the manufactured Product to retailers. At all times relevant hereto, Conopco knew 

or should have known that the Product would be sold in the United States, including the 

Commonwealth of Kentucky, thereby causing injury to Kentucky residents and citizens as a 

direct result of the purchase and sale of said Product. 

5 
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE  

19. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action because the 

Plaintiffs' claims against the Defendants arise out of acts or omissions of one or more of the 

Defendants in Jefferson County, Kentucky. 

20. This Court has personal jurisdiction over the Defendants in this action pursuant to 

KRS 454.210 (the "Kentucky Long Arm Statute") because during the relevant period of time 

these Defendants, among other things, derived substantial revenue from Kentucky and caused 

tortious injury to the Plaintiffs in this Commonwealth, 

21. Venue is proper in Jefferson County because one or more of the Defendants have 

derived substantial revenue, caused tortious injury and/or transacted business in Jefferson 

County, Kentucky, because a substantial part of the events or conduct giving rise to the 

Plaintiffs' claims occurred in Jefferson County, Kentucky, because the Plaintiff Naiser resides in, 

purchased and used the Product and was damaged thereby in Jefferson County, and because each 

of the Defendants is subject to personal jurisdiction within the Commonwealth of Kentucky and 

Jefferson County, Kentucky in particular. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS  

The Product And Product Warranties  

22. Unilever released Suave® Keratin Infusion 30-day Treatment on or about 

December 9, 2011. The Treatment was sold by Unilever directly and through retail shops to 

consumers nationwide. 

23. In promoting its new Treatment, for example on Walmart.com, Unilever stated: 

"Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit is a simple, at-home alternative to 

expensive salon keratin treatments. This revolutionary system, formulated with keralock 

technology, infuses hair with keratin protein and leaves it smooth, shiny, and manageable for up 

to 30 days." The description continues by pointing out that the Product contains "No 

formaldehyde." 

6 
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24. 	The Walmart ad describes how the Product works: "Step 1: Smoothing Cream 

with keratin loosens, smoothens, And detangles curls And waves. Step 2: Cuticle Seal Cream 

with Keralock Technology reforms keratin bonds inside the hair fiber And eliminates frizz for 

long lasting smoothness And manageability. Step 3: Heat Defense Leave-In Conditioner 

provides ultimate moisturization. to protect hair while heat styling. Formulated for use with blow 

dryers or flat irons for optimal shine and smoothness. Also, sold outside for continued use." A 

copy of the Walmart ad is attached as Exhibit A and can be found at 

http://www.walmart, com/ip/TO-BE-DELETED-Suave-Professionals-Keratin-Infusion-30-D ay-

Smoothing-Kit/20461380. 

25, 	The Product states, on the front of the box, that the Treatment "Smooths Your 

Style as Well as a Keratin Treatment." Below that statement is printed in all caps: "NO 

FORMALDEHYDE." The package instructions state: "Your hair will continue to be smoother 

and easier to style for up to 30 days !" The package instructions further advise: "To complete the 

process, apply the Heat Defense Leave-In Conditioner and blow dry your hair into a smooth, 

straight style. Flat iron if desired." A copy of the box labeling and instructions are attached as 

Exhibit B. 

26. Keratin is a protein found naturally in hair. By promoting the Treatment as a 

treatment that "infuses hair with keratin protein" and that did not contain Formaldehyde, 

Unilever warranted the Product as a safe, non-toxic hair smoothing solution that could be 

purchased at a fraction of the price of a salon treatment. 

27. However, despite the express representation that the Treatment contains no 

Formaldehyde, the Treatment does contain DMDM Hydantoin, a chemical that is known as a 

"Formaldehyde-releaser." See http://www.safecosmetics.org/article.php?id=599. Formaldehyde 

releasers are sometimes used in cosmetics in place of Formaldehyde and release amounts of 

Formaldehyde over time. Formaldehyde is a known human carcinogen. 

28. An investigation by the non-profit Environmental Working Group reported that 

some cosmetic companies disguise the Formaldehyde in their products by using, among other 

7 
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things, Formaldehyde releasers instead of Formaldehyde. See http://www.ewg.org/hair-

straighteners/our-report/hair-straighteners-that-hide-formaldehyde.  

29. An average consumer reviewing the Unilever representation that the Treatment 

contains "No Formaldehyde" would not expect that it would contain a chemical known to release 

Formaldehyde upon use or application. 

30. Plaintiffs and the Class would also not expect that application of the Treatment 

would cause hair loss and scalp burns upon proper application. 

31. Plaintiffs and the Class would reasonably expect a warning regarding any 

potential hazard to consumers, especially because the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act regulations 

provide that cosmetics that may be hazardous to consumers must bear appropriate warnings. See 

http ://www.fd a. gov/Co  sm eti cs/Co smeti cLab elingLab elC1 aims/default.htm 

32. Contrary to the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act regulations, the Product also failed 

to provide adequate directions for safe use, although Defendants knew or should have known the 

Product would be unsafe if used incorrectly. In fact, Unilever's website affirmatively represents 

that it complies with all applicable labeling laws. See Unilever's Code of Business Principles, 

attached as Exhibit C and available on its website at http://www.unilever.com/images/Code-of-'  

Business-Principlestem13-274232.pdf. 

33. Unilever's representations that the Product is safe, contains "No Formaldehyde," 

and would smooth hair for no longer than 30 days, was plainly false. 

34. In response to the damage customers have suffered after using this Product, 

consumers created a Facebook page entitle "Suave-Keratin-Infusion-Kit-Destroyed-my-Hair." 

The page describes: 

NIGHTMARES & HORROR Stories shared by VICTIMS of this product. 
Even if you haven't been affected, but can sympathize, please "LIKE" this 
page as it would be very helpful to those who have & continue to suffer as a 
result of Suave's negligence! THANK YOU! 

8 
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Mission 

The intent of this group is to, first and foremost WARN others about the 
potential damage and danger (yes, danger), but also in hopes to get the 
attention of Unilever (Suave)! 

PLEASE feel free to tell your stories in as much detail as you can. Pictures 
and videos will also be very helpful in . garnering attention! 

Many, including myself, strongly believe that this product is falsely 
advertised, misleading, devoid of proper warnings, not safe for over-the-
counter sales, should be reviewed by the FDA, and pulled from the market 
immediately. 

**ENDGAME:*** 

GETTING THIS DANGEROUS PRODUCT DISCONTINUED OR 
RECALLED, AND *RECOMPENSE* FOR ALL THOSE WHO HAVE 
SUFFERED INJURIES, TRAUMA, AND THE LOSS OF THOUSANDS 
OF DOLLARS SPENT ON REPAIRS - A DIRECT RESULT OF BEING 
INTENTIONALLY MISLEAD BY UNILEVER, AND THEIR 
NEGLIGENCE. 

Description 

This group was created for people who have had horrible experiences with 
the "Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit," and who 
need a place to tell their stories, vent, cry, scream, or receive support and 
empathy from others who have been likewise traumatized. 

35. There are hundreds of posts highlighting the "horror stories" of women who used 

the Treatment. These stories are strikingly similar to Plaintiffs' experiences. These consumers 

describe how they were misled by Unilever's representations about the Product, expecting a 

Keratin-based smoothing Treatment whose effects would last no longer than 30 days, but instead 

received a toxic hair straightener that caused hair loss and other adverse effects. 

36. Upon information and belief, as early as December 2011 Unilever became aware 

of the serious adverse effects resulting from use of the Treatment, such as hair loss and chemical 

burns. However, despite that knowledge, Unilever remained silent, knowingly failed to warn 

distributors or the public of the problems caused by the Treatment and continued selling the 

Treatment with the same express warranties and without appropriate warnings. 

9 
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37. On the day the Product was "recalled," Unilever explained on a website listing 

numerous recalled products that the Treatment was taken off the market "because of potential 

consumer misunderstanding of the product's suitability for certain hair conditions." Unilever 

admitted that consumers "misunderstood" the Treatment, which misunderstanding was caused by 

Unilever's false marketing of the Treatment as, among other things, a temporary hair smoothing 

product, not a long-lasting toxic chemical relaxer that could cause hair loss and other damage. 

38. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA), on its website at 

http://www.fda.gov/Safety/Recalls/EnforcementReports/ucm307229.htm,  indicates that the 

Treatment was recalled by Unilever by letter dated May 8, 2012. The FDA website notes that 

there were 381,288 kits in commerce nationwide that were recalled. The FDA website further 

notes that the Treatment was manufactured by Les Emballages Knowlton, Inc., now known as 

LEK, a subsidiary of Knowlton. 

39. Retailers were advised by Unilever to immediately cease distribution of the 

Product and were advised to send the Product back to Unilever. Upon information and belief, 

some retailers continued to sell the Product after the recall. 

40. In recalling the Product, Unilever did not make any public announcement and did 

not publicly respond to the numerous complaints of adverse incidents associated with its use. 

Instead, Unilever posted a simple notice on its website indicating that the Treatment had been 

"discontinued" and requesting that customers call for additional information. 

41. Defendants LEK and Conopco did nothing in connection with the recall despite 

the reference to LEK as the "manufacturer" in connection with the FDA's notice of recall. 

42. Unilever continues to this day to advise consumers that the Product is safe to use 

as directed, without providing any disclosure concerning the complaints of hair loss and with no 

warnings regarding the hair loss that may result from its continued use. 	See 

http://keratininfusion.suave.comius/base/howto#productFaqs.  

10 
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43. Unilever actively and intentionally misled consumers by telling consumers the 

Product was safe to use while at the same time telling retailers to immediately recall the Product 

and to bar sales of the Product sitting on their shelves. 

44. Unilever's Code of Business Principles, Exhibit C, states that Unilever "complies 

with laws and regulations of the countries in which they operate." It further provides that 

Unilever is "committed to providing products which are safe for their intended use. Products and 

services will be accurately and properly labeled, advertised and communicated." 

45. Unilever also makes the following representations on its website, portions of 

which are attached as Exhibit D: 

• "Consumers trust us to provide them and their families with products 
that are safe." 

• "[P]rotecting consumers' safety is our number one priority." 

• "We realise innovation is key to our progress, and through cutting-edge 
science we're constantly enhancing our brands, improving their 
nutritional properties, taste, fragrance, or functionality. We invest nearly 
€1 billion every year in research and development, and have established 
laboratories around the world where our scientists explore new thinking 
and techniques, applying their expertise to our products. Consumer 
research plays a vital role in this process. Our unrivalled global reach 
allows us to get closer to consumers in local markets, ensuring we 
understand their diverse needs and priorities." 

• "On any given day, two billion people use Unilever products to look 
good, feel good and get more out of life." 

Defendants' Conduct With Respect To The Hazard Posed By The Product 

46. The active ingredient in the Product, Thioglycolic Acid, including its salts and 

esters, was originally developed as a depilatory agent for uses such as removing animal hair from 

hides so that a processor could transform a hairy hide into leather capable of being processed. 

Thioglycolic Acid is so corrosive that, if left on too long, it will dissolve the bonds holding hair 

together until the hair strand is transformed into a jelly-like substance that can be wiped away. 

47. Designing, manufacturing and providing a direct-to-consumer hair conditioning 

with Thioglycolic Acid, at the pH levels and concentration in the Product, was unreasonably 
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dangerous and unsafe to consumers, especially when marketed as a gentle, "smoothing" hair 

conditioning treatment. 

48. Upon information and belief, Les Emballages Knowlton, now known as 

Defendant LEK, manufactured the Product for Unilever pursuant to a contract issued by 

Conopco. While the exact nature of the relationship between the Conopco and Unilever entities 

remains unknown, Plaintiffs are informed and believe that Conopco granted the manufacturing 

contract to LEK as agent for Unilever. 

49. On its website, LEK boasts that it is "strategically positioned twenty minutes from 

the US-Canada border — immediately north of the US eastern states" in an obvious attempt to 

solicit and obtain US business. The website continues by explaining that "LEK is a highly 

flexible manufacturing environment designed to meet the needs of mass brands; from new 

product introductions, to brand growth, as well as the continuous improvement needs of mature 

brands. Highly capable in the production of liquid and solid products, LEK is recognized by the 

market as a leader in large-scale hot pour capabilities, boasting some of the best expertise in the 

manufacture of anti-perspirants and deodorants in the world." 	See http://www.kdc- 

compani es . com/kd c/lek.php 

50. Under the heading "Team" the website continues to claim that the organization is 

"best in class in planning and introducing new products to the mass market, as well as 

introducing cost improvement programmes that secure a product's profitability over its life-

cycle. Since 1991, LEK has been a stable partner to some of the most important brand-owners in 

the world, as its management and operational teams continue to refine their approach to 

managing the complexity of the consumer packaged goods industry." Id. 

51. Based upon LEK's own representations, it claimed to have the expertise and 

ability to manufacture a safe and effective Product for Unilever. Despite its purported expertise, 

it failed to perform adequate testing to determine that the Product, at the pH and concentrations 

in which it was offered for sale, was dangerous and unfit for sale directly to consumers. Despite 

its purported expertise in managing "new product introductions," LEK permitted the Product to 
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be sold with incomplete and inaccurate instructions and warnings, and although as a 

manufacturer it owes a duty of care to Plaintiffs and all putative Class Members, LEK failed to 

properly warn or advise potential consumers of the risk attendant with use of the Product. 

52. Instead, upon information and belief, LEK (with Unilever and Conopco) 

knowingly permitted the manufacture and sale to Kentucky consumers of a Product that was 

dangerous and unfit for sale as a temporary hair "smoothing" Product. 

53. Prior to Plaintiffs' purchase of the Product, Defendants were aware or should 

have been aware that the Treatment contained an inherent defect that caused significant hair loss 

and scalp burns upon proper application and that any instructions and warnings provided with the 

Product directly to consumers were materially insufficient. 

54. Defendants Unilever, LEK, and Conopco knew, or but for their reckless 

indifference would have known, prior to Plaintiffs' purchases of the Product that they would 

continue to receive complaints of hair loss attributed to the Product. Based on their experience, 

Defendants knew or should have known that even if they diligently investigated the problem, it 

would be difficult if not impossible to remediate the problem. 

55. Unilever knew, or but for its reckless indifference would have known, that: (a) the 

risk of scalp burns and hair loss was substantial, (b) Unilever's customers were unaware of that 

substantial risk, and (c) those customers had a reasonable expectation that Unilever would 

disclose that risk and fully and appropriately issue a recall of the Product. 

56. Despite such knowledge, Unilever did not disclose to prospective purchasers, 

before or after the so-called recall, that there was a substantial risk of scalp burns and hair loss 

associated with use of the Product. Unilever instead continued to claim the Product was safe 

even after the so-called recall, while concealing all the adverse reports filed by consumers. 

Unilever told consumers that the Product was discontinued because of consumer "confusion," 

not because users of the Product were losing their hair and burning their scalps. 
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FACTS RELATING TO NAMED PLAINTIFFS  

57. Plaintiff Naiser purchased the Treatment in or about April 2012. Based on 

Unilever's representations, Naiser expected to be purchasing a short-term "smoothing" 

conditioner and not a harsh chemical relaxer which contained the same active ingredient that is 

used in hair removal products. Naiser was exposed to and familiar with Unilever's claims about 

the Treatment not containing Formaldehyde and being a "smoothing" Product whose effects 

would last no longer than 30 days. She paid approximately $10.00 for the Treatment, which she 

purchased at a Target in Louisville, Kentucky. 

58. Upon proper application of the Treatment, Naiser's hair loosened from its natural 

tight curls to being completely straight. Within a short period of time, she noticed she was 

experiencing significant hair loss and breakage as a result of her use of the Product. The 

straightening effects and damage to Naiser's hair continued for months, well beyond the "30 

days" promised on the Treatment package. To date, she has spent approximately $2,000.00 on 

haircuts and conditioning products in an effort to restore the damage caused by use of the 

Product. 

59. Plaintiff Phillips purchased the Treatment in or about June 2012. Phillips was 

familiar with Keratin-based hair treatments and saw ads for the Product which offered it as a 

good value compared to expensive salon Keratin-based treatments. Phillips was exposed to and 

familiar with Unilever's claims about the Treatment being a "smoothing" Product whose effects 

would last no longer than 30 days. She paid approximately $15.00 for the Treatment, which she 

purchased at a Rite Aid drug store in Calhoun, Kentucky. 

60. Phillips reviewed the Product instructions and so-called warnings and applied all 

three steps as instructed by Unilever's package inserts. Immediately upon application, the 

Product was burning her scalp. She finished the application and then rinsed it off and noticed red 

patches on her scalp, visible immediately after she removed the Product. The redness went away 

after a short while, but Phillips' scalp remained tender for weeks following application of the 
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Treatment. Phillips' hair also began to fall out and break, and she had it cut in a layered fashion 

in an attempt to hide the damage. 

61. A few days after using the Treatment, Phillips contacted her hair dresser and 

began to take steps to remediate the damage caused by the Product. To date, she has spent 

hundreds of dollars on conditioners and special treatments to try to restore her hair, including 

incurring additional charges for haircuts at the salon, above and beyond those she would have 

normally had. 

62. Plaintiffs purchased the Treatment because of Unilever's false representations 

about what the Product offered them, and because they were unaware that the Treatment was 

unsafe and would cause hair loss and scalp burns, among other effects. 

63. Plaintiffs provided pre-suit notice to Unilever and LEK of their warranty claims 

and all Defendants had actual notice of the alleged defect and harm caused by the Product. 

CLASS ALLEGATIONS  

64. Plaintiffs bring this action pursuant to Rule 23 of the Kentucky Rules of Civil 

Procedure on behalf of all Kentucky residents who purchased the Product for personal or 

household use at any time since the date in 2011 that the Product was first made available to 

consumers (the "Class"). Plaintiffs seek to recover on their behalf, and on behalf of all similarly 

situated Kentucky residents, the economic losses and damages they have and will sustain as a 

result of their purchases of the now-recalled Product, including but not limited to: (a) the cost of 

haircuts, conditioners and other products purchased to repair the damage to their hair; (b) the cost 

of any medical assessments or testing incurred as a result of their purchases of the Product; (c) 

other consequential and incidental damages; and (d) any other appropriate damages. 

65. Plaintiffs are members of the Class they seek to represent. Excluded from the 

Class are: Defendants; any entities in which Defendants have a controlling interest; any of the 

Defendants' parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, officers, directors, employees and members of such 

persons' immediate families; defense counsel in this case and his, her or their immediate family; 

and those who purchased the Treatment for resale. 
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66. 	Upon information and belief, the Defendants sold hundreds, if not thousands of 

Treatment kits to Kentucky residents. Plaintiffs and the members of the Class they seek to 

represent are so numerous that joinder of all members individually, in one action or otherwise, is 

impractical. The precise number of Class Members and their identities are unknown to Plaintiffs 

at this time but will be determined through discovery and other means. Class Members may be 

notified of the pendency of this action by mail and/or publication. 

	

67. 	This action involves questions of law and fact common to Plaintiffs and all 

members of the Class, which include the following: 

(a) Whether the Treatment contains the defect alleged herein; 

(b) Whether Defendants failed to appropriately warn Class Members of the 

damage that could result from use of the Product; 

(c) Whether Defendants had actual or imputed knowledge of the defect but 

did not disclose it to Plaintiffs or the Class; 

(d) Whether Unilever promoted the Product with false and misleading 

statements of fact and material omissions; 

(e) 'Whether the alleged conduct constitutes violation of the laws or 

regulations asserted herein; 

(0 	Whether Plaintiffs and Class Members sustained damages resulting from 

Defendants' conduct and, if so, the proper measure of damages or other 

relief. 

	

68. 	These and other questions of law and/or fact are common to the Class and 

predominate over any questions affecting only individual Class Members. 

	

69. 	The claims of the named Plaintiffs are typical of the claims of the proposed Class, 

and Plaintiffs will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the Class and have no interests 

adverse to, or which directly conflict with, the interests of the other members of the Class. 
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70. Plaintiffs have engaged the services of counsel who are experienced in complex 

class litigation, who will adequately prosecute this action, and who will assert and protect the 

rights of and otherwise represent Plaintiffs and the absent Class Members. 

71. Plaintiffs' claims are typical of those of the absent Class Members in that 

Plaintiffs and the Class Members each purchased and used the Treatment and each sustained 

damages arising from Defendants' wrongful conduct, as alleged more fully herein. 

72. A class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient 

adjudication of this controversy. The expense and burden of individual litigation would make it 

impracticable for proposed Class Members to prosecute their claims individually. 

73. Plaintiffs submit that there will be fewer difficulties in the fair, efficient and cost-

effective management of this action or the common issues therein as a class action, and there will 

be benefits to and protections of the legitimate interests of the parties, the court and the public 

with the maintenance of this action as a class action than there would be under any other 

procedural alternative. Means exist to address any individual issues of injury and damages 

involved in fair and adequate compensation for the Class, after common issues relating to 

Defendants' Product, conduct, knowledge, duties and breach thereof have been adjudicated. 

Claims processes may also be employed to fashion and implement an expeditious remedy for the 

Class. 

74. Plaintiffs know of no difficulty that will be encountered in the management of this 

litigation that would preclude its maintenance as a class action. 

COUNT I 

(Breach Of Express Warranty — Against Unilever Only) 

75. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-74 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

76. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

77. Plaintiffs and each member of the Class formed a contract with Unilever at the 

time Plaintiffs and the other Class Members purchased the Treatment. The terms of that contract 
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include the promises and affirmations of fact made by Unilever on the Treatment's packaging 

and through marketing and advertising, as described above. This marketing and advertising 

constitute express warranties and became part of the basis of the bargain, and are part of the 

standardized contract between Plaintiffs and the members of the Class and Unilever. 

78. Unilever purports through its advertising and packaging to create express 

warranties that the Treatment was a hair "Smoothing" Product and not a chemical relaxer, that 

the effects of the Treatnient would last no more than 30 days, and that it contained No 

Formaldehyde and was safe. 

79. All conditions precedent to Unilever's liability under this contract were performed 

by Plaintiffs and the Class when they purchased the Product and used it as directed. 

80. Unilever breached express warranties about the Treatment and its qualities 

because Unilever's statements about the Product were false and because the Product does not 

conform to Unilever's affirmations and promises described above. Plaintiffs and the Class 

would not have purchased the Product had they known the true nature of the Treatment and the 

mis-statements regarding what the Product was and what it contained. 

81. As a result of Unilever's breach of warranty, Plaintiffs and the Class have been 

damaged in the amount of the purchase price of the Product and any consequential damages 

resulting from the purchases, including the cost to repair their hair loss. 

COUNT II 

(Violation Of The Kentucky Consumer Protection Act — Against Unilever Only) 

82. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-81 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

83. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

84. Plaintiffs and the Class Members are consumers entitled to the protections of the 

Consumer Protection Act, KRS 367.110, et. seq. (the "Act") and may recover damages pursuant 

to the provisions of the Act, both compensatory and punitive. 
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85. Unilever deceived Plaintiffs and members of the proposed Class in violation of 

the Act by promoting and/or allowing sales of the Treatment with the use of unfair, false, 

misleading or deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of the trade and/or commerce of selling 

the Treatment. Such pattern of conduct was uniform in nature with respect to the marketing and 

sale of the Product. 

86. As detailed above, Unilever, through its advertisements and packaging, used 

unconscionable commercial practices, deception, fraud, false promises and misrepresentations in 

violation of the Act in connection with the marketing of the Treatment, 

87. Unilever also knowingly concealed, suppressed and consciously omitted material 

facts from Plaintiffs and other members of the Class knowing that consumers would rely on the 

advertisements and packaging and Unilever's uniform representations to purchase the Product. 

88. Plaintiffs did not become aware of any facts which would have called into 

question the false public perception of safety which Unilever had created, until and after the so-

called "recall." 

89. Until the present, Unilever knowingly accepted the benefits of its deception and 

improper conduct in the form of profits from the increased sale of the Product. 

90. In addition, and upon information and belief, Unilever has continued to defraud 

consumers in Kentucky by soliciting and obtaining signatures from unrepresented consumers on 

form releases that are oppressive and unconscionable for, among other reasons, the following: (i) 

the releases fail to advise consumers anywhere on the release form, of the important legal 

consequences of releasing all claims related to their purchase and/or use of the Treatment; (ii) 

the releases require consumers to indemnify Unilever under conditions that are unfair and 

oppressive; (iii) the releases purport to waive claims for third party retailers, for no additional 

consideration and without explanation; and (iv) the releases purport to release personal injury 

claims without providing any additional consideration beyond providing reimbursement of 

economic losses actually sustained by consumers. 
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91. Upon information and belief, Unilever's representatives provided false and/or 

incomplete information to unrepresented consumers in order to obtain signed releases, including 

but not limited to representations that diminish the legal significance and consequences of the 

releases. 

92. As a proximate result of the above-described Consumer Protection Act violations, 

Plaintiffs and other members of the Class: (a) purchased and used the Treatment when they 

would not otherwise have done so; (b) suffered economic losses consisting of the cost of 

purchasing the Treatment; (c) suffered and/or will suffer additional economic losses in repairing 

and restoring the damage caused by the Treatment; and (d) suffered and will suffer additional 

economic losses incidental to any visits to dermatologists or other medical specialists, including 

lost income and related expenses. As a direct and proximate result of Unilever's fraud in 

obtaining signatures on legal form releases without proper consideration and based upon the 

provision of false and incomplete information, Plaintiffs request that this Court set aside any and 

all releases signed by putative Kentucky Class Members, along.with any other appropriate relief. 

COUNT III 

(Violation Of Magnuson-Moss Act (15 U.S.C. § 2301 et seq. — Against Unilever Only)  

93. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-92 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

94. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

95. Plaintiffs and the Class. are.consumers as defined in 15 U.S.C. § 2301(3). 

96. Unilever is a supplier and warrantor as defined in 15 U.S.C. § 2301(4)(5). 

97. The Treatment is a consumer product as defined in 15 U.S.C. §2301(6). 

98. By reason of Unilever's breach of warranties as set forth above, Unilever has 

violated the statutory rights due to the Plaintiffs and the Class pursuant to the Magnuson-Moss 

Warranty Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2301 et seq.; thereby damaging Plaintiffs and the Class. 
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COUNT IV 

(Negligence And/Or Gross Negligence — Against All Defendants)  

99, 	Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-98 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

100. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

101. Defendants owed Plaintiffs a duty to use due care in their development, testing, 

planning, design, marketing, sale and recall of the subject hair care Product offered for use by 

consumers. 

102. Through their failure to exercise due care, Defendants breached this duty by 

producing, processing, manufacturing, distributing and/or offering for sale a Product in a 

defective condition that was unsafe for unsupervised use at home by consumers. 

103. Additionally, Defendants breached their duty of care to Plaintiffs by failing to use 

sufficient quality control, perform adequate research or testing, proper manufacturing, 

production or processing, and failing to take sufficient measures to prevent the Product from 

being offered for sale in an unsafe and hazardous form. 

104. Defendants further breached their duty of due care by failing to properly and 

adequately inform consumers once safety concerns, including hair loss and chemical burns, were 

brought to the Defendants' attention, and further breached their duty of care by failing to fully 

and appropriately recall the Product. 

105. Defendants knew, or in the exercise of reasonable care should have known, that 

the Product presented an unacceptable risk to consumers, and would result in damages that were 

foreseeable and reasonably avoidable. 

106. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' above-referenced negligence 

and/or gross negligence, Plaintiffs and the Class have suffered and are entitled to recover 

damages, both compensatory and punitive. 
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COUNT V 

(Strict Liability — Against All Defendants) 

107. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-106 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein, 

108. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

109.. Defendants are producers, manufacturers, marketers and/or distributors of the 

Product. 

110. Defendants produced, manufactured, designed, marketed and/or distributed the 

Product that was defective in design or formulation in that, when the Product left the hands of 

Defendants, the foreseeable risks of harm exceeded the benefits associated with the design or 

formulation. 

111. Defendants' Product was expected to, and did, reach Plaintiffs without substantial 

change in condition. 

112. Alternatively, the Product manufactured, designed, marketed and/or supplied by 

Defendants was defective in design or formulation in that, when it left the hands of Defendants, 

it was unreasonably dangerous, more dangerous than an ordinary consumer would expect 

without concomitant accurate information and warnings accompanying the Product. 

113. Defendants researched, produced, manufactured, designed, marketed and/or 

distributed the Product that was defective . due to inadequate warning, testing, study and/or 

reporting regarding the results of such efforts. 

114. Defendants produced, manufactured, designed, marketed and/or distributed the 

Product that was defective due to inadequate post-market warning or instruction because, after 

Defendants knew or should have known of the risk of injury from the recalled Product, 

Defendants failed to immediately provide adequate warnings to Plaintiffs and the Kentucky 

public. 

115. As the direct and legal result of the defective condition of the Product as 

produced, manufactured, designed, marketed and/or distributed by Defendants, and of the 
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negligence, carelessness, other wrongdoing and actions of Defendants described herein, 

Plaintiffs and the Class suffered damages. 

COUNT VI 

(Unjust Enrichment — Against All Defendants) 

116. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-115 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

117. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

118. Plaintiffs and Class Members conferred a benefit on Defendants by purchasing 

the Treatment. 

119. Defendants have been unjustly enriched in retaining the revenues derived from 

Class Members' purchases of the Treatment, which retention of such revenues under these 

circumstances is unjust and inequitable because Defendants manufactured a defective Product, 

and Unilever misrepresented the nature of the Product, misrepresented its ingredients, and 

knowingly marketed and promoted a dangerous and defective Product, which caused injuries to 

Plaintiffs and the Class because they would not have purchased the Treatment based on the same 

representations if the true facts concerning the Product had been known. 

120. Because Defendants' retention of the non-gratuitous benefit conferred on it by 

Plaintiffs and the Class Members is unjust and inequitable, Defendants must pay restitution to 

Plaintiffs and the Class Members for their unjust enrichment, as ordered by the Court. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, individually and on behalf of the Class of persons described 

herein, themselves and all others similarly situated, respectfully request the following relief: 

A. An Order certifying the Class as defined above; 

B. An Order designating Plaintiffs as representatives of the Class and their counsel 

as Class counsel; 

C. Judgment against the Defendant Unilever on Count I of the Complaint for 

Breach of Express Warranty, for compensatory damages in an amount in excess of the 

minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 
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D. Judgment against the Defendant Unilever on Count II of the Complaint for 

Violation of the Kentucky Consumer Protection Act, for compensatory and punitive damages 

in separate amounts in excess of the minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 

E. Judgment against the Defendant Unilever on Count III of the Complaint for 

Violation of the Magnuson-Moss Act, for compensatory damages in an amount in excess of the 

minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 

F. Judgment against the Defendants Unilever, LEK, and Conopco on Count IV of 

the Complaint for Negligence And/Or Gross Negligence, for compensatory and punitive 

damages in separate amounts in excess of the minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 

G. Judgment against the Defendants Unilever, LEK, and Conopco on Count V of 

the Complaint for Strict Liability, for compensatory damages in an amount in excess of the 

minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 

H. Judgment against the Defendants Unilever, LEK, and Conopco on Count VI of 

the Complaint for Unjust Enrichment, for compensatory damages in an amount in excess of the 

minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 

An award of restitution and other appropriate equitable relief; 

J. A jury trial on all Counts of the Complaint so triable; 

K. Reasonable attorney's fees and costs; and 

L. Such other and further relief as the Court deems appropriate. 
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***TO BE DELETED*** Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 3-  ')ay Smoothing Kit: 	Page 1 of 2 

***TO BE DELETED*** Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day 
Smoothing Kit 

Buy from Walmart 	Shipping 8. Pickup 

$ 0.97 

	
Not Available at this time 

Also in stores 
	

Not carried In your local Richmond store. 

Find In another store 

snow tho. nunte. 0007940014562.V,  z Walm art ersocote to fric this hens in your 
State 

Proroct availabilitu, styles. prumtiont, ant paw mat.vatr Wstweer slow aof, whale 

Item Description 

Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit Is a simple, at-home alternative to 
expensive salon keratin treatments, This revolutionary system, formulated with keralock 
technology, infuses hair with keratin protein and leaves it smooth, shiny, and manageable for up 
to 30 days. 

Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit: 
• Smoothes your style as well as a keratin treatment 
• One application 
• No formaldehyde 
• Smoothing kit contains: smoothing cream, cuticle seal cream, heat defense leave-in 

conditioner, comb, gloves, Instructions for use 

Specifications Top of Page 

Model No, 19562 

Shipping Weight (In pounds): 1.5 

Product in Inches (L x W x H): 5.69 x 2.44 x 7.52 

Weimar:.  tic. 550161452 

Ingredients 

Smoothine Cream Water (Aqua), Ammonium Thloglycolate, Diamrronium Dithiodiglycolate, Cetyi Alcohol. 
Sodium Poiyacrylate, C12-15 Alkyl Benzoate, Stearyl Alcohol, Hydrogenated Polydecene, Laureth-23, 
Ammonium Hydroxide, Fragrance (Parfum), Ceteareth•20, Steareth-2, Trideceth-6, Tetrasodium Edta, 
Hydrolyzed Keratin. Cuticle SealCream: Water (Aqua), CeteaTi Alcohol, Dimethicone, Hydrogen Peroxide, 
Stearamidopropyl Dirnethylamine Hydogenated Caonut 011, Behetrin-onium Chloride, Fragrance 
(Parfum), Mineral Oil, Lactic Acid, Dipropylene Glycol, Amodimethicone, Disodlum Edta, Potassium 
Chloride, Phosphoric Acid, Peg-7 Propylheptyl Ether, Cetrimonlum Chloride, Hydrolyzed Keratin, Heat 
Defense Leave-In Conditioner: Water (Aqua), Cetearyl Alcohol, Cyclopentaslioxane, Dimethloonol, 
Stearamidopropyl Dimethylamine, Glyerin, Fragrance (Parfum), Behetrimonium Chloride, Dipropylene 
Glycol, Mineral Oil. ta:tic Acid, Potassium Chloride, Petrolatum, Dmdm Hydantoin, Hydrolyzed Keratin, 
Disodium Edta, Tea-Doclecylbenzenesulfomte, Prunus Amygdalus Dulcis (Sweet Almond) Oil, 
Hydrogenated Co:onut Oil, Butyiene Giycd. lodopropynyi Butycurbamate. Mica (CI77019). Titanium 
Dioxide (CI 77891), Ion Oxide (Cl 77491). 

Directions 

< How does It work? Step 1. Smoothing Cream with keratin loosens, smoothens, And detangles curls And 
waves, Step 2: Cuticle dal Cream with Kerabck Technology reforms keratin bonds Inside the hair fiber 
And eliminates frizz for long lasting smoothness And manageability, Step 3: Heat Defense Leave-In 
Conditioner provides ultimate moisturIzation to protect hair whit hear Ming: Formulated for use with 
blow dryers or fiat Irons for optimal shine And smoothness. Also. sold outside for continued use. 

Warnings Top of Page 

This product contains thieffycolates, do not use If you have previously reacted to products containing 
thioglycolates. whidi are often found in hair periling products. Do not use this smoothing treatment If. 
Your scalp Is irntated, sore or damaged. you hair b currently permed or chemically straightened with a 

• perm type product, only a root touch up can be done. Your hair is highlighted or bleached. This treatment 
also must not be used with double processed or high lift color. This means any hall cdor substantially 
lighter than your natural color; If in doubt, ask your stylist or contact the hair color manufacturer.. the of 
this product on lightened hair (inciudine highlights or high lift color processes) will result in hair breakage--
regardless of how long ago the hair was treated. Your hair b treated with henna's or color restores 
(metallic dyes). You have chemically relaxed cr straiohtened your hair with relaxers containing lye (sodium 
hydroxide) or hydroxides of lithium, potassium, or guanidine, You hair o highly damaged, extremely Cry, 

http://www.walmart.com/ip/TO-BE-DELETED-Suave-Professionals-Keratin-Infusinn-30-... 9/9 no n1 
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***TO BE DELETED"' "uave Professionals Keratin Infusion 3 )ay Smoothing Kit: 	Page 2 of 2 

brittle, or breaking. Keep out of reach of children. May beharmful if swallowed. If ingested accidentally, 
drink several glass of water to dilute the material, Contact a pMsician or Prison Control Center 
Immediately EK,  not Induce vomiting Avoid getting in eyes a-  on skin. If contact with the eyes or skin 
occurs, immediately flush area with area amounts of cool water for at bast IS.rrinutes. If irritation 
persists. consult a physician. 

htto://ww■Ar.walmart.conilin/TO-BF,-DF.T ,F,TF.D - S11 ITP-P rn fP nn 1 C-T(Pl'Oft - Trif; ; _ n_ 
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'...r77-1.03.71 • 	.tp:p41; ye.:371irrpaffrrd: 
C3 I~IVIOL - 

3t DAY SMOOTHING KAT 

KIT PARA SUAVIZAR POR 30 DiAS 
SMOOTHES YOUR STYLE AS WELL AS A KERATIN TREATMENT' 
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PROFESSIONALS 

, 	- 
"er-,Vz-fr.!■1•410  

NVItaa.61 

NEW Suave Professionals®*  

e KERATII \I I \ FUSION 
30 Day Smoothing Kit 

E\BOI r-13117-111/4,9./J40-11:11SENVIC315-1 

irizokturg,t. tv-,A.Avk 

KERATIN INFUSIONo Day Smoothing Kit Is a simple, et-home 
alternative to expensive salon Keratin Treatments. The new revolutionary system 
by Suave Professionals®, formulated with K ERA LO C K TM  T EC H N LOGY, 
infuses hair with keratin protein and leaves It smooth, shiny, and manageable for 
up to 30 days. 

El kit K E RATIN INFUSION pars suevizar al cabello par 3D dlas es 
una opcian simple y casera en luger de los costosos tratamientos de queratina 
de los Wanes. El nuevo sisteme revolucionario de Suave Professionals®, 
formulado con Ia TEC ENO LO G IA KERALOCKTm, impregna el cabs® de 
queratine y Ia deje suave, brillente y manejeble haste por 30 dlas. 	• 

Step 1: Smoothing Cream with keratin loosens, smoothens, and detangles 
curls and waves, 
Step Er Cuticle Seal Cream with ICE RALOC Kim TECH NOLO GY reforms 
keratin bonds inside the hair fiber and eliminates frizzier long lasting 
smoothness and manageability. 
Step 3: Heat Defense Leave-In Conditioner provides ultimate 
moisturization to protect hair while heat styling. Formulated for use with 
blow dryers or flat irons for optimal shine and smoothness. Also, sold 
outside for continued use, 

Appropriate for curly, wavy, Huy hrrh Reauli.s may 
vary depending on hair type, Heir will begin to return 
to Its normal texture and shape moor time but will 
continue to be smoother rip to 30 days, 
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KERATIN INFUSION 
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PROFESSIONALS 

Cas 

ELI 1VirelkITC3ei 1\1180P-ISA1:11 

(AD 1NCLUIWS EN EL KIT) 
• Un reloj o temporizedor 

. Una =elle o camiseta vieja 
pare cubrir los hombres 

• Seceder de pelo 

Vaseline Un peine 

ELL IL1CallY1'1:: "h\lillii 	I 11;:::-:ft. 
ARTICULOS CES4RIOS (PROPORCONO EN EL JUEGO) 

rtiss Ii 
Emnothng  Crum 

I ADD Si 
Cottle Seel Crawl 

PASO Li: 
Acondirtonsdor pan Dejar en el 
1.1abeh,rnn Delwin On Color 

i. 

Un par 
de r,uantes 

.Glue puede suceder despues de ual,o,  ul 
kit Suave Professionals' Kornai it ifutilan 

pars sueuizar el cabello ilor 	Elfst.,? 

1. Los resultados pueden varier Japendiando 

de Cu tipo de Cabello, 

2. Con el tiempo, cu Debella comonzar8 a 
regresar a su forma y texture original; sin 

embargo, seguire estandn m86 suave y s' Ire 
f6cIl de peinar haste por 3() dies, 

LeAS 
CCJIVIPLETAS unEs LIA,11111,110; 

NO UTILICE ESTE 7n/4'1AM/A \at.% 
PARA SUAVIZAF? EL 

Inmediatemente antes del tratemient Velem el cobello con shampoo camp de costunibre. Use en nor . de acondicionador. 
Saguaro bias con Walla. IS tabelltedebe :star un poco hemede) Peine y desenrecle el cabello. Aplique um: nee fine de %/merino 	; v 
elrededor del nacimiento del cabello, s orejas y la once. Coloque tine to ills sabre sus hombres. Use II ; guentes del ht. 	/ 

E-cR60A fcLmpkit #: 	 /3111fe 

MOOD DE EMPLED 

41,1145113%.184% 	/r VII 
:i.,gC) FlIAS 

No pase ma:; •le 10 minutes aplioando ci product°. used° en tin area bien 
ventilada; es normal qua dell da alai, 

Ernpezando donde la texture e: mils dopers (par lo general en to noon). perique uniformemente une 
cantided erase de Creme Laevizante (Paso 1), La mayorie its las personas necesiteren torte el tube, 
Es posible q .e as personas cc cabala carte necesiten menos. 

Aplique de Is els ala punts, tile undo y peinendo con cuidado de menace recta (ND mese* el cuero 
eabelludo) 

CrfiSfel/0 PR& 	Una agicacien uniform y complete as clave para obtener Buenos 
resultados, Para lulilitar la aplicacien, puede diviciir el cabello en secciones. 	cede 
seocibn con el prodbcto. Las necciones de Cabello no tretadas quedaran sin suitvzen 
71 !A 
1, AHDRA - aluete at temporizeuor con al tiempo qua SE muestre a continues* para at, tip de cabello. 

Nunce excedn at tiempo eopereicado pare su tipo de cabello, 

Fine/raloAlgorumente endured° L T:vane c endured° 
a may reed° 

Muy reads y espnro 

Tad° Sin tonic Aide Sin Mr Wide Sin tenir 

15 autos 20 minutes 2t; ninutos 20 minutes 20 minutes 25 minutes 

2, Durante el tratamlento, pelne alme el cabello a menudo pare mentenerlo Use. 

COMM° PRACTICO: Para r hantener el volumen en la parte superior de la =Gaza, paine 
hada arriba y hacia Was (lejos de la care). Unte el producto recogido par el pine de nuevu en 
la cabeza. SegOn sea neceset o, se puede agregar mss product° pare mantener of cabello 
intaltnente cubierto durante a tratamiento, 
3, AI final del period° de tiempo d cerminado, ENJUAGUE bien el cabello con ague tibia, mentenientin rJ 

cabello rise, Enjuague por un ril onto de 5 minutes o haste retirar todo el product°. ND USE SHAMPOO. 
Enjuague el pine. Deoeche el t 

1. Segue lignramente el cabello ct I une toalla pare eliminae la humedad. (ND MOTE NI PBC). semi 1144, 
2. Aplique la neema pare Sallee IE Cuticula (Paso 2) en todo at cabello usando todo 

o la mayor:. del botelle. 

3. Dejele an el .abello durante 7 • mutes, independientemente del tipo do cabello. 
Suavernente peine 2 o 3 vane iientras espara, menteniendolo lisp. 

el, Erquague Wen :eon ague tibia pc 4 o 5 minutes o haste rebirar todo at product°. 
	

./ /tril tit‘'  

(ND USE SHAMPOO). Enjuagun :I perne. Deseche at botelle, 

1. 1 

Pare :ermine- el proses% aplique une centided del tematio de une monads de dies centavos de Acontlinionador pare 
Dejar en at Cebolla con Defense de Calor (incited° an el kit) y segue su cabello con seceder pare gun geode laclo y 
suave. Use plaecha de pule silo deo.: 

CONSI.7J0 PRACTICO: Usted no dens qua utilizer todo at product° del tubs. Guarde at sobrente pare despues 
El peoducto Suave Professionals@ Aeratin Infusion Heat Defense Leave-In tambien es vende por separedo pare 
u50 continuo.  

• Alargue la Hide de su tratemlenta lavandose el cabello can menos frecuencia. 

• No use at shampoo demote 48 Ito 35 despues del tratamiento. 
• Nest tinn el cabello ni se hop 	os por une Samaria despite de este tratemiento. 
• Vilely:110 a user despues de 3 rnfISF E. Puede retocar so sahib cede 3 meeea. 

• Deseche los product° del Paso 	?. Selo sirven pare una aplicasten. 

Para refrestsr so cat* entre !evades, utilise Keratin Infusion Dry Shampoo. 

Vea las instrucciones pare retocar an www.suave.cem\ keratininfusion 	 GFj IL4IggIVICARS.10110‘11/E LTLifF0 "1  
CALL 1.809-7824,01 

• oomparado con los shampoos Suave' Professionals act-vales 	 LlearAte.r. 
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INVESTOR CENTRE MEDIA CENTRE CAREERS UNILEVER GLOBAL I CHANGE LOCATION 

•e;I: 

tlesa'i•ve, 
	

ABOUT US 	BRANDS IN ACTION 	SUSTAINABLE LIVING 	INNOVATION 
	

Search 

PRODUCT SAFETY 
Consumers trust us to provide them and their families with products that are 

safe. Product safety Is always considered at the design stage of a new product 

Or process. 

SAFETY COMES FIRST 

Our Code of Business Principles sets out out commitment to provide branded 

products and services which are safe for theit Intended use and to Innovate on 

the basis of sound science, applying rigorous standards of product safety. The 
safe and sustainable design of our products and manufacturing processes Is 
core to our approach to responsible innovation. 

We have a long-established Safety & Environmental Assurance Centre (SEAC) 

which assures the safety and environmental sustainability of our products, and 

the processes used to manufacture them. See Consumer safety for more. 

Sometimes a product that does not meet our high safety and quality standards Is 
accidentally released into the market. Such a product might, for example, have a 
quality defect, or a contamination of the raw materials or a mislabelling of 

ingredients. If this happens, protecting consumers' safety is our number one 
priority. If necessary, we will recall such products. 

During 2011 we had four public recalls (compared with five in 2010). The 
continued reduction of incidents was parity due to our renewed focus on quality 

as an integral part of our business agenda, We have been putting programmes 

In place to Improve the rigour of our processes - from sourcing and 
manufacturing to customer and consumer satisfaction with our brands. 

Some consumers are concerned about the presence of particular chemicals in 

our products. We continue to work in partnership with research organisations, 

industry partners, NGOs and regulators to strengthen consumer confidence In 
our products, and with them we try to find alternative Ingredients, where 

appropriate. , 

SUSTAINABLE 
LIVING 

RESPONDING TO 
STAKEHOL DER 
CONCERNS 

ADVERTISING & 
MARKETING 

HUMAN RIGHTS & 
LABOUR RIGHTS 

DEVELOPING 
ALTERNATIVE 
APPROACHES TO 
ANIMAL TESTING 

FARM ANIMAL 
WELFARE 

GENETICALLY 
MODIFIED CRON 

KODAIKANAL, INDIA 

MICROPLASTICS 

READ MORE 

Code of Business Principles 

Safety & environment 

What's in our products 

Unilever global company svebsite 17.1,iiti(1 tel 

httb://www.unilever.com/sustainable-livin2/Resnondinaostakeholderconcerns/safetv/ 	2/29/2011 
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USEFUL LINKS 

Contact us 

AGM & voting 

Press releases 

Share price . 

What's in our products? 

DOWNLOADS 

Unilever Sustainable Living Plan 

Progress Report 2011 - 4.2MB 

Annual Report & Accounts 2011 - 
5 OMB 

Form 20-F 2011 - 907KB 

Unilever Quarterly Dividends 
Background Information - 26KB 

Download Library 

EN 

EN 

EN 

UNILEVER 014 
FACEBOOK • 

Unilever on Facebook is 
about inspiring people to 

take small. everyday 

actions that add up to a 
big difference. 

FOLLOW US ON FACES OOK 

ft 

0E 10 
fa cc,  bo, 

r ot r. 

Unilever 
	

liSS I Comae: us 1 ,--A0s Sitemac j  Lege. notice Cooloe Poltcy P:ivacy nctice AccesalbIlity 

?rmrmi liftn://ww-w.unilever.aom/sustainable-livins)./R egnnildino-tnctalrehnIrlPris.nilrellie/afptv/ 
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t• INVESTOR CENTRE MEDIA CENTRE CAREERS 

ABOUT US 	BRANDS IN ACTION 	SUSTAINABLE LIVING 

UNILEVER GLOBAL I CHANGE LOCATION 

INNOVATION 	Search 

ABOUT US 

VLF. 

UNILEVER FACTS 

OUR VISION 

OUR LOGO 

OUR SUPPLIERS 

INTRODUCTION TO UNILEVER 
On any given day, two billion people use Unilever products to look good, feel 
good and get more out of life. 

LIFE PARTNERS 

With more than 400 brands focused on health and 
wellbeing, no company touches so many people's lives in 
so many different ways. 

Our portfolio ranges from nutritionally balanced foods to 
Indulgent ice creams, affordable soaps, luxurious 
shampoos and everyday household care products. We produce world-leading 
brands including Upton, Knorr, Dove, Axe, Hellmann's and Omo, alongside 
trusted local names such as Blue Band, Purelt and Suave. 

RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS 

Since Unilever was established In the 1890s, brands with a social mission have 
been at the core of our business, and now corporate responsibility underpins our 
strategy. 

In 2010 we latinched the Unilever Sustainable Living Plan — a set of targets 
designed to help us deliver our objective of growing our business while 
minimising our impact on the environment. 

To embed sustainability Into every stage of the life cycle of our products, we're 
working with our suppliers to support responsible approaches to agriculture. 
We're also learning from NGOs and other organisations, recognising that 
building a truly sustainable business Is not something we can do without expert 
advice. 

We believe that as a business we have a responsibility to our consumers and to 
the communities In which we have a presence, Around the world we Invest In 
local economies and develop people's skills inside and outside of Unilever, And 
through our business and brands, we run a range of programmes to promote 
hygiene, nutrition, empowerment and environmental awareness, 

IMPACT & INNOVATION 

We realise innovation Is key to our progress, and through cutting-edge science 
we're constantly enhancing our brands, improving their nutritional properties, 
taste, fragrance, or functionality. 

We invest nearly €1 billion every year in research and development, and have 
established laboratories around the world where our scientists explore new 
thinking and techniques, applying their expertise to our products. 

Consumer research plays a vital role in this process. Our unrivalled global reach 
allows us to get closer to consumers In local markets, ensuring we understand 
their diverse needs and priorities. 

ABOUT OUR BRANDS 

From long-established names Ilke Lifebuoy, Sunlight and Pond's to new 
innov.allons such as the Pureit affordable water purifier, our range of brands Is as 
diverse as our worldwide consumer base. 

Unilever has more than 400 brands, 12 of which generate sales In excess of €1 
billion a year. 

Many of these brands have long-standing, strong social missions, including 
Lifebuoy's drive to promote hygiene through handwashing with soap, and Dove's 
campaign for real beauty. 

We've also won a wealth of advertising industry honours at the prestigious 
Cannes Advertising Awards, including being named 2010's Advertiser of the 
Year, 

Find out more about Unilever. 

RELATED LINKS 

Read the Unilever Sustainable 
Living Plan 

DOWNLOADS 

Introduction to Unilever 
presentation (6.8MB) 
View our Introduction to 
Unilever presentation 

VIEW OUR BRANDS 

. View our global brands 

OUR LOGO 

The story of our logo 
Each icon within our logo 
represents an aspect of our 
business and our commitment 
to helping people get more out 
oflife. 
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13C100898 
JEFFERSON CIRCUIT COURT 	A 

30TH  JUDICIAL CIRC 	,s  05:\o, 
. DIVISIO .tss ick.so\A,G" 4 

Civil Action No. 	Dk\P \"" 	1-(̀ ;5  „0\ CIRCUIT COURT,ZEN 
ISION SEVEN (7)  

TERRI NAISER and JONNIE PHILLIPS, 
On Behalf Of Themselves And All Others 
Similarly Situated, 

Plaintiffs, 

V. 
	 CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 

UNILEVER UNITED STATES, INC. and 
LEK INC., 

Defendants. 

The Plaintiffs, Terri Naiser ("Naiser") and Jonnie Phillips ("Phillips") (collectively, the 

"Plaintiffs"), through counsel, for their Complaint against Defendants Unilever United States, 

Inc. ("Unilever") and LEK Corporation ("LEK") respectfully state as follows: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. 	Plaintiffs bring this class action to seek redress for themselves and all others in the 

Commonwealth of Kentucky who purchased and/or used Suave® Professionals Keratin Infusion 

30 Day Smoothing Kit (the "Treatment" or "Product") from the date in 2011 that the Treatment 

was made available to consumers through the present. Plaintiffs purchased the Treatment 

because of Unilever's uniform false representation that it would smooth their hair and coat it 

with Keratin, a protein found naturally in hair. Undisclosed by Defendants to Plaintiffs and the 

Class and therefore unknown to Plaintiffs and the Class, the Treatment contains an ingredient or 

combination of ingredients that causes significant hair loss upon proper application. The active 

ingredient in the Treatment, Thioglycolic Acid, including its salts and esters, is the same active 

ingredient that is used in hair depilatories and some hair penning solutions. Based on testing 

conducted by Plaintiffs, and as evidenced by damage caused to Plaintiffs and the putative class, 

the pH level and concentration of Thioglycolic Acid in the Treatment rendered it dangerous and 

unsafe for sale as an over-the-counter hair "smoothing" product. 
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2. In addition, Defendants failed to properly warn consumers of the risks and 

dangers attendant to the use of such a strong depilatory agent on their hair and scalp — even well 

after Defendants knew or should have known of its hazards. Defendants' uniform acts and 

omissions in connection with the development, marketing, sale and delivery of the Treatment, 

and its belated and incomplete "recall" of this hazardous Product, violate the Consumer 

Protection Laws of Kentucky, breach express warranties to Plaintiffs and the Class, violate 

Kentucky's product liability laws and constitute negligence and unjust enrichment. 

3. Unilever labeled, advertised, promoted and sold the Treatment targeting women 

who wanted smooth, shiny, manageable hair with no frizz. Through an extensive marketing 

campaign and via its website and packaging, Unilever made a number of express warranties: 

that the Treatment was a Keratin-based smoothing treatment and not a toxic chemical relaxer; 

that its effects would last no longer than 30 days; that it contained no Formaldehyde; and that it 

was safe. 

4. The Treatment was marketed as a Keratin product although Keratin, which is a 

natural protein, is the last-listed ingredient in the Smoothing Cream and Cuticle Seal Cream. 

The Treatment was sold among hair conditioning products, although it is not a conditioner but is 

instead a chemical hair straightener. 

5. In addition, Unilever falsely claimed that the Treatment contained "No 

Formaldehyde," in all capital letters on the box cover, when in fact the Treatment contains a 

chemical ingredient that is known to release Formaldehyde upon its use or application. 

6. In order to create an impression of the Product as a gentle, natural Keratin-based 

hair "smoothing" treatment, Unilever falsely promoted the Product's effects as lasting no longer 

than 30 days. Unlike chemical hair straighteners, whose effects are expected to last for many 

months, the positive attributes to be provided by the Treatment were touted as short-term. 

7. Nowhere on the package labeling or on Unilever's websites or other marketing 

materials did Unilever warn Plaintiffs and members of the Class that they were at risk of 

significant hair loss and/or scalp bums upon proper application of the Treatment. 
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8. Unilever failed to warn Plaintiffs and members of the Class of the risks, even 

though it knew, before or almost immediately upon introduction of the Product in late 2011, that 

consumers were complaining that the Treatment caused significant hair loss and scalp burns 

(among other adverse effects, such as hair discoloration). 

9. Not only did Unilever fail to properly warn consumers before they purchased the 

Product, but when it finally chose to "recall" the Product in May 2012, it told consumers the 

Product was being "discontinued" and was still safe to use, while at the same time directing 

retailers to immediately remove the Product from the shelves and send it back to Unilever. 

10. Up to the date of filing of this Complaint, Unilever has never fully and 

appropriately recalled the Product. Unilever continued to falsely claim to consumers that the 

Product is safe, and continued to fail to warn consumers of the dangers of proper application 

and/or misapplication of the Treatment. Unilever's efforts to conceal and downplay the hundreds 

if not thousands of complaints of Class Members who have lost their hair as a result of using this 

Product has resulted in a pointed attack on consumers. Specifically, Unilever attempts to shift 

attention and blame from the defects in the Product and its own failure to warn consumers by 

falsely claiming that it is the consumers' "misunderstanding" of the appropriate use and 

application of the Treatment that has resulted in the Product's failure. 

11. Kentucky consumers reasonably expect that their hair care products will not cause 

significant hair loss because of defective design and manufacturing or because of inadequate 

research or due diligence. Kentucky consumers had no expectation that the Treatment would 

cause scalp burns and cause their hair to fall out. 

12. Further, consumers reasonably expect that if Unilever, the company primarily 

responsible for developing, manufacturing, marketing and distributing the Product, knew that the 

Treatment would or could cause hair loss (whether by proper application or by misapplication), 

Unilever would make a disclosure to consumers as soon as it determined there was a widespread 

problem, rather than quietly discontinuing the Product and attempting to conceal the problem. 

By downplaying, concealing and misrepresenting the Product and the safety and risks of its use, 
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Unilever failed in its duty to provide consumers with adequate information, and continued even 

after the so-called "recall" to create and perpetuate a false public perception that there was little 

or no risk of harm from the use of its Product. 

13. In its continuing efforts to conceal the dangers and serious harm attendant to use 

of the Product, Unilever has also engaged in a campaign designed to obtain unconscionable and 

unenforceable releases from consumers injured by use of the Product. Upon information and 

belief, Unilever has solicited and obtained releases from Kentucky consumers who were injured 

by use of the Product, without advising them of their right to obtain legal counsel to review the 

form releases that Unilever propounded and without fully explaining the terms or legal effect of 

the faun releases, including that (a) the form releases purport to release third party retailers for 

no extra consideration; (b) the form releases purport to release personal injury claims for no extra 

consideration beyond the economic losses incurred by the consumer; (c) the form releases 

require consumers to indemnify Unilever for all losses "from any and every claim or demand of 

every kind and character, including claims for contribution;" (d) the form releases require the 

consumer to indemnify Unilever from any claims for payment of medical expenses by 

Medicare/Medicaid; and (e) the form releases require the consumer to hold Unilever harmless 

"from any and all adverse consequences in the event this settlement results in the loss of right to 

Social Security and/or Medicare/Medicaid." The release forms that Unilever required its 

unrepresented consumers to sign contain terms that are so outrageous that they should be set 

aside as unconscionable and unenforceable under Kentucky law. 

THE PARTIES 

14. At all times relevant to this Complaint, Plaintiff Naiser resided in and currently 

resides in Louisville, Jefferson County, Kentucky. Naiser purchased and used the Product in 

Louisville, Jefferson County, Kentucky. 

15. At all times relevant to this Complaint, Plaintiff Phillips resided in and currently 

resides in Utica, Daviess County, Kentucky. Phillips purchased the Product in Calhoun, Meade 

County, Kentucky and used the Product in Utica, Kentucky. 
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16. Defendant Unilever is a subsidiary of the dual-listed company consisting of 

Unilever N.V. in Rotterdam, Netherlands and Unilever PLC in London, United Kingdom. 

Unilever, which includes the Suave brand, is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of 

business located at 700 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632. Unilever 

manufactured, marketed, designed, promoted and/or distributed the Treatment. 

17. Knowlton Development Corporation ("Knowlton") is a foreign corporation with 

its principal place of business in Knowlton, Quebec, Canada. Defendant LEK, also a foreign 

corporation with its principal place of business in Knowlton, Quebec, Canada, is a subsidiary of 

Knowlton. LEK, formerly known as Les Emballages Knowlton, Inc., manufactured the Product 

for sale by Unilever in the United States, knowing that the Product would be sold in the United 

States, including the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and thereby causing injury to Kentucky 

residents and citizens as a direct result of the purchase and sale of said Product. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE  

18. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action because the 

Plaintiffs' claims against the Defendants arise out of acts or omissions of one or more of the 

Defendants in Jefferson County, Kentucky. 

19. This Court has personal jurisdiction over the Defendants in this action pursuant to 

KRS 454.210 (the "Kentucky Long Arm Statute") because during the relevant period of time 

these Defendants, among other things, derived substantial revenue from Kentucky and caused 

tortious injury to the Plaintiffs in this Commonwealth. 

20. Venue is proper in Jefferson County because one or more of the Defendants have 

derived substantial revenue, caused tortious injury and/or transacted business in Jefferson 

County, Kentucky, because a substantial part of the events or conduct giving rise to the 

Plaintiffs' claims occurred in Jefferson County, Kentucky, because the Plaintiff Naiser resides in, 

purchased and used the Product and was damaged thereby in Jefferson County, and because each 

of the Defendants is subject to personal jurisdiction within the Commonwealth of Kentucky and 

Jefferson County, Kentucky in particular. 
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FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS  

The Product And Product Warranties  

21 	Unilever released Suave® Keratin Infusion 30-day Treatment on or about 

December 9, 2011. The Treatment was sold by Unilever directly and through retail shops to 

consumers nationwide. 

22. In promoting its new Treatment, for example on Walmart.com, Unilever stated: 

"Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit is a simple, at-home alternative to 

expensive salon keratin treatments. This revolutionary system, formulated with keralock 

technology, infuses hair with keratin protein and leaves it smooth, shiny, and manageable for up 

to 30 days." The description continues by pointing out that the Product contains "No 

formaldehyde." 

23. The Walmart ad describes how the Product works: "Step 1: Smoothing Cream 

with keratin loosens, smoothens, And detangles curls And waves. Step 2: Cuticle Seal Cream 

with Keralock Technology reforms keratin bonds inside the hair fiber And eliminates frizz for 

long lasting smoothness And manageability. Step 3: Heat Defense Leave-In Conditioner 

provides ultimate moisturization to protect hair while heat styling. Formulated for use with blow 

dryers or flat irons for optimal shine and smoothness. Also, sold outside for continued use." A 

copy of the Walmart ad is attached as Exhibit A and can be found at 

http://www.walmart. com/ip/T  O-BE-D ELETED-Suave-Professi onal s-Keratin-Infusion-30-Day-

Smoothing-Kit/20461380. 

24. The Product states, on the front of the box, that the Treatment "Smooths Your 

Style as Well as a Keratin Treatment." Below that statement is printed in all caps: "NO 

FORMALDEHYDE." The package instructions state: "Your hair will continue to be smoother 

and easier to style for up to 30 days !" The package instructions further advise: "To complete the 

process, apply the Heat Defense Leave-In Conditioner and blow dry your hair into a smooth, 

straight style. Flat iron if desired." A copy of the box labeling and instructions are attached as 

Exhibit B. 
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25. Keratin is a protein found naturally in hair. By promoting the Treatment as a 

treatment that "infuses hair with keratin protein" and that did not contain Formaldehyde, 

Unilever warranted the Product as a safe, non-toxic hair smoothing solution that could be 

purchased at a fraction of the price of a salon treatment. 

26. However, despite the express representation that the Treatment contains no 

Formaldehyde, the Treatment does contain DMDM Hydantoin, a chemical that is known as a 

"Formaldehyde-releaser." See http://www.safecosmetics.org/article.php?id=599. Formaldehyde 

releasers are sometimes used in cosmetics in place of Formaldehyde and release amounts of 

Formaldehyde over time. Formaldehyde is a known human carcinogen. 

27. An investigation by the non-profit Environmental Working Group reported that 

some cosmetic companies disguise the Formaldehyde in their products by using, among other 

things, Formaldehyde releasers instead of Formaldehyde. See http://www.ewg.org/hair-

straighteners/our-rep  ort/hair-straighteners-that-hid e-formaldehyde. 

28. An average consumer reviewing the Unilever representation that the Treatment 

contains "No Formaldehyde" would not expect that it would contain a chemical known to release 

Foinialdehyde upon use or application. 

29. Plaintiffs and the Class would also not expect that application of the Treatment 

would cause hair loss and scalp burns upon proper application. 

30. Plaintiffs and the Class would reasonably expect a warning regarding any 

potential hazard to consumers, especially because the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act regulations 

provide that cosmetics that may be hazardous to consumers must bear appropriate warnings. See 

http://www. fda. gov/Co  smetics/Co smeticLabelingLab el Claims/defaulthtm. 

31. Contrary to the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act regulations, the Product also failed 

to provide adequate directions for safe use, although Defendants knew or should have known the 

Product would be unsafe if used incorrectly. In fact, Unilever's website affirmatively represents 

that it complies with all applicable labeling laws. See Unilever's Code of Business Principles, 
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attached as Exhibit C and available on its website at http://www.unilever.com/images/Code-of-

B  usiness-Principles_tcm13 -274232 .pdf. 

32. Unilever's representations that the Product is safe, contains "No Formaldehyde," 

and would smooth hair for no longer than 30 days, was plainly false. 

33. In response to the damage customers have suffered after using this Product, 

consumers created a Facebook page entitle "Suave-Keratin-Infusion-Kit-Destroyed-my-Hair." 

The page describes: 

NIGHTMARES & HORROR Stories shared by VICTIMS of this product. 
Even if you haven't been affected, but can sympathize, please "LIKE" this 
page as it would be very helpful to those who have & continue to suffer as a 
result of Suave's negligence! THANK YOU! 

Mission 

The intent of this group is to, first and foremost WARN others about the 
potential damage and danger (yes, danger), but also in hopes to get the 
attention of Unilever (Suave)! 

PLEASE feel free to tell your stories in as much detail as you can. Pictures 
and videos will also be very helpful in garnering attention! 

Many, including myself, strongly believe that this product is falsely 
advertised, misleading, devoid of proper warnings, not safe for over-the-
counter sales, should be reviewed by the FDA, and pulled from the market 
immediately. 

**ENDGAME:*** 

GETTING THIS DANGEROUS PRODUCT DISCONTINUED OR 
RECALLED, AND *RECOMPENSE* FOR ALL THOSE WHO HAVE 
SUFFERED INJURIES, TRAUMA, AND THE LOSS OF THOUSANDS 
OF DOLLARS SPENT ON REPAIRS - A DIRECT RESULT OF BEING 
INTENTIONALLY MISLEAD BY UNILEVER, AND THEIR 
NEGLIGENCE. 

Description 

This group was created for people who have had horrible experiences with 
the "Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit," and who 
need a place to tell their stories, vent, cry, scream, or receive support and 
empathy from others who have been likewise traumatized. 
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34. There are hundreds of posts highlighting the "horror stories" of women who used 

the Treatment. These stories are strikingly similar to Plaintiffs' experiences. These consumers 

describe how they were misled by Unilever's representations about the Product, expecting a 

Keratin-based smoothing Treatment whose effects would last no longer than 30 days, but instead 

received a toxic hair straightener that caused hair loss and other adverse effects. 

35. Upon information and belief, as early as December 2011 Unilever became aware 

of the serious adverse effects resulting from use of the Treatment, such as hair loss and chemical 

burns. However, despite that knowledge, Unilever remained silent, knowingly failed to warn 

distributors or the public of the problems caused by the Treatment and continued selling the 

Treatment with the same express warranties and without appropriate warnings. 

36. On the day the Product was "recalled," Unilever explained on a website listing 

numerous recalled products that the Treatment was taken off the market "because of potential 

consumer misunderstanding of the product's suitability for certain hair conditions." Unilever 

admitted that consumers "misunderstood" the Treatment, which misunderstanding was caused by 

Unilever's false marketing of the Treatment as, among other things, a temporary hair smoothing 

product, not a long-lasting toxic chemical relaxer that could cause hair loss and other damage. 

37. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA), on its website at 

http://www.fda.gov/Safety/Recalls/EnforcementReports/ucm307229.htm,  indicates that the 

Treatment was recalled by Unilever by letter dated May 8, 2012. The FDA website notes that 

there were 381,288 kits in commerce nationwide that were recalled. The FDA website further 

notes that the Treatment was manufactured by Les Emballages Knowlton, Inc., now known as 

LEK, a subsidiary of Knowlton. 

38. Retailers were advised by Unilever to immediately cease distribution of the 

Product and were advised to send the Product back to Unilever. Upon information and belief, 

some retailers continued to sell the Product after the recall. 

39. In recalling the Product, Unilever did not make any public announcement and did 

not publicly respond to the numerous complaints of adverse incidents associated with its use. 
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Instead, Unilever posted a simple notice on its website indicating that the Treatment had been 

"discontinued" and requesting that customers call for additional information. 

40. Defendant LEK did nothing in connection with the recall despite the reference to 

LEK as the "manufacturer" in connection with the FDA's notice of recall. 

41. Unilever continues to this day to advise consumers that the Product is safe to use 

as directed, without providing any disclosure concerning the complaints of hair loss and with no 

warnings regarding the hair loss that may result from its continued use. 	See 

http ://keratininfusion. suave. com/us/b  ase/howto#productFaqs. 

42. Unilever actively and intentionally misled consumers by telling consumers the 

Product was safe to use while at the same time telling retailers to immediately recall the Product 

and to bar sales of the Product sitting on their shelves. 

43. Unilever's Code of Business Principles, Exhibit C, states that Unilever "complies 

with laws and regulations of the countries in which they operate." It further provides that 

Unilever is "committed to providing products which are safe for their intended use. Products and 

services will be accurately and properly labeled, advertised and communicated." 

44. Unilever also makes the following representations on its website, portions of 

which are attached as Exhibit D: 

• "Consumers trust us to provide them and their families with products 
that are safe." 

• "[P]rotecting consumers' safety is our number one priority." 

• "We realise innovation is key to our progress, and through cutting-edge 
science we're constantly enhancing our brands, improving their 
nutritional properties, taste, fragrance, or functionality. We invest nearly 
€1 billion every year in research and development, and have established 
laboratories around the world where our scientists explore new thinking 
and techniques, applying their expertise to our products. Consumer 
research plays a vital role in this process. Our unrivalled global reach 
allows us to get closer to consumers in local markets, ensuring we 
understand their diverse needs and priorities." 

• "On any given day, two billion people use Unilever products to look 
good, feel good and get more out of life." 
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Defendants' Conduct With Respect To The Hazard Posed By The Product 

45. The active ingredient in the Product, Thioglycolic Acid, including its salts and 

esters, was originally developed as a depilatory agent for uses such as removing animal hair from 

hides so that a processor could transform a hairy hide into leather capable of being processed. 

Thioglycolic Acid is so corrosive that, if left on too long, it will dissolve the bonds holding hair 

together until the hair strand is transformed into a jelly-like substance that can be wiped away. 

46. Designing, manufacturing and providing a direct-to-consumer hair conditioning 

with Thioglycolic Acid, at the pH levels and concentration in the Product, was unreasonably 

dangerous and unsafe to consumers, especially when marketed as a gentle, "smoothing" hair 

conditioning treatment. 

47. Upon infoiuiation and belief, Les Emballages Knowlton, now known as 

Defendant LEK, manufactured the Product for Unilever. 

48. On its website, LEK boasts that it is "strategically positioned twenty minutes from 

the US-Canada border — immediately north of the US eastern states" in an obvious attempt to 

solicit and obtain US business. The website continues by explaining that "LEK is a highly 

flexible manufacturing environment designed to meet the needs of mass brands; from new 

product introductions, to brand growth, as well as the continuous improvement needs of mature 

brands. Highly capable in the production of liquid and solid products, LEK is recognized by the 

market as a leader in large-scale hot pour capabilities, boasting some of the best expertise in the 

manufacture of anti-perspirants and deodorants in the world." 	See hap;//www.kdc- 

compani es .cornikdc/lek.php 

49. Under the heading "Team" the website continues to claim that the organization is 

"best in class in planning and introducing new products to the mass market, as well as 

introducing cost improvement programmes that secure a product's profitability over its life-

cycle. Since 1991, LEK has been a stable partner to some of the most important brand-owners in 

the world, as its management and operational teams continue to refine their approach to 

managing the complexity of the consumer packaged goods industry." Id. 
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50. 	Based upon LEK's own representations, it claimed to have the expertise and 

ability to manufacture a safe and effective Product for Unilever. Despite its purported expertise, 

it failed to perform adequate testing to determine that the Product, at the pn and concentrations 

in which it was offered for sale, was dangerous and unfit for sale directly to consumers. Despite 

its purported expertise in managing "new product introductions," LEK permitted the Product to 

be sold with incomplete and inaccurate instructions and warnings, and although as a 

manufacturer it owes a duty of care to Plaintiffs and all putative Class Members, LEK failed to 

properly warn or advise potential consumers of the risk attendant with use of the Product. 

51, 	Instead, upon infoimation and belief, LEK (with Unilever) knowingly permitted 

the manufacture and sale to Kentucky consumers of a Product that was dangerous and unfit for 

sale as a temporary hair "smoothing" Product. 

52. Prior to Plaintiffs' purchase of the Product, Defendants were aware or should 

have been aware that the Treatment contained an inherent defect that caused significant hair loss 

and scalp burns upon proper application and that any instructions and warnings provided with the 

Product directly to consumers were materially insufficient. 

53. Defendants Unilever and LEK knew, or but for their reckless indifference would 

have known, prior to Plaintiffs' purchases of the Product that they would continue to receive 

complaints of hair loss attributed to the Product. Based on their experience, Defendants knew or 

should have known that even if they diligently investigated the problem, it would be difficult if 

not impossible to remediate the problem. 

54. Unilever knew, or but for its reckless indifference would have known, that: (a) the 

risk of scalp burns and hair loss was substantial, (b) Unilever's customers were unaware of that 

substantial risk, and (c) those customers had a reasonable expectation that Unilever would 

disclose that risk and fully and appropriately issue a recall of the Product. 

55. Despite such knowledge, Unilever did not disclose to prospective, purchasers, 

before or after the so-called recall, that there was a substantial risk of scalp burns and hair loss 

associated with use of the Product. Unilever instead continued to claim the .Product was safe 
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even after the so-called recall, while concealing all the adverse reports filed by consumers. 

Unilever told consumers that the Product was discontinued because of consumer "confusion," 

not because users of the Product were losing their hair and burning their scalps. 

FACTS RELATING TO NAMED PLAINTIFFS  

56. Plaintiff Naiser purchased the Treatment in or about April 2012. Based on 

Unilever's representations, Naiser expected to be purchasing a short-term "smoothing" 

conditioner and not a harsh chemical relaxer which contained the same active ingredient that is 

used in hair removal products. Naiser was exposed to and familiar with Unilever's claims about 

the Treatment not containing Formaldehyde and being a "smoothing" Product whose effects 

would last no longer than 30 days. She paid approximately $10.00 for the Treatment, which she 

purchased at a Target in Louisville, Kentucky. 

57. Upon proper application of the Treatment, Naiser's hair loosened from its natural 

tight curls to being completely straight. Within a short period of time, she noticed she was 

experiencing significant hair loss and breakage as a result of her use of the Product. The 

straightening effects and damage to Naiser's hair continued for months, well beyond the "30 

days" promised on the Treatment package. To date, she has spent approximately $2,000.00 on 

haircuts and conditioning products in an effort to restore the damage caused by use of the 

Product. 

58. Plaintiff Phillips purchased the Treatment in or about June 2012. Phillips was 

familiar with Keratin-based hair treatments and saw ads for the Product which offered it as a 

good value compared to expensive salon Keratin-based treatments. Phillips was exposed to and 

familiar with Unilever's claims about the Treatment being a "smoothing" Product whose effects 

would last no longer than 30 days. She paid approximately $15.00 for the Treatment, which she 

purchased at a Rite Aid drug store in Calhoun, Kentucky. 

59. Phillips reviewed the Product instructions and so-called warnings and applied all 

three steps as instructed by Unilever's package inserts, Immediately upon application, the 

Product was burning her scalp. She finished the application and then rinsed it off and noticed red 
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patches on her scalp, visible immediately after she removed the Product. The redness went away 

after a short while, but Phillips' scalp remained tender for weeks following application of the 

Treatment. Phillips' hair also began to fall out and break, and she had it cut in a layered fashion 

in an attempt to hide the damage. 

60. A few days after using the Treatment, Phillips contacted her hair dresser and 

began to take steps to remediate the damage caused by the Product. To date, she has spent 

hundreds of dollars on conditioners and special treatments to try to restore her hair, including 

incurring additional charges for haircuts at the salon, above and beyond those she would have 

normally had. 

61. Plaintiffs purchased the Treatment because of Unilever's false representations 

about what the Product offered them, and because they were unaware that the Treatment was 

unsafe and would cause hair loss and scalp burns, among other effects. 

62. Plaintiffs provided pre-suit notice to Defendants of their warranty claims and 

Defendants had actual notice of the alleged defect and harm caused by the Product. 

CLASS ALLEGATIONS  

63. Plaintiffs bring this action pursuant to Rule 23 of the Kentucky Rules of Civil 

Procedure on behalf of all Kentucky residents who purchased the Product for personal or 

household use at any time since the date in 20.11 that the Product was first made available to 

consumers (the "Class"). Plaintiffs seek to recover on their behalf, and on behalf of all similarly 

situated Kentucky residents, the economic losses and damages they have and will sustain as a 

result of their purchases of the now-recalled Product, including but not limited to: (a) the cost of 

haircuts, conditioners and other products purchased to repair the damage to their hair; (b) the cost 

of any medical assessments or testing incurred as a result of their purchases of the Product; (c) 

other consequential and incidental damages; and (d) any other appropriate damages. 

64. Plaintiffs are members of the Class they seek to represent. Excluded from the 

Class are: Defendants; any entities in which Defendants have a controlling interest; any of the 

Defendants' parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, officers, directors, employees and members of such 
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persons' immediate families; defense counsel in this case and his, her or their immediate family; 

and those who purchased the Treatment for resale. 

	

65. 	Upon information and belief, the Defendants sold hundreds, if not thousands of 

Treatment kits to Kentucky residents. Plaintiffs and the members of the Class they seek to 

represent are so numerous that joinder of all members individually, in one action or otherwise, is 

impractical. The precise number of Class Members and their identities are unknown to Plaintiffs 

at this time but will be determined through discovery and other means. Class Members may be 

notified of the pendency of this action by mail and/or publication. 

	

66. 	This action involves questions of law and fact common to Plaintiffs and all 

members of the Class, which include the following: 

(a) Whether the Treatment contains the defect alleged herein; 

(b) Whether Defendants failed to appropriately warn Class Members of the 

damage that could result from use of the Product; 

(c) Whether Defendants had actual or imputed knowledge of the defect but 

did not disclose it to Plaintiffs or the Class; 

(d) Whether Unilever promoted the Product with false and misleading 

statements of fact and material omissions; 

(e) Whether the alleged conduct constitutes violation of the laws or 

regulations asserted herein; 

(f) Whether Plaintiffs and Class Members sustained damages resulting from 

Defendants' conduct and, if so, the proper measure of damages or other 

relief. 

	

67. 	These and other questions of law and/or fact are common to the Class and 

predominate over any questions affecting only individual Class Members. 

	

68. 	The claims of the named Plaintiffs are typical of the claims of the proposed Class, 

and Plaintiffs will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the Class and have no interests 

adverse to, or which directly conflict with, the interests of the other members of the Class. 
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69. Plaintiffs have engaged the services of counsel who are experienced in complex 

class litigation, who will adequately prosecute this action, and who will assert and protect the 

rights of and otherwise represent Plaintiffs and the absent Class Members. 

70. Plaintiffs' claims are typical of those of the absent Class Members in that 

Plaintiffs and the Class Members each purchased and used the Treatment and each sustained 

damages arising from Defendants' wrongful conduct, as alleged more fully herein. 

71. A class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient 

adjudication of this controversy. The expense and burden of individual litigation would make it 

impracticable for proposed Class Members to prosecute their claims individually. 

72. Plaintiffs submit that there will be fewer difficulties in the fair, efficient and cost-

effective management of this action or the common issues therein as a class action, and there will 

be benefits to and protections of the legitimate interests of the parties, the court and the public 

with the maintenance of this action as a class action than there would be under any other 

procedural alternative. Means exist to address any individual issues of injury and damages 

involved in fair and adequate compensation for the Class, after common issues relating to 

Defendants' Product, conduct, knowledge, duties and breach thereof have been adjudicated. 

Claims processes may also be employed to fashion and implement an expeditious remedy for the 

Class. 

73. Plaintiffs know of no difficulty that will be encountered in the management of this 

litigation that would preclude its maintenance as a class action. 

COUNT I 

(Breach Of Express Warranty — Against Unilever Only) 

74. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-73 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

75. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

76. Plaintiffs and each member of the Class formed a contract with Unilever at the 

time Plaintiffs and the other Class Members purchased the Treatment. The terms of that contract 
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include the promises and affirmations of fact made by Unilever on the Treatment's packaging 

and through marketing and advertising, as described above. This marketing and advertising 

constitute express warranties and became part of the basis of the bargain, and are part of the 

standardized contract between Plaintiffs and the members of the Class and Unilever. 

77. Unilever purports through its advertising and packaging to create express 

warranties that the Treatment was a hair "Smoothing" Product and not a chemical relaxer, that 

the effects of the Treatment would last no more than 30 days, and that it contained No 

Formaldehyde and was safe. 

78. All conditions precedent to Unilever's liability under this contract were performed 

by Plaintiffs and the Class when they purchased the Product and used it as directed. 

79. Unilever breached express warranties about the Treatment and its qualities 

because Unilever's statements about the Product were false and because the Product does not 

conform to Unilever's affirmations and promises described above. Plaintiffs and the Class 

would not have purchased the Product had they known the true nature of the Treatment and the 

mis-statements regarding what the Product was and what it contained. 

80. As a result of Unilever's breach of warranty, Plaintiffs and the Class have been 

damaged in the amount of the purchase price of the Product and any consequential damages 

resulting from the purchases, including the cost to repair their hair loss. 

COUNT II 

(Violation Of The Kentucky Consumer Protection Act — Against Unilever Only) 

81. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-80 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

82. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

83. Plaintiffs and the Class Members are consumers entitled to the protections of the 

Consumer Protection Act, KRS 367.110, et. seq. (the "Act") and may recover damages pursuant 

to the provisions of the Act, both compensatory and punitive. 
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84, 	Unilever deceived Plaintiffs and members of the proposed Class in violation of 

the Act by promoting and/or allowing sales of the Treatment with the use of unfair, false, 

misleading or deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of the trade and/or commerce of selling 

the Treatment. Such pattern of conduct was uniform in nature with respect to the marketing and 

sale of the Product. 

85. As detailed above, Unilever, through its advertisements and packaging, used 

unconscionable commercial practices, deception, fraud, false promises and misrepresentations in 

violation of the Act in connection with the marketing of the Treatment. 

86. Unilever also knowingly concealed, suppressed and consciously omitted material 

facts from Plaintiffs and other members of the Class knowing that consumers would rely on the 

advertisements and packaging and Unilever's uniform representations to purchase the Product. 

87. Plaintiffs did not become aware of any facts which would have called into 

question the false public perception of safety which Unilever had created, until and after the so-. 

called "recall." 

88. Until the present, Unilever knowingly accepted the benefits of its deception and 

improper conduct in the form of profits from the increased sale of the Product. 

89. In addition, and upon infonnation and belief, Unilever has continued to defraud 

consumers in Kentucky by soliciting and obtaining signatures from unrepresented consumers on 

form releases that are oppressive and unconscionable for, among other reasons, the following: (i) 

the releases fail to advise consumers anywhere on the release form, of the important legal 

consequences of releasing all claims related to their purchase and/or use of the Treatment; (ii) 

the releases require consumers to indemnify Unilever under conditions that are unfair and 

oppressive; (iii) the releases purport to waive claims for third party retailers, for no additional 

consideration and without explanation; and (iv) the releases purport to release personal injury 

claims without providing any additional consideration beyond providing reimbursement of 

economic losses actually sustained by consumers. 
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90. Upon information and belief, Unilever's representatives provided false and/or 

incomplete information to unrepresented consumers in order to obtain signed releases, including 

but not limited to representations that diminish the legal significance and consequences of the 

releases. 

91. As a proximate result of the above-described Consumer Protection Act violations, 

Plaintiffs and other members of the Class: (a) purchased and used the Treatment when they 

would not otherwise have done so; (b) suffered economic losses consisting of the cost of 

purchasing the Treatment; (c) suffered and/or will suffer additional economic losses in repairing 

and restoring the damage caused by the Treatment; and (d) suffered and will suffer additional 

economic losses incidental to any visits to dermatologists or other medical specialists, including 

lost income and related expenses. As a direct and proximate result of Unilever's fraud in 

obtaining signatures on legal form releases without proper consideration and based upon the 

provision of false and incomplete information, Plaintiffs request that this Court set aside any and 

all releases signed by putative Kentucky Class Members, along with any other appropriate relief. 

COUNT III 

(Violation Of Magnuson-Moss Act (15 U.S.C. tz 2301 et seq. — Against Unilever Only)  

92. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-91 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

93. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

94. Plaintiffs and the Class are consumers as defined in 15 U.S.C. § 2301(3). 

95. Unilever is a supplier and warrantor as defined in 15 U.S.C. § 2301(4)(5). 

96. The Treatment is a consumer product as defined in 15 U.S.C. §2301(6). 

97. By reason of Unilever's breach of warranties as set forth above, Unilever has 

violated the statutory rights due to the Plaintiffs and the Class pursuant to the Magnuson-Moss 

Warranty Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2301 et seq., thereby damaging Plaintiffs and the Class. 
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COUNT IV 

(Negligence And/Or Gross Negligence — Against Both Defendants)  

98. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-97 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

99. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

100. Defendants owed Plaintiffs a duty to use due care in their development, testing, 

planning, design, marketing, sale and recall of the subject hair care Product offered for use by 

consumers. 

101. Through their failure to exercise due care, Defendants breached this duty by 

producing, processing, manufacturing, distributing and/or offering for sale a Product in a 

defective condition that was unsafe for unsupervised use at home by consumers. 

102. Additionally, Defendants breached their duty of care to Plaintiffs by failing to use 

sufficient quality control, perform adequate research or testing, proper manufacturing, 

production or processing, and failing to take sufficient measures to prevent the Product from 

being offered for sale in an unsafe and hazardous form. 

103. Defendants further breached their duty of due care by failing to properly and 

adequately inform consumers once safety concerns, including hair loss and chemical bums, were 

brought to the Defendants' attention, and further breached their duty of care by failing to fully 

and appropriately recall the Product. 

104. Defendants knew, or in the exercise of reasonable care should have known, that 

the Product presented an unacceptable risk to consumers, and would result in damages that were 

foreseeable and reasonably avoidable. 

105. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' above-referenced negligence 

and/or gross negligence, Plaintiffs and the Class have suffered and are entitled to recover 

damages, both compensatory and punitive. 
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COUNT V 

(Strict Liability — Against Both Defendants) 

106. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-105 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

107. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

108. Defendants are producers, manufacturers, marketers and/or distributors of the 

Product. 

109. Defendants produced, manufactured, designed, marketed and/or distributed the 

Product that was defective in design or formulation in that, when the Product left the hands of 

Defendants, the foreseeable risks of harm exceeded the benefits associated with the design or 

formulation. 

110. Defendants' Product was expected to, and did, reach Plaintiffs without substantial 

change in condition. 

111. Alternatively, the Product manufactured, designed, marketed and/or supplied by 

Defendants was defective in design or formulation in that, when it left the hands of Defendants, 

it was unreasonably dangerous, more dangerous than an ordinary consumer would expect 

without concomitant accurate information and warnings accompanying the Product. 

112. Defendants researched, produced, manufactured, designed, marketed and/or 

distributed the Product that was defective due to inadequate warning, testing, study and/or 

reporting regarding the results of such efforts. 

113. Defendants produced, manufactured, designed, marketed and/or distributed the 

Product that was defective due to inadequate post-market warning or instruction because, after 

Defendants knew or should have known of the risk of injury from the recalled Product, 

Defendants failed to immediately provide adequate warnings to Plaintiffs and the Kentucky 

public. 

114. As the direct and legal result of the defective condition of the Product as 

produced, manufactured, designed, marketed and/or distributed by Defendants, and of the 
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negligence, carelessness, other wrongdoing and actions of Defendants described herein, 

Plaintiffs and the Class suffered damages. 

COUNT VI 

(Unjust Enrichment — Against Both Defendants) 

115. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-114 of the 

Complaint by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

116. Plaintiffs bring this claim individually and on behalf of the Class. 

117. Plaintiffs and Class Members conferred a benefit on Defendants by purchasing 

the Treatment. 

118. Defendants have been unjustly enriched in retaining the revenues derived from 

Class Members' purchases of the Treatment, which retention of such revenues under these 

circumstances is unjust and inequitable because Defendants manufactured a defective Product, 

and Unilever misrepresented the nature of the Product, misrepresented its ingredients, and 

knowingly marketed and promoted a dangerous and defective Product, which caused injuries to 

Plaintiffs and the Class because they would not have purchased the Treatment based on the same 

representations if the true facts concerning the Product had been known. 

119. Because Defendants' retention of the non-gratuitous benefit conferred on it by 

Plaintiffs and the Class Members is unjust and inequitable, Defendants must pay restitution to 

Plaintiffs and the Class Members for their unjust enrichment, as ordered by the Court. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, individually and on behalf of the Class of persons described 

herein, themselves and all others similarly situated, respectfully request the following relief: 

A. An Order certifying the Class as defined above; 

B. An Order designating Plaintiffs as representatives of the Class and their counsel 

as Class counsel; 

C. Judgment against the Defendant Unilever on Count T of the Complaint for 

Breach of Express Warranty, for compensatory damages in an amount in excess of the 

minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 
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D. Judgment against the Defendant Unilever on Count II of the Complaint for 

Violation of the Kentucky Consumer Protection Act, for compensatory and punitive damages 

in separate amounts in excess of the minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 

E. Judgment against the Defendant Unilever on Count III of the Complaint for 

Violation of the Magnuson-Moss Act, for compensatory damages in an amount in excess of the 

minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 

F. Judgment against the Defendants, Unilever and LEK, on Count IV of the 

Complaint for Negligence And/Or Gross Negligence, for compensatory and punitive damages 

in separate amounts in excess of the minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 

G. Judgment against the Defendants, Unilever and LEK, on Count V of the 

Complaint for Strict Liability, for compensatory damages in an amount in excess of the 

minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 

H. Judgment against the Defendants, Unilever and LEK, on Count VI of the 

Complaint for Unjust Enrichment, for compensatory damages in an amount in excess of the 

minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court; 

I. An award of restitution and other appropriate equitable relief; 

J. A jury trial on all Counts of the Complaint so triable; 

K. Reasonable attorney's fees and costs; and 

L. Such other and further relief as the Court deems appropriate. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

6_y  
RICHARD A. 

1:11 and  
DANIELLE H. BROWN 

THE GETTY LAW GROUP, PLLC 
1900 Lexington Financial Center 
250 West Main Street 
Lexington, Kentucky 40507 
Telephone: (859) 259-1900 
Facsimile: (859) 259-1909 

PETER SAFIRSTEIN 
MORGAN & MORGAN, P.C. 
28 W. 44th  Street, Suite 2001 
New York, New York 10036 
Telephone: (212) 564-1637 
(Motion for Admission pro hac vice to be filed) 

CHRISTOPHER S. POLASZEK 
MORGAN & MORGAN, P.A. 
201 N. Franklin Street, 7tit Floor 
Tampa, Florida 33602 
Telephone: (813) 223-5505 
(Motion for Admission pro hac vice to be filed) 

and 

JANA EISINGER 
LAW OFFICE OF JANA EISINGER, PLLC 
11 West Prospect Avenue 
Mount Vernon, NewYork 10550 
Telephone: (914) 418-4111 
(Motion for Admission pm hac vice to be filed) 

COUNSEL FOR PLAINTIFFS 

ragpl d3573 
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***TO BE DELETED*** Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit: ... Page 1 of 2 

Wa !mart 

Nowa synnabtlity. stylus, pollutions and pices may vary between stole; and online 

Item Description 

Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit is a simple, at-home alternative to 
expensive salon keratin treatments. This revolutionary system, formulated with keralock 
technology, infuses hair with keratin protein and leaves it smooth, shiny, and manageable for up 
to 30 days, 

Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit: 
• Smoothes your style as well as a keratin treatment 
• One application 
• No formaldehyde 
• Smoothing kit contains: smoothing cream, cuticle seal cream, heat defense leave-In 

conditioner, comb, gloves, instructions for use 

Specifications Top of Page 

Model No. 19562 

Shipping Weight (in pounds): 1.5 

Product In Inches (L x W x H): 5.69 x 2.44 x 7.52 

Walmart No, 550161452 

Ingredients 

Smoothing Cream Water (Aqua), Ammonium Thioglycolate, Diamrronium DithiodIglycolate, Cetyl Alcohol, 
Sodium Polyacrylate, C12-15 Alkyl Benzoate, Stearyl Alcohol, Hydrogenated Polydecene, Laureth-23, 
Ammonium Hydroxide, Fragranm (Parfum), Ceteareth-20, Steareth-2, Trideceth-6, Tetragxlium Edta, 
Hydrolyzed Keratin. Cuticle Seal Cream: Water (Aqua), Cetea-yl Alcohol, Dimethlione, Hydrogen Peroxide, 
Stearamidopropyl Dimethylamine Hydogenated Coconut Oil, Behetrirronlum Chloride, Fragrance 
(Parfum), Mineral 011, Lactic Acid, Dipropylene Glycol; Amodimethicone, Disodlum Edta, Potassium 
Chloride, Phosphoric Acid, Peg-7 Propylheptyl Ether, Cetrlmonlum Chloride, Hydrolyzed Keratin. Heat 
Defense Leave-In Conditioner: Water (Aqua), Ceteeryl Alcohol, Cyclopentasiloxane, Dimethiwnol, 
Stearamidopropyl DImethylamine, Glyerin, Fragrance (Parfum), Behetrimonium Chloride, Dipropyiene 
Glycol, Mineral 011, Lactic Acid, Potassium Chloride, Petrolatum, Dmdm Hydantoin, Hydrolyzed Keratin, 
Disodlum Edta, Tea-Dodecylbenzenesulforete, Prunus Amygdalus Dulcis (Sweet Almond) Oil, 
Hydrogenated Coconut Oil, Butylene Glycd, lodopropynyl Butycarbamate, Mica (CI77019), Titanium 
Dioxide (CI 77891), Iron Oxide (CI 77491). 

Directions 

• Flow does It work? Step 1: Smoothing Cream with keratin loosens, smoothens, And detangles curls And 
waves. Step 2: Cuticle dal Cream with Kerabck Technology reforms keratin bonds inside the hair fiber 
And eliminates frizz for long lasting smoothness And manageatillty. Step 3: Heat Defens Leave-In 
Conditioner provides ultimate moisturizatbn to protect hair whib heat stylhg. Formulated for use with 
blow dryers or flat irons for optimal shine And smoothness, Also, sold outside for continued use. 

***TO BE DELETED*** Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day 
Smoothing Kit 

Buy from Walmart 	 Shipping & Pickup 

$10.97 Not Available at this time 

Also In stores 	 Not carried in your local Richmond store, 

Find in another store 

Shoe this numbe: O007940019562 to a waiman assocate to sic this Item in your 
store. 

Warnings Top of Page 

This product contains thiojycolates, do not use if you have previously reacted to products containing 
thloglycolates, which are often found in hair pen-ring products, Do not use this smoothing treatment it. 
Your scalp is Irritated, sore or damaged. You hair is currently permed or chemically straightened with a 
perm type product, only a root touch up can be done. Your hair Is highlighted or bleached. This treatment 
also must not be used with double processed or high lift color. This means any hair cdor substantially 
lighter than your natural color). If In doubt, ask your stylist or contact the hair color manufacturer. Use of 
this product on lightened hair (including highlights or high lift color processes) will result In hair breakage--
regardless of how long ago the hair was treated. Your hair's treated with henna's or color restores 
(metallic dyes). You have chemically relaxed cr straightened your hair with rebxers containing lye (sodium 
hydroxide) or hydroxides of lithium, potassium, or guanidine. You hair is highly darreged, extremely dy, 

lyttn./Azrunn wain, 	ryn, Ar•rrn.:1=1P_nwr 1-rpri OvInv.. Dv"c 	i T7 	T.- ..C. - - 	 es /es es le, r■ • ••• 
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***TO BE DELETED*** Suave Professionals Keratin Infusion 30 Day Smoothing Kit: ... Page 2 of 2 

brittle, or breaking. Keep out of reach of children. May be harmful if swallowed. If ingested accidentally, 
drink several glasms of water to dilute the material. Contact a physician or Poison Contrd Center 
immediately. Do not Induce vomiting. Avoid getting In eyes a on skin. If contact with the eyes or skin 
occurs, Immediately flush area with large amounts of cool water for at bast 15 ninutes. If Irritation 
persists, consult a physician, 

1,4-1-1., • 	v• 	 Pr-fl nr. TNT,T T?rPTIrs n__ _. 	rr, 7 TY 
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EXHIBIT B 
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M 

3.2 FL Oite4m 

30 DAY SMOOTHING KIT 
KIT PARA SUAVIZAR POR 30 DIAS 

SMOOTHES YOUR STYLE AS WELL AS A KERATIN TREATMENT" 
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NEW Suave Professionals®* 

KERATIN INFUSION  
20 Day Smoothing Kit 

NO r-toniltilALIC3EHNICDL.. 

KERATIN INFUSION 30 Day Smoothing  Kit is a simple, at-home 
alternative to expensive salon Keratin Treatments. The new revolutionary system 
by Suave Professionals®, formulated with KERA LOC KIM TECHNOLOGY, 
infuses hair with keratin protein and leaves it smooth, shiny, and managebble for 
up to 30 days. 

El kit K ERATIN INFUSION pare suavizar el cabello por 30 dies es 
tine opolOn simple y casera en luger de los costosas tratamientos de queratina 
de los salaries, nuevo sistema revolucionario de Suave Professionals®, 
formuledo con la TECENOLOGIA KERALO Crrm, impregna el cabello de queratina y lo deja suave, brillante y manejable heats por 30 dies. 

WV:P1741.11g4-- 
Step 1: Smoothing Cream with keratin loosens, smoothens, and detangles 
curls and waves. 
ptep. .2e Cuticle Seal Cream with KERALOCK'm TECHNOLOGY reforms 
keratin bonds inside the hair fiber and eliminates frizz for long lasting 
smoothness and manageability. 

Step, 3e Heat Defense Leave-In Conditioner provides ultimate 
moisttlirizetion to proteCt hair:while heat styling. Formulated for use with 
blow dryers or .:flat irone.,for.pptimal shine and smoothness. Also, sold 
outside for, continuedd-uSiLi 

Appropriate for au* wavy, Huy hair. Results may 
vary depending on hair type, Heir..will begin to return 
to Its normal texture and shape ova. time but will 
continua to be smoother up In 30 days, 
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KERATIN INFUSION' 

Smoothing Cream 

Cuticle Seal Cronin 

Hoot Defense 
Lemain Conditioner 

Comb 

- Slopes 

Instructions for use 

Maintain your silky BITDO 1/1 1101r Mb !CYO?*  Wrote 
Horatio Infusion SI lemma and Conditioner% 
To whom emvatImous also try Keratin infuolon 
Smooil I R Si lino Sarum. 

SMOOTHING CREAM 
Inarodlentallagradlenteat 
Wetor (Will, Ammonium ThlonlYcalete, Olemmal'unt. 
Dithiadielgoloto, Cotyl Alcohol, Sodium Polyecrylata, ; 
C12-15 Alkyl Bontooto, 	 lirkoponoted •", 
PaigleccieL Louruth•23, Ammonium Hydroxide, 
FrouraccolPoi uml, Cotoarath.20, 6boorolh.2, 
Trldocath51, Tetranodlum SOFA, Hydrolyzed Karatln, 

CUTICLE SEAL CREAM 
IngradIentealnEiredlentae: 
Water lAqual, Meryl Alcohol, Dimathicano, 
Hydrogen Parotid°, Steeramidopropyi Climethylarnine 
Hydruaeluded Coconut Oil, nahentrimonim Chloride, 
Frogmen (Naomi, Moral Oil, Lactic Acid, 
Olorapylcoo Glycol, Amemothicona, Dloodium EOM. 
emoosium Cldmldu, Plioaphorie Acid, PEGg Prapilloptyl 
Ether, Cotrimonium Chloride, Hydrolyzed Keratin. 

HEAT DEFENSE LEAVGIN 
CONDITIONER 
INaredlantslIngrodlenteet 
Water (Ana), Cateoill Alcohol, Cyclopemaflotono, 
Lrineth Iconol, Smaramidopropy I Ilmotlqloodne, Gly-
COrill, Fragrance Worfum), BehantrImon'um Chloride, 
14,ropylona Glycol, Mineral Oil, Lactic Acid, Potemdum 
Chloride, Patrolmen), OMOM Hydontnin, Hydrolyzed 
Keratin, nisodium IOTA, TEA.Oodayibonzononoronota, 
Prunus Amodolos Oulcio (Swot Airnondi Oil, Hydro. • 
oanotal Coconut 0A, Gulylenn Glycol, lodopmaynyi 
Butylcerbamam, Mien ICI 770196 Titnn!um Olotitia 
ICI 771)01/, Iron °Aldo IC177491). 
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12111101_11P113 11 
(NOT PROVIDED 

A Clock or Timer 

• A Towel or Old T-shirt t 
Your Shoulders 

0 Blow Dryer 

• Petroleum Jelly A Comb STEP 11 	STEP Cl 	 STEP 3: 	 A Pal- 
Smoothing Croom 	Cotido Sod Croon, 	Hoot Dafense Leave.In Conditioner 	of Mons 

REQUIRED ITEMS (PROVIDED IN KIT) 

• 

 r. ft .,- 

What to enpect after using Bums 
Professionals°  Keratin Infusion 

30 Day Smoothing 6Cit? 

1. Results may vary depending on your hair type. 

2. Your hair Will begin to return to its original 
Shape and texture over time - but it will 
continue to be smoother and easier to style 
for up to 30 days! 

/-1 

T.  /. 
/ 2' 

Case: 1:12-cv-060b, Document #: 1 Filed: 08/01/12 Page — of 44 PagelD #:35 

S a-raii(e < E F\ AT 	kJ 02 1 k-} N MACDTKIIME 
k 	

kJ 	30 lEIDAY 

PROFESSIONALS 	 INSTRUC—'1ONS FOR USE 

Immediately before treatment:, shampoo hair as usual. Lightly condition.Towel dry well [hair should be just 
damp). Comb and detanglo hair: Apply a light film of petroleum jelly around hairline, ears, and nape of neck. 
Drape a towel on your sh,  .elders. Wear gloves provided In the kit 

fil-VLIINTION: Du ,I01; spend more than 10 minutes applying the pro loot. Use in a well 
ventilated area - an /or is expected. 
'I. Beginning where the 1,  .xture is the coarsest (usually at the nape of the neck) wenly apply a generous 

amount of the Smoothing Cream (Step 1). Most people will require all of the :ontents of the tube. 
People with short hair may ruled less. 

R. Apply from root to tip. imoothing and gently combing the hair straight as you work (Do NOT massage 
into scalp). 

TIP: Even and thorough application is the key to good results! To aid application, you can 
divide hair into sections. Saturate each section with product. Missing 4ections of hair will 
leave those sections un-smoothened. 

otrESSIIIII3: 
'I. NOW - Sat timer for toe time shown below for your hair type. Never exceed the time specified for 

your hair type. 

Fine/sparse/light waves Light waves to tight. nude Tight, coarse curls 

Colored Not cr ved Colored Not colored Colored Not colored 

15 minutes 20 minutes 20 dilutes 20 minutes 20 minutes 25 minutes 

2. Comb and smooth eve-  y few minutes during processing, keeping hair straig it. 
TIP: To maintain body at the crown, comb up and back (away from face). Smooth any 
product picked up on comb back onto hair. More product can be added as needed to keep 
hair fully coated during processing, 
3. At the end of your specified time, RINSE hair thoroughly with warm water, still keeping hair 

straight. Rinse for a minimum of 5 minutes, or until all product is removed (Dr I NOT SHAMPOO). 
Rinse comb. Discard tube. 

11 

1. Lightly towel dry hair to remove moisture from hair (00 NOT RUB OR COME3) 
a Apply Cuticle Seal Cream (Step 2) throughout the hair using all or most of 

the contents of the bottle. 
3, leave in hair for 7 minutes irrespective of hair types. Gently comb 2-3 times 

While you wait, keeping hair straight. 
4. R. ise 	thoroughly vith warm water for 4 to 5 minutes or until all product s 

relooved OD NOT SI:AMPOD). Rinse comb, Discard bottle. 

To comple;.o the races:. apply a dime sized amount of the Heat Defense Leavo•in Conditioner 
(provided ii kit), ui.d blow dry your hair into a smooth straight style. Flat iron if desired. 
TIP; You sin not 1: eve to use all the product in the tube. Save for use later: Suave Professionals; 
Keradn Infusion heat Defense Leave-In is also sold separately for continued use. 
NOTE: 
• DO NOT USE SHA.I I1PCO FOR 48 HOURS after treatment. 
• Throw away tart Stop 1 and 2 product. They are only meant for one application. 
• On not color higNight hair for 1 week after this treatment 
• Do not use wit hin 3 nonths. You can touch up your style every 3 months. 

Vim touch up instrations on wwwsuave.com\ keratininfusion 
• Ez:end the life of your smoothing treatment by washing less often. 

Use Keradn Infusion Dry Shampoo to refresh between washes. 
• Maintain the benefits with Keratin Infusion Lower*  Sulfate Shampoos 

and Condlitioners. 
• vs. current Suave. Profess ones shampoos 

READ 11111STRIPI..;Tilf3RHS 
COMPLETELY BEFOli IT:;153Illitqlitillikilr.3, 

DO NOT USE THIS S'AdOOTHING 
TREATMENT 117: 

• You suspect OP know you are RA:1 p, 	he 0 dv. 116.. rot 
(commonly used In hair paroling In 0 

• You have previously had a reaction 
sensitivity to a pars or other coon 

• Your hair has bean colored In the pow. m d iron u• 

hunt non wonk algarsolaring.tpag,•
• Your I tow in highlighted or bleachnd 	. ir, .,1 n0.111 

bhirl 111111111(11.1111 lined with double ply) 1- 	(.11111 1 
lilt culut hio moons nny hair color sot 	ult.. illy 11011 re 

duel your natural Malan, or certain rim 
darker 1111111 your natural color). II in 	your 

or contact din Ines.  color manuinuo von Um, of 

this product on lightened hair (including aighlights or 
high 1111: color precounan) will result in hair breakage 
•• row irdlann ni how lung age the halt-  wee Wooled. 

• Viler hoir treated with henrio% or rotor rust ill t:I'S 
Pone*: 	,). 

• You have clank:ally r■ .1 pl. I 	...■.ralghtened your hair 
v.0 I rnli 	00- 	kum hydroxide) 10.  
I. 	■1 	la 	• 	01` quanic line. 

16.4 h it. 	• or ulininically straighalind 
ChM a p.:1 in type tw 	 WEIEfICS ^ after 
kvhicli MSS :IP Id. lii0.1.1 IAILY ho wformad as a root 
touch up. 

• %wilier in legl Iy.Iem.iji el. ie. 11111 al (el,' hl r lu, Ile 

cfri-e-1 IA/IPOR7.11 ' 
TI-IINGS TO ICIVOI/t,  

• Use in a will vonolatud oron. 
• AVI ri 11111111.111.1 with rtiein - if 11 ifs hnpi 	111101 

thorreighly With WIE:C1'1111` lb mini lour Soot 	' 
attention if discorrilorl; perms. 

• Una 01117 I Mal:, elipLVOU111113. 1113TIDA,  ('11111:: NB( 1 6*.  
jewelry - wad precinct contact with 

• Plasm WNW pl'allCtiVIJ gICIVOS 100110ml) when um 
this product Discord any I manse pro. loot mind wash 
hands after um. 

• lb avoid irritation, do riot apply aired ly to scalp or shin. 
Use petroleum jellyto proms the lorchoud, onrc oar' 
neck, Protium:which mak:Nally contacts Elie skin 
must be Honed off or romovcrl truing n dump amok 

• This product may discolor dialling mid other fibrins. 
• 11..vogriutirjasajarmtanne this prtrluit may bullion 

halt, colon we [longest that Linn pro -lint he used 1 tn 
weeks before miming. 

CAUTION: 
Keep Out Of Reach Of Children. . 
May he harmful it swallowed, If iiico,n;ncl 
accidentally, drink several glasses nt wrif or to 
dilute IJ le malarial. Conlant a physician or poison 
control cantos' Immediately, DO NOT in. lace 
vomiting. Avoid getting in eyes or 1111 skill If contact; 
with the eyes or skin occurs, immediately Such 
area with largo amounts of cool wato.r 	tit Icocr, 
15 minutes. If irritation persists, conoult a 
physician. 

I ow, 

	

4,18,9 	 TRIP,18U11,U0S611 
QUESTIONS FeCOMME1/151 

	

r .4 4 	all 1-800-782.8301 
83175239 

Urtil2war 
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uaW 
PROFESSIONALS 

14  calr<1  

EL L1CDlikirti 	DILICil 1310— Jailra-A3 
ARTIouL03 CES4R1OS (PROPORClONO EN a JUESO) 

• C111:0 

MILUMENTOS NIECESA 
[NO INCLUDOS EN EL KI 

• Un reloj o temporizador 

•• 

0.12T11 
PASO It 	PASO 2: 

Smoothing Cream 	Cutlet Seal Crean 

I 
MO 3: 

Acondicionador pars Other en el 
Cabello con Deleon de Cdor 

• Una toalla a camiseta vieja 
pars cubrir los hombros 

• Secador de polo 

• Vaseline 

\'.; 	1.., 

Un par 
da guantes 

Un peum 

OA  ,..-15cirri#: Titenig8t)1/1:,2iFiat' -9,1:14.4. rig :Igyh,SALBAVII" 
30 DI 

MOOD DEE EMPLED 
zeue puede suceder despuds de user 01 

kit Suave Professionals®  Keratin It &union 
pare suauizar el cabello 	no dies? 

1. Los resulta dos pueden varier dependiendo 
de su tipo de Cabello. 

2. Con el tiempo, su cabello cam enzara a 

regresar a su forms y texture original; sin 

embargo, segUira estando mas suave y sure 
fad de peinar haste por 	dies. 

LEER LAS MISR di' 'N..31 Ifildil:iit:.' 

COMPLETAS MUTES 1, ).:.:LrilltiFIVc";."lq:?.. 

NO UTILICE ESTE TRA714MIEIVIt1 
PARA SUAVIZ41:1 EL. ai. BELLO ;.::I: 

• Vanden u area sec alargloo el &tido ] oplaell, ,,,,,,,...., , 
comnrunanla on los productos pit, .1 In pm ono I, .1. . • 
cabana). 

• Ha etnidn nriLerlarmante uns reac•au a I io it, t .., 
sunsibihdod a us product° porn pet *lumina r,  u 00 .1 

producto cuotondoo, 
• Lineal co 11n tannin el 0,  hello nn la Oki lo NUMMI. t ,., •• 

moat, sal  /01•111/11r10 manna son aims. 111in ',In, 0,. 
etilanonien pure 'mar ul Kotler:1:n. 

• Su °Mule's:um capita' 0 mite docolorodo I f.• 

trottuntanin no thulio 111,1..rtlitti con 10 L4101.'0151. r. o ph t 
Lin chide 1nm:cow ti ion tl. Eldorado° no il,  no t.,,,,i, i. ht. 
11V11,1111 i'..110111113111011101. ■N. inotte redo shun rant ne 
011101110 ,.1,1, tt ,ttontirt rn..,.° 'le catmint!) inn 1,011.111011 
10,...,1.111104 /1110 1.111..1 •I• Ina et id). Si Wes :halm,  

.,':r•, el, he ottilat .., t, ntiontialuenn one el I.ihr,, wilt: 
do Its tun, fro porn el wheel. La mIllzar,j6n de,. le 
produce] en cabana nolonntle (InnItildhs nufluhm y 
Prounann do docaloronlar) cannon', delis al cuballa, 
noitvmdit lit oilman tic cormil.,1,■ 11:,o, 

• 11:,1 i.o. "i J .,, l loiJk•110 W II o I, ohl PI I ,  ."1 itt001.0/10r01 /1, 
N)101'11101111',1'.11101.015 4.4 

• C110.111 1111 lot ../11.100,,(.1., 1.110 IA JO ;III [IUD Cain IVnifil 

NV. 110.11 g,,,th, J• , ,,,,,,,' t, 1, •p ,,,t. 0 . IN 1101.1,1.1111.1111.0 0 
00.10. Ili, 

• : .0 1011010110 uno poi tiumointi II holm • lanithe 01 c.,1). 9.. ? 
nub i an an il:111,1 con tilt produce, nit obi rt leo tiolt,id•r, 
I on° pen ten tenet sit Int; 'llama 1P ttninisuit.. tItu,p.I..t. 
'Ill lob outline id Irniati taunt ° 'moth, tililprou nolotortn.,  
pore ram:nylon ratcus (nun ninuecranoto). 

• Su enhello V...1.11 may Miliaria, on !nay 11111:1,1 u 111110•71:100 

MAS INFORA4Aell'.1A1 IMPOMAIVTIE 

• Salvor on its ruin, I !lite ventilodo. 
• EV11.6r al nal 'Lento eon len 'ann. Si el prt ducin oriel' MI 

00111.4.3 0 con Ins njo,...itolo, awn 11111 roe olnindinuo 10110 
f.111111111.1 15 minuet:1 13ecoor St.:ilium, moth= in Is 
mulontit ponants.  

• Utilizer etlemonlo clipc y copOlog plLiaious. Distant) lea 
millet] y &end° ellmlna. Fvdtti• quit 1.1 in toluolo nu Itra on 
cartunte can el metal • 

• Utiliror guantos prmuctorm pular] cdttltiour este 
products. Soaped: do au ito, ilm.t.,..1,1r 51p-educe) 
roolontu y favor :At Inn Iranian. 

• Pons miter Is ire Itmcibn, nn tiplmin tlytieltimueto sutra 
Si cuero cubellude Iii In plel Pt forint hamlet !lie melon 
y el cuello con v000linu. Di el prod r.to alum no canlatoul 
non is pial, enjuagur o ems,  nun i.0.1 Entitle huouttlecida. 

• Emu producto puodo tlEculnrur In roll y (lumen] toles. 
• SI su cabana Dot° tannin: Vu ti,,e tile mallow puede 

nclimon el cohnllo, ougerinsia tirfess tiltit producto 1.2 
comanon omen do Is 1.112.Orh 

PRECAUDION: 
Mantdngnlo fuoro dal olonnee do la": nVie.,. Pitatle 
nor nocivo el se inglore. Si sit :rhea„ •I pot. bun Ini itzt, 
baba varies vases de ague pLi.ii 1111111' Ill imlarial, 
Cant:ad:a inmediaturritinta a to Medico a al Liana.° 
de !auk:0100a, No indium' of utinti o Evils+ el 
contacts can los ojos 0 lo pia'. i'.1 nose de ountecto 
con los ojos o la aid, 'IMO inn ie,lieturtki it: el emu 
con abundante ague Ma durante oil r11011(1F• 15 
minutes. Si la irritaclan persists, minsulto a un medico, 

Inmediatamente antes del tratemient Idvese el cabello can shampoo come de costumbre. Use an pun . de acondicionador. 	(. . i 
Sequels bien con toga. (El cabello dubs ::star an pow hOmedg.Peina ydeseurede el cabello. Aplique ens t Ape fina de voselina 	r  y./ 
nlrededor del nacimiento del cabello. I s urges y la nuca.C,oloclue una tole sabre sus hombres. Use li guantes del lit. 	/ 

1.'lLIOliCloilf; No ease men de 10 minutes apficande el products. Osele en un area Wen 
ventilada; as normal que deep .da olon 
1. Empezando donde la texture ei riles aspera (por lo general en la nuce). aplique uniformemente una 

=tided gunerosa de Creme uavizante (Paso 1). La mayor's de las personas necesitaren Lode el tuba. 
Es posible q e las personas CCli saheb aorta necesiten menos. 

2. Aplique de la lb a Is punta, alb undo y peinando con cuidado de manure recta. (NO masajee el cuero 
cabelluclo). 

CONSEJO PRAL.:7CO: Una epiicacion uniforms y complete as clave pare obtener &terms 
resultados, Para la:linter la aolicacien, puede dividir el cabello an secciones. Set: re cads 
sexier) con el predict°. Las necciones de cabello no tratadas quedaran sin sualizan 
Tr IATAINIERITO: 
1, AHORA - ejuste el temporizador con el tiempo que se muestra a continuacion para all dpo de cabello. 

Nunca exceda el tiempo esporificado pars su tipo de cabello. 

Fino/ralotligeramente ondulado jueramen e ondulado 
a mug deeds Muy rizado y aspen:, 

Tebido Sin tehir Aids Sin OW To iiido Sin tar 

15 minutos 20 minutos 211 ninutos 20 minutos 20 minutos 25 minutes 

2. Durante el tratamiento, 	alise ei cabello a menudo para mantenerlo Ilea. 
CONSEJO PRACTICC: Para r )antener el volumen an la parte superior de la cabeza, palm 
hacia arriba y hacia att.& (leji,s de la cars). Unto el producto recogido por el peine de nuevo en 
Is cabeza. Segdn sea necesal .0, se puede agregar ma's products para mantener el cabana 
totalmente cubierto durante E tratamiento. 
3. Al final de/ periodo de tiempo d terminado, ENJUAGUE bien el cabello con ague tibia, mantaniendo el 

cabello Iso, Enjuague por un m limo de 5 minutos o haste redrar todo el producto. NO USE SHAMPOO. 
Enjuague el peine. Deseche el t 

1. Segue ligs.ramente el cabello cc . ■ una toalla pare eliminer le humedad. [NO FRD7E NI PEIN:i). ow Ill 
2. Aplique la Drama para Seller It Cuticula (Paso 2) en todo el cabello usando Soda 

o la mayorrt del botello, 	
✓ 3. Delete en el .iabelIo durante 7 r autos, Independientemente del tipo de cabello. 

Suavemente peine 2 0 3 woes nientras espera, menteniendolo liso. 
4, Enjuague bien con ague tibia pc. 4 o 5 minutos o haste retirar todo el producto. 	 I lOsss  

(NO USE SHAMPOO). Enjuagun peine. Deseche ei botella. 

Para :ermines el process, aplique uns cantidad del tameno de una monde de dies centavos de Acondicionador para 
Dejar en al Cabello con Defense de Calor (incluido en el kit) y segue su cabello con secador para qua wade lado y 
suave. Use placche de polo si to ilexes 
CONSEJO PI-ViCTICO: Usted nu tiene qua utilizer todo el producto del tube. Guarde el sobrante para despues. 
El producto Suave ProfessionalsD !Carotin Infusion Heat Defense Leave-In tembien se vende por separado pare 
use continuo. 
NOTA: 
• Deseche los producto del Paso 1 i 2. Selo sirven pare una aplicacien. 
• No me el shampoo durante 48 hos as despot's del tratamiento. 
• No on tint) d cabello nice haga raves por una smarts despues de este tratamlento. 
• Vuelvolo a usar despues de 3 meat s. Puede retocarsu cabello cads 3 muses. 

Vea las mstrucciones pars retocar en wwwsuave.com  keranninfusion 
• Alargue is vide de su tratamiento lavandese el cabello con menos frecuencia. 

Para reirescar su cabello entre 'evades, utifice Keratin Infusion Dry Shampoo 
• comparado con las shampoos Suave Professionals ectuales 	 ()rawer 

R.s,! 	WSLEVaLTRUMSUll,CT 
Yak. Rpit, irnEsUtibiSOCOMENTARIDS? 

?id.  I* CALL 1-800.782.2301 
eC• 
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Product safety I Sustainable living I Unilever Global 	 Page 1 of 2 

INVESTOR CENTRE MEDIA CENTRE CAREERS 	UNILEVER GLOBAL I CHANGE LOCATION 

ABOUT US 	BRANDS IN ACTION 	SUSTAINABLE LIVING 	INNOVATION 	Search 

SUSTAINABLE 
LIVING 

RESPONDING TO 
STAKEHOLDER 
CONCERNS 

PRODUCT SAFETY 

ADVERTISING & 
MARKETING 

HUMAN RIGHTS & 
LABOUR RIGHTS 

PRODUCT SAFETY 
Consumers trust us to provide them and their families with products that are 
safe. Product safety is always considered at the design stage of a new product 
or process. 

SAFETY COMES FIRST 

Our Code of Business Principles sets out our commitment to provide branded 
products and services which are safe for their intended use and to innovate on 
the basis of sound science, applying rigorous standards of product safety. The 
safe and sustainable design of our products and manufacturing processes Is 
core to our approach to responsible innovation. 

READ MORE 

Code of Business Principles 

Safety & environment 

What's in our products 

We have a long-established Safety & Environmental Assurance Centre (SEAC) 
which assures the safety and environmental sustainability of our products, and 
the processes used to manufacture them. See Consumer safety for more. 

Sometimes a product that does not meet our high safety and quality standards Is 

FARM ANIMAL 	 accidentally released into the market. Such a product might, for example, have a 

WELFARE 	 quality defect, or a contamination of the raw materials or a mislabelling of 
Ingredients. If this happens, protecting consumers' safety is our number one 

GENETICALLY 	 priority. If necessary, we will recall such products. 
MODIFIED CROFS 

During 2011 we had four public recalls (compared with five in 2010). The 
KODA1KANAL, INDIA 	continued reduction of incidents was partly due to our renewed focus on quality 

as an integral part of our business agenda. We have been putting programmes 
MICROPLASTICS 	in place to improve the rigour of our processes - from sourcing and 

manufacturing to customer and consumer satisfaction with our brands. 

Some consumers are concerned about the presence of particular chemicals In 
our products. We continue to work in partnership with research organisations, 
industry partners, NGOs and regulators to strengthen consumer confidence in 
our products, and with them we try to find alternative ingredients, where 
appropriate. 

DEVELOPING 
ALTERNATIVE 
APPROACHES TO 
ANIMAL TESTING 
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ABOUT US 
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JNILEVER 

UNILEVER FACTS 

OUR VISION 

OUR LOGO 

OUR SUPPLIERS 

INTRODUCTION TO UNILEVER 
On any given day, two billion people use Unilever products to look good, feel 
good and get more out of life. 

LIFE PARTNERS 

With more than 400 brands focused on health and 
wellbeing, no company touches so many people's lives in 
so many different ways. 

Our portfolio ranges from nutritionally balanced foods to 
indulgent ice creams, affordable soaps, luxurious 
shampoos and everyday household care products. We produce world-leading 
brands Including Lipton, Knorr, Dove, Axe, Hellmann's and Omo, alongside 
trusted local names such as Blue Band, Pureit and Suave. 

RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS 

Since Unilever was established in the 1890s, brands with a social mission have 
been at the core of our business, and now corporate responsibility underpins our 
strategy. 

In 2010 we launched the Unilever Sustainable Living Plan — a set of targets 
designed to help us deliver our objective of growing our business while 
minimising our Impact on the environment. 

To embed sustalnability into every stage of the life cycle of our products, we're 
working with our suppliers to support responsible approaches to agriculture, 
We're also learning from NGOs and other organisations, recognising that 
building a truly sustainable business Is not something we can do without expert 
advice. 

We believe that as a business we have a responsibility to our consumers and to 
the communities in which we have a presence. Around the world we invest in 
local economies and develop people's skills inside and outside of Unilever. And 
through our business and brands, we run a range of programmes to promote 
hygiene, nutrition, empowerment and environmental awareness, 

IMPACT & INNOVATION 

We realise innovation Is key to our progress, and through cutting-edge science 
we're constantly enhancing our brands, improving their nutritional properties, 
taste, fragrance, or functionality. 

We invest nearly €1 billion every year In research and development, and have 
established laboratories around the world where our scientists explore new 
thinking and techniques, applying their expertise to our products, 

Consumer research plays a vital role in this process. Our unrivalled global reach 
allows us to get closer to consumers in local markets, ensuring we understand 
their diverse needs and priorities. 

ABOUT OUR BRANDS 

From long-established names like Lifebuoy, Sunlight and Pond's to new 
Innovations such as the Pureit affordable water purifier, our range of brands is as 
diverse as our worldwide consumer base. 

Unilever has more than 400 brands, 12 of which generate sales in excess of €1 
billion a year. 

Many of these brands have long-standing, strong social missions, including 
Lifebuoy's drive to promote hygiene through handwashing with soap, and Dove's 
campaign for real beauty. 

We've also won a wealth of advertising Industry honours at the prestigious 
Cannes Advertising Awards, including being named 2010's Advertiser of the 
Year. 

Find out more about Unilever. 

RELATED LINKS 

Read the Unilever Sustainable 
Living Plan 

DOWNLOADS 

Introduction to Unilever 
presentation (6.8MB) 
View our Introduction to 
Unilever presentation 

VIEW OUR BRANDS 

View our global brands 

OUR LOGO 

The story of our logo 
Each icon within our logo 
represents an aspect of our 
business and our commitment 
to helping people get more out 
of life. 
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CIVIL COVER SHEET 

The JS-44 civil cover sheet and the information contained herein neither replace nor supplement the filing and service of pleadings or other papers as required by law, except as provided by local rules of 

court.  This form, approved by the Judicial conference of the United States in September 174, is required for the use of the Clerk of Court for the purpose of initiating the civil docket sheet.  (SEE 

INSTRUCTION SON THE REVERSE OF THE FORM.) 

I(a) PLAINTIFFS TERRI NAISER & JONNIE PHILLIPS, on 

Behalf of Themselves & All Others Similarly 

Situated 

 DEFENDANTS UNILEVER UNITED STATES, INC., LEK INC., 

and CONOPCO, INC. d/b/a UNILEVER HOME 

& PERSONAL CARE USA  
(b) COUNTY OF RESIDENCE OF FIRST LISTED 

PLAINTIFF 
Kentucky   COUNTY OF RESIDENCE OF FIRST LISTED DEFENDANT Delaware 

(EXCEPT IN U.S. PLAINTIFF CASES)    (EXCEPT IN U.S. PLAINTIFF CASES ONLY) NOTE: IN LAND 

CONDEMATION CASES, USE THE LOCATION OF THE RACT OF 

LAND INVOLVED. 

 

     
(c) ATTORNEYS (FIRM NAME, ADDRESS, AND TELEPHONE (NUMBER)   ATTORNEYS (IF KNOWN) 

Richard A. Getty and Danielle H. Brown 

The Getty Law Group, PLLC 

1900 Lexington Financial Center  

250 West Main Street 

Lexington, KY 40507 (859) 259-1900 

  Charles M. Pritchett and Christopher Johnson 

Frost Brown Todd LLC 

400 W. Market Street, 32
nd

 Floor 

 Louisville, KY  40202   

 (502) 589-5400 

  

  

     
II. BASIS OF JURISDICATION  (PLACE AN X IN ONE BOX)   III. CITIZENSHIP OF PRINCIPAL PARTIES  

   (For Diversity Cases Only) (PLACE AN X IN ONE BOX FOR PLAINTIFF 

AND ONE BOX FOR DEPENDANT 

    PTF DEF  PTF DEF 

 1 U.S. Government Plaintiff  Federal Question (U.S. 

Government Not a Party) 

  Citizen of This State  1  1 Incorporated or Principal Place of 

Business in This State 

  4   4 

 2 U.S. Government Defendant  Diversity (indicate Citizenship 

of Parties in Item III) 

  Citizen of Another State  2  2 Incorporated and Principal Place 

Of Business in Another State 

 5  

   Citizen or Subject of a 

Foreign Country 

 3  3 Foreign Nation  6  6 

     
IV. ORIGIN (PLACE AN X IN ONE BOX ONLY) 

 1 Original Proceeding  2 Removed from 

State Court 

 3 Remanded from 

Appellate Court 

 4 Reinstated 

or Reopened 

 5 Transferred from 

another district 

(Specify) 

 5 Multidistrict 

Litigation 

 7 Appeal to 

District Jude 

from Magistrate 

Judgement 

     
V. NATURE OF SUIT (PLACE AN X IN ONE BOX ONLY) 

CONTRACT TORTS 
FORFEITURE/ 

PENALTY 
BANKRUPTCY OTHER STATUES 

  110 Insurance PERSONAL INJURY PERSONAL INJURY  610 Agriculture  422 Appeal  400 State 

 120 Marine  310 Airline  362 Personal Injury-  620 Other Food & 

Drug 
       28 USC 158       Reapportionment 

 130 Miller Act  315 Airline Product       Med Malpractice  625 Drug Related 

Seizure of 
 423 Withdrawal  410 Antitrust 

 140 Negotiable Instrument       Liability   365 Personal Injury -        Property 21 USC 

881 
      28 USC 157  430 Banks and Banking 

 150 Recovery of  Overpayment  320 Assault. Libel &       Product Liability  630 Liquor Laws PROPERTY RIGHTS  450 Commerce/ICC Rates/etc 

      & Enforcement of       Slander  368 Asbestos Personal  640 R.R. & Truck  820 Copyrights  460Deportation 

      Judgement  330 Federal Employers’       Injury Product  650 Airline Regs  830 Patent  470 Racketeer Influenced and 

 151 Medicare Act       Liability       Liability  660 Occupational  840 Trademark        Corrupt Organizations 

 152 Recovery of Defaulted  340 Marine PERSONAL PROPERTY        Safety/Health SOCIAL SECURITY  810 Selective Service 

      Student Loans  345 Marine Product  370 Other Fraud  690 Other  690 HIA (1395ff)  850 Securities/Commodities/ 

      (Excl. Veterans)       Liability  371 Truth in Lending LABOR  862 Black Lung (923)       Exchange 

 153 Recovery of Overpayment  350 Motor Vehicle  380 Other Personal  710 Fair Labor 

Standards 
 863 DIWC/DIWW (405(g))  875 Customer Challenge 

       Of Veteran’s Benefits  355 Motor Vehicle        Property Damage        Act  864 SSID Title XV!        12 USC 3410 

 160 Stockholders’ Suits       Product Liability  385 Property Damage 720 Labor/Mgmt.  865 RSI (405(g))  891 Agriculture Acts 

 190 Other Contact  360 Other Personal       Product Liability        Relations   892 Economic Stabilization 

 195 Contract Product Liability        Injury   730 Labor/Mgmt. FEDERAL TAX SUITS        Act 

REAL PROPERTY CIVIL RIGHTS PRISONER        Reporting &  730 Taxes (U.S. Plaintiff  893 Environmental Matters 

  PETITIONS         Disclosure Act        Or Defendant)  894 Energy Allocation Act 

 210 Land Condemnation  441 Voting  510 Motions to   740 Railway Labor  871 IRS – Third Party  895 Freedom of 

 220 Foreclosure  442 Employment       Vacate Sentence        Act       26 USC 7609       Information Act 

 230 Rent Lease & Ejectment  443 Housing/        Habeas Corpus:  779 Other Labor   900 Appeal of Fee 

 240 Torts to Land       Accommodations  530 General       Litigation         Determination Under 

 245 Tort Product Liability  444 Welfare  535 Death Penalty  791 Empl. Ret. Inc.          Equal Access to Justice 

 290 All Other Real Property  440 Other Civil Rights  540 Mandamus & Other        Security Act    950 Constitutionality of  

   550  Other          States Statutes 

     890 Other Statutory 

            Actions 

VI. CAUSE OF ACTION (CITE THE U.S. CIVIL STATUTE UNDER WHICH YOU ARE FILING AND WRITE A BRIEF STATEMENT OF CAUSE.  DO NOT CITE JURISDICTIONAL 

STATUTES UNLESS DIVERSITY) .   

28 U.S.C. §1332 Diversity of Citizenship, 28 U.S.C. §1441, 1446 – Plaintiff alleges claims for personal injury/product liability for negligence, strict liability, 

unjust enrichment and breach of express warranty, violating the KY Consumer Protection Act and Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act. 
VII. REQUESTED IN 

COMPLAINT 

CHECK IF THIS IS A 

 UNDER F.R.C.P. 23 

CLASS ACTION 

Reid, et al. v. Unilever United States, Inc., USDC 

Northern District of IL, No. 12-06058 

DEMAND  Check YES only if demanded in complaint 

JURY DEMAND:  YES   NO  

     
     

VIII. RELATED CASE(S)  (See Instructions) JUDGE    Audra J. Eckerle    DOCKET NUMBER 13-CI-00898  
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